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MEASUREME TS IN LIQ ID FUEL SPRAYS 
o partm n 
Carn 
Norman Chigier 
o( M chanical Engin ring 
i -M 11 n niv rsity 
20526 
Th g al of our r s ar h on th m asur m nt o[ liquid fu 1 sprays is to study 
the ffe ts of atomiz r d sign and t hara t ri z th atomization and vaporization 
pro ss s in sprays und r w II ontr 11 d ondit ions . Th scop of this stud 1S 
limit d to th v nts dir tly pr di ng ombusti on in the liquid fuel sprays. 
M a ur m nt t hniqu s ar bing us d t pr vid info rmat i n as a f un tion of spac 
and tim n dropl t siz , shap , numb r d nsity , position, angl [flight and 
velo ity . Three spray chamb rs hav be n d si gn d a nd onstruc d for: (i) air-
assist liquid fuel "res ar h" sprays; (ii) hi h pr ssure and t emp ratur chamber fo r 
I ulsed di sel fu 1 Sl r.ays; and (iii) c al-wat r slurry sprays . Rent r suits utiliz-
ing photograph, in mato gra phy, and al ibration of th Malvern particle S1Z rare 
report d. Syst ms for simultan us m asur m nt f v 10 ity and particle siz dis-
tributions using Las r Ooppl r An m m try/ lnt r[ r m try and th application of holo-
graphy in liquid fuel sprays ar bing alibrat d. 
Park r llannifin ha s tlesi n ' cI an ai r nssist s \"irJ nt I111Z r [ r us in ba i re-
s ar h studies at s v rnl univ rsiti s (Carnegi -M -11011, Purclu , U /I rvin ) . This 
a tomi z r has b en fitt dint th basi r s nr h s pray hamber in whi h uni fo rm low 
turbulen int nsity air f low s v rti alLy d wnwar cl. Th ~ liquid £u 1 spray is 1n-
] t d d wnward along with the unif rm air flow. 0 tail d m asur ments of th dis-
tributions of parti 1 si ze , pnrti 1 v Lo ity, a nti ga v locity will b mad through-
out th sprays under c nditi o ns o( welL ontroll d initi a l and b undar y conditions. 
o sign and onstru tion f th hi gh pr ss ur and high t mp ratur swirl chamber 
has b n compl t d to withstand maximum pr ssure s of 60 atm . and maximum temperatures 
of 37 C. Two quart z window, 8 nUl1 in diam t r, ar fit d t th chamber for opti-
cal a ss . An e l tr. ma gn ti ally ontroll d puIs d di s 1 1n] tor has b en 
op ra t cI wi th the hamb rand pr 1 iminary ph to grap hi s tudi s hay be n mad . The 
air-assist swirl atomiz r will, at a lat r stag, b install d in this hi h pr ssure 
hamb r . 
Th oal-wat r lurr y spra t st (a ility wa s op r ated with a Pa rk e r Hanni fin 
unt r swirl atomi ze r t o inv stigat undam ntal rro' ses 1 adi n ' to ombustion 
of oal-wat r slurri s. This r s arc h i o' us ('J n t\" :lr as : th vapori zat ion of 
wat rand th d volatili zation o f th 'oal parti I s in th spray. Pr liminary 
studi n dr I siz , shap , oncl di tribution w r mad using photography , ci n -
m:1t g raphy, and th ~1olvern porti c l i z r . Hi gh ql1:1li t y im:1g s of c mmer ia l oal-
wot r (7(l ~~ t 30 7<~ on ntrotion) sLurry sproy at vari us atomizin air pre ssur and 
slurr f ed rate hav be n made. Th magnifi oti n f th se pi tures is 8.4 times 
lif siz and is about 1 in h distan [ rom th> no zzl ip. Th spray appeared very 
d ns in th photographs . The small st parti 1 /dropl t si z that an he distin-
guish d on th dg s 0 th spl-ay is 1n th rd r of 40-50 mi rons. There is evi-
d nc [low-fr qu n ' pulsations in th pray in both ph tographic and h igh speed 
in mato graphic resul ts. 
Sampl s f dilut d l' )a l - wot e r slur ry we r e ;11t;~S Llr 'c1 hy th t-1al rn particl 
si ZL'r LH S i ZL d i s lrlbutiull. Till' rL's ul t s sh )w .. ' I that th e ':11 parti Ie? ~ID [11 
wi thill tho.' Si ZL' r ang' of ' J mil' rnll S t tl I. llll ' r o ns fU I" ~n bs 'ur ti n rail in> (r m 
o t ,) l) Pl' l" , ' Ill. 
Tlh' h ' Il :1 i,)r l) \ t it,' ~1:l1 L'rll ' 00 p,11"ti c lt, S I ZL'r \":IS III ' sti:1 d by anal z ln r, 
,111)11- ,Ir l ing l':lIibrati un [' <' liclc pr, iuc .. d by I.a s l'r -E II:' tr ) o pli' me (th 
lmpOI"l.lllt P:ll": II11L'lL'l" S :l r lL'1 d uring tho.' 'XPL' I"illl'lll Wl'rL': I h l m ::In Ie, 
distanc e 1>L't\,10L'11 ph tOlllas k alld rC ' l' i (' r lens, ,nu 1" '(' 0.'1 Lr 1 ns 1 nth. All 
,) till'S' :Hiables pr el Lo be Vl'r ' cru ' ial in the tIL' enn in::lti. n of siz distribu-
til)n by the 1::lIv ' I' n. 
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OF POOR QUALI 
• 
• 
Fuel: 50% Ethylene Glycol, 50% Water by volume. 
Fuel pressure: 20 psi, Nozzle: 60 degree solid cone. 
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Fuel: 50% Ethylene Glycol, 50% Water by volume. 
Fuel pressure: 21 psi, Nozzle: 60 degree solid cone. 
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o IN L PA ' _ S 
F POOR QU ALI'TY 
Fu I: 50% Eth)'1 n GI)col, 50% Wat r by ,olunle. 
Fuel pr sure: 40 p i, N ozzl : -15 d gree solid cone. 
b 
· . 
Fuel: 50% Ethylene Glycol, 50% Water by volunle. 
Fuel pressure: 70 psi, Nozzle: 45 degree hollow cone. 
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Slurry: 210 Ib/hr, 22 psi; Air: 44 psi 
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Slurry: 500 Ib / hr, 48 p i; Air: 45 psi 
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OF P0 'i< QUALI 
Slurry: 500 Ib/hr, 72 psi; Air: 162 psi 
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FUEL SPRAY DIAGNO 11CS 
Mar'a A. Bosque 
NASA Lew's Research Center 
10 understand the combust'on process of l'qu'd reactants, ,t 's necessary 
to obta'n 'nformat'on about the d'str'but'on and atom'zat'on of the 'njected 
l'qu'd phase. Turbulence and relat've veloc't'es between the fuel's gas phase 
and l'qu'd droplets affect the evaporat'on, burn'ng rate and pollutant forma -
t'on . Th's w'll affect other combustor performance parameters such as combus -
t'on eff'c'ency , pollutant em'ss'ons and combust'on stab'l'ty. The measurement 
of s'ze and veloc'ty d'str'but'on of the l'qu'd 'njected 'nto the combustor 1s 
of v't al necess'ty. The exper'mental data w'll be used by numer'cal modelers 
'n der1v'ng mathemat'cal relat'onsh1ps that w111 descr1be the combust'on 
process . 
Several laser measurement m thods are be'ng stud'ed to prov'de the capa -
b'l 'ty to make droplet s'ze and veloc'ty measur ments under a var'ety of spray 
cond't'ons. The Droplet S'z' ng Interferometer (DS1) has prom1sed to be a suc -
cessful techn' que because of ,ts capab'l'ty for rap'd data acqu1s't1on, com-
pllat'on and analys's . Its ma'n advantage 1s the ab'l'ty to obta'n s'ze and 
veloc'ty measurements 'n a'r - fu 1 m1x'ng stud'es and hot flows. 
1he ex1 st1ng DSI at NASA Lew's 'S a two - color , two - component system. Two 
'ndepend ent orthogonal measurements of sIze and veloc'ty components can be made 
s'multaneously . It also uses an off -ax's large- angle l'ght scatter detect'on. 
The fundamental features of the system are opt'cs, s'gnal process'ng and data 
management system. The major r.omponent 'nclude a transm'tter un't, two 
rece'ver un1ts, two s1gnal proces sors, two data management systems, two Bragg 
cell systems, two pr'nter/plotters, a laser, power supply and color mon1tor. 
lhe laser d1agnost'c 'nvest'gat'on w'll cons'st of var10us exper1ment 
conf1gurat1ons for fuel no zzle character1zat1on tests. Water w111 be used as 
a fuel subst1tute . General probe volume pos1t1ons w11l be obta1ned for mapp'ng 
the fuel nozzle flow d'str'but1on and var1at'ons w1th test cond1tlons. A fuel 
nozzle/sw1rler comb1nat'on w111 s1mulate fuel/a1r m1x'ng characterlst'cs; small 
part1cle s w'll be used for seed'ng the flow f1eld. 
1wo contracts have been awarded for further development and 1mprovements 
to the system. These contract efforts prom1se to extend the s1ze range capa -
b'l'ty, reduce beam al'gnment d1ff1cult1es and reduce the system sens1tlvlty 
to laser beam qua11ty and d1fferences 1n the relat1ve lntens'ty of the beams. 
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NASA leRC FUEL SPRAY DIAGNOSTICS PROGRAM 
EXPER IMENT DE SCRIPTION 
·SPRAY CHARACTERI ZATION - Hfl 
- VAR IOUS OZZLE TYPES 
- PRE SSURE DI FFERE TlAL EFFECTS Siu AND VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION 
- SE VER AL SAMPLI G PLANES 
• TURB UL CE STUDIES - SEEDED 
- VARIOUS AIR SWIRLER CONFIGURATIOOS 
- VA EA GLE EFFECT S 
- AIRFLOW SPLITS 
·FUEL-AIR REA CTIO STUDIES 
- VARIOUS EOUIVALENCE RATIOS 
- FUEL PROPERTY EFFECTS 
-MEA SURE TURBULENCE INTENSITY 
• FUEL SPRAY DIAGNOSTICS FACILITY 
(S'v1-5, ERB , NI\SA lEWIS) 
• Il.V[LClR'OO fIND 1t1U}[NTIITI(l'I (f AfNNfiJ) D1AG1'mTIC lEOtHIllS 
(Sr DROO OCVF.LOfl[Nr lJIBORATOR IES, INC. ,(ALIFO~IA> 
• f'i llSE OClEaI (l'I lEOINIOO:: STUDY 
(AEfU£TRICS, INC . ,CALIFORNIA) 
• ~fASUfffENT (F SPMY CCJ'BUST I(l'I PfmSSES 
( UTS I GfWlT, TENNESSEE) 
• ffi-nUST lrn OVlRAClER ISTICS IN mE TfWjSlTlrn PEG lrn (f LIQUID FWID SPRAYS 
(DfUllltHVERS ITY GfWlT,F\iIl.AI[rniIA) 
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DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF ADVANCED 
DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES* 
Cecil F. Hess 
Spectron Development Laboratories, Inc . 
20528 ~ 
The obj ecti ves of this work are to establish the performance and 
limitations of two optical techniques for spray characteriza~ion, and to design 
and ~J ild an instrument based on the e techniques. 
Two techniq ues have been identified which off r great potential in the 
measurement of sprays. The first is referred to as "IMAX", and it consists of 
a noni nt rusive pulse height analyzer . The se cond is referred to as "Visibil-
ity/Int e nsity (V /!) " and it performs a size measurement by examining the visi-
bil ity and the pedes tal intensity of a Doppler burst . The research conducted 
over this past year indi cate that the IMAX technique provides a larger dynamic 
range and highe r accuracy than V /1. It also shows that the two-color IMAX 
concept provides a higher SIN primarily because of the high efficiency in 
spectrally separating the two signals . 
The two-color IMAX concept is described in Figur lao Two small beams of a 
giv n wavel ngth (48BOA) are crossed in the middle of a larger beam of differ-
ent wavele ngth (5145A) thus identifying a region of almost uniform intensity 
within the large beam . The two small beams will interfere where they cross and 
a fringe pattern will be formed in th middle of the large beam. Droplets 
crossing the frin ges a 0 cross the middle of the large beam. Since the peak 
intensity of the larg Gaussian beam is known, a unique relationship between 
droplet size and scattered light is established . The velocity of the droplets 
is also measu red using the classical Doppler approach. Figure Ib shows a 
sch matic representation of the breadboard system used to acq uire the reported 
data. 
The si ze distributi o~ of two kinds of spray s are reported here. The first 
is produced by a Berglur..d - Liu droplet generator with dispersion air . Monodis-
pe r se , bimodal, and tr.imodal sprays with an angl of about 10° were thus pro-
du d , and the resl'ltl' ar s hown on Figure 2a . The theo reti cally predicted 
sizes are 49 um, 62 urn, and 70 urn, respectively. Good accuracy and resolution 
can , therefore, be observed. Th second spray was produced by a pressure 
nozzle . The resul s are shown on Figur 2b . In order t o test the resolution of 
the system, data were obtained using three di ffe re nt s ize ranges: 5 to 50 Um; 
10 to 100 urn; ano 20 to 200 urn. This is one of the mos t difficult . If-
consistency tests impose d on any technique, and most available techniques will 
show a shift in th predicted data. lMAX shows excellent matching of the data. 
Th Visibility/Intensity Te hniqu is described in Figu re 3 . This techni-
qu mak sue not only of th visibility of a Doppl r ignal but also the peak 
intensity of the pedestal. Both parameters are available in the signal and 
their c ross-ca rr lation can be use d to eliminate faulty signals produced in 
many prac t ical environme nt s . This technique will especially prevent small 
*Contra t No . NAS3-23 538 
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p rl l l '8 (hi gh visibil i ty) f r o m app a ring as l arge . Fi~ur 3 shows a 0 pp l r 
tra wh r both th vi ibility nd th p ak int ns ity of th pedesta l ar 
indi fit d . Th ria r l a ti o n hip b tw nth siz 0 th droplet and th 
il moun t of se tt r d li ght g iv n by Ml h o ry. Thi s r lationship an b us d 
to ~ limill at signnls wit h a n flppa r e ntl y di r r nt i z by u "ing th followi ng 
log i : Drop l e t s th t prue!u c a rtai n vi ~ i hi l it a r ;]ssoci. t d with a gi v n 
siz ; h n l' , th Y houlci s tter li ghl wit h a giv n int n ity (chara t ri z d by 
1). Two x ption s r eont mpl at ' d : Fi r t, droplet with the orr c t vis i -
b~lit will seatt r cii t' r n t fl mo llnt s of Li ght du t o th Ga us sian na tur of 
the pr b vol um ' s int nsi t y; S ' o nd , drop l et with a n rrone ou visibilit y 
will no t salt r li hl wi h n n i nt nsity corr spondinr to their appar nt siz • 
l{eslI lt s f r both islbi lity /I nt e nsit y a ile! visibilit y on ly r s hown in 
Fi ur 4 . Fi gure 4a sh ws til dat a of th . pray o rme d 0 primary dropl ts a nd 
douh!. t . Figur 4h s ll w r ' ult s si mil a r t o Fi gure 4a but obtain d with 
vi s ibiJity only . oti e how nJJ h broad> r lh Iflt r dist rihutions a r e . Figure 
4 shows t'I s p r ay ontaini.ng prima r y dropl t s , doubl ts and triplets . Fi gur 4d 
shows r esu l ts si milt'lr to Fi gur ~ 4 hU l o btai n d with visihiUty only. Noti c 
that the l a t r d i s tributi o n is broad r Hnd th r so luti n is not as fine . 
Ro th t he He IIr fley a nd r ·S( tuti o n of thes a s ur m nts 
theo r ti a lly p r e di ted s i z >s a rc J \.lm, 66 \.lm, a nd 76 \.lm. 
m as u r d cit me t r s a r ( 5 L t 0 4 ), ( 6 3 t o 6 ), an d 7 3 \.l m • 
r very good. Th 
Th orresponding 
Larg r rror (boul 20 %) can h ~ xp t e d wh "n measuring th siz at fI 
hig he r vi s ihi.l ity (8 0%). 
R " d 011 th i'lh v C t lilC pts, i'ln Aciva n e d Dr oplet Sizing Syst m (.A.USS) wa s 
de ve loped . I'hotog rflphs uf t he optics and e l ectroni c s a r e "h own in Figure S . 
V ry xhaustive t 'sts an' pr s e ntly h ing cond u ted to s tablish a nd e nsll e the 
p rf o rman of th ADSS. 
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ANALYSIS AND TESTING OF A NEW METHOD FOR DROP SIZE AND VELOCITY 
MEASUREMENTS USING LASER LIGHT SCATTER INTERFEROMETRY 
W. D. Bachalo 
Aerometrics, Inc. 
Research was conducted on a laser light scatte r detection method for measuring 
the size and velocity distributions of spray drops. The work wa s motivated by the 
need for accurate fuel spray data in a variety of research and development activities 
related to combustion applications. Presently, there is considerable interest in 
obtaining measurements of the fuel drop and air motions withi n t he spray combustor. 
It is known that the turbulent mo tions influence the reactions by increasing the oxy-
gen supply to the burning fu el. Thus, the dropl et size and velocity distributions 
are important a a 0 be obtained when characterizing the combustion process. The 
need for simultaneous size and velocity measurements has been recognized for even 
general characteri zatio ns of sprays. This is espec ia ly true when the nozzles are 
operating in turbulent flow environments or when the noz zl es generate drops t :lat are 
moving at relatively hi gh velociti es and subsequently rel ax to the ambient flow 
speed in accord with their initial moment um . 
The requirement for simu ltaneous measurements of drop size and velocity has led 
to the combination of the l aser Doppler velocinleter (LDV) with various particle siz-
ing methods 1 ' ~ " However, experienc has shown that the available methods are 
adversely affected by the measuremen t environment. The conditions include high drop 
number densities, beam attenuation by the surroundi ng drops a j optical access ports, 
and the presence of small combustion generated pa rticulate. Many of these measure-
ment limitations have been eli minated by deriving a method that performs the measure-
ments independent of the beam intensity . 
The method con s i sts of an optical system which is the same as a LDV except that 
three detectors are located at selected spa cings behind the receiver aperture. Drops 
passing through the intersection of the two beams scatter light whi ch produces an 
interference fringe pattern. The tempora l frequency of the fringe pattern is the 
Doppler difference frequency which is linearly proportional to the drop velocity 
whil e the spatial frequency is linearly related to the drop diameter. The spacing of 
the fringes is also dependent upon the light wavelength, beam i ntersection angle, 
drop refrac tive index (u nless reflected light is measured). and the location of the 
receiver. Measurement of the spac ing of the fringe pattern produced by the sca tered 
light may be achieved by placi ng pairs of detectors at selected spaci ngs in the 
fringe pattern or its image. As the fringes move past the detector at the Doppler 
difference frequency, the detectors produce identical signals but with a phase shift 
proportional to the fringe spacing. The utilization of three detecto rs ensures that 
phase ambiguity does not occur, provides redundant measurements for signal valida-
tion and allows an expanded operatin g range while maintaining good sensitivity. 
An experimental effort was conducted to verify the theoretical analysis, eval-
uate sig nal phase processing methods, and investigate the effects of signal quality 
upon the measurements. The optical system was arranged to provide the flexibility 
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needed in evaluating the parameters that influenc the measurements. Only two detec-
tors were used in the present investigations. After investigating several signal 
processing concepts, a breadboard processor was developed and interfaced to an IBM 
microcomputer. Simultaneous phase and Doppler period measurements were made and 
transmitted to the computer to form size and velocity distributions. 
Severa l drop sources were used to establish the test conditions. A Berglund-Liu 
generator was used to produce monodisperse drop streams. The monodisperse stream 
could be directed throu gh vari ous parts of the measurement volume. Several spray 
nozzles were also used including pressure atomizers of moderate flow rates, high 
volume nozzles that produced large drops and spinr.ing disk atomizers that produced 
small drops in a narrow distr'bution. 
Initially, tests were performed using the monodisperse drops to verify the theo-
retical analysis. The results obtained were in complete agreement with the theory 
for all of the optical parameters tested. The parameters included the laser beam 
intersection angle, the detector spacing, and li ght scatter detection angle. Off-
axis backscatter wa s also evaluated. These tests showed that the light scattered 
internally was measured when the drops were transparent. Dye was used to produce 
opaque drops which then result ed in the measurement of reflected light. Measure-
ments based on reflected li ght can be made independent of the drop index of refrac-
tion. 
Spray interference effects were evaluated by passing the laser beams through the 
spray and meas urin g the monod 'isper se drop stream. This hac an insignificant effect 
on the measurements. The small differences observed were in most part a result of 
the spray interference with the mo nodisperse droplet stream. The effect of the 
attenua tion of the individual laser beams was tested by attenuating one of the beams 
by 90%. Such attenuations can occur, for example, when large drops pass through the 
beams outside of the nleasurement volume. As expected, this had no effect on the 
measurements . 
Sprays ~vere measured to assess the performance of the bas i c sys tern in real 
environments . In the first case, the spi nning disk atomizer was used to generate 
drops in the small size range. Measurements were ohtained at three size range set-
tings and the results compared to determine the consistency of the data. The agree-
ment was good and the mean size agreed with the r 'sults obtained with other methods. 
Direct comparisons were also made of the measurements obtained in a spray generated 
by a pressure atomizer. The data obtained by Delavan Inc, and our method showed 
good agreement of both the mean size and the distribution. 
In sun~,ary, the recognized charac teristi cs of the met hod are: 
• linear relationship between the measured phase ang le and drop size 
• size range of approximately 100 at a single optical setting 
• simultaneous size and velocity measurement 
• relative in sens itivity to beam or light scatter attenuation 
• high spatial resolution 
• operation is similar to an LDV 
32 
• adaptable to existing LDV systems 
• can perform measurements independent of refractive index 
An instrument is currently being developed for delivery to NASA Lewis. Develop-
ment wor k i s continuing on the refinement of the analysis, sample volume characteri-
zation, and the mass flow measurement capability. Further evaluations of the method 
will be m3de in combustion environments. The development of the technology for per-
forming two-component velocity measurements in two-phase flows is required. 
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DEVELOP~ENT GOALS 
PRODUCE A INSTP.UMENT TO ACCURATELY r.EASURE DROP SIZE AND 
VELOCITY DI STRIBUTIONS TO AD DP.ESS THE FOLLOWING: 
• S PP.~Y CHARACTERIZATIONS 
• SPRAY CHARACTER IZATIONS IN COMPLEX TURBULENT 
FLOIoiS 
• TWO-PHASE TUf:BULENT FLOH MEP.SUREMErnS 
• SPRAY DROP MEASUREr.ENTS IN COMBUSTION 
PHASE/DOPPLER SPRAY ANALYZER 
O~JECTIVE: INVESTIGft.TE THE CHARACTEP.ISTICS OF A NEW METH OD 
FOR MEASURING THE DROP SIZE ~ND VE LOC ITY 
DISTRIBUTIONS I~ SPRAYS 
TASKS: 
• PP.ODUCE THEORETI CAL DESCPIPTI ONS OF THE LIGHT 
SCATTERED BY SPHERES AT THE INTERSECTION OF 
TWO LASER BEAMS 
• GENERATE THE TH EORET I CAL RE LAT I ONSH I P BETWEEN 
THE MEASU P.ED INTFRFERENCE FRINGE PATTE RN AND 
THE DROP SIZE 
• EXPEP IMENTALLY VER IFY THE THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
US ING MONODISPERSE DROPS 
• EVALUATE SIGNAL PROCESS ING METHODS 
• TEST THE SELECTED PROCESSING METHOD 
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MEASUREMENT OF SPRAY COMBUSTIO PROCESSES* 
C. E. Peter a , E. F . Arman , J . O. Hornkohl and W. M. Farmer 
Applied Physics Research Group 
The University of Tennessee Space Institute 
The objec tives o( this plann d thre~-year investigation of spray combustion 
proc sses include th (ollowing : 
(1) Making m asurements of noncombusting spray fi lds to aid i n 
developing ad quat computationa l models of the dynamic interaction 
b tween the droplet s a nd th turbulent gas phase . 
( 2) Making mea s urements o f hydroca rbop. ~ · r ~rAy flames to provide 
b nchmark result s that can be us d in the verification and re f inement 
of numerical mod ls of the ntir s pray combus tion process . 
(3) Develuping t chniques for maki ng laser measurements in typical 
spray combustion nvironments , along with techniqu s for acq uiring , 
proc ssing , displaying , a nd interpreting the dat ~. 
Th [reejet configuration sel ct d fo r the xperimental study is shown in 
figure 1 . The c ntral drop 1 t-ai r jet is the exhaus t from a plain- jet atomizer 
of the t yp investigat d by Lorel1~etto and Lefebvre (ref . 1) . At a nominal air 
velocity of 100 mis , th atomiz r provides a Sau t e r mean droplet diameter of 
60- 80 ~m . The diameter of the c nterbody is 5 . 4 cm, the diameter of the atomizer 
nozzle xit is 1 . 27 cm , a nd the diameter of the outer nozzle exi t is 45.7 cm. 
Fo r the combustion expe r iment s , th r ecir c ulation zone for med downstream of the 
cent rbody acts as a flam hold r . 
Conventional pr ssur , temp r a tur and flowrate inst rumentation is used to 
mo nitor a nd cont rol the exp rimental apparatus. The gas velocity field in the 
turbul nt sp r ay zone i s measured with a laser velocimet r (LV) syst m, which yields 
two component s of the instantan ous v locity vector of a small seed particle in 
t h optica l prob volume . A schematic diagram of the UTS I-developed LV system 
(ref . 2) is s hown in (igure 2 . Th relatively large droplets from the atomizer 
canno t b ass umed t o be in dynamic eq uil ibrium with the gas phase; consequently , 
ampli tud discriminat ion is us d t o elimina t those light-scattering events that 
result (rom large particles i n the probe volume . (The diameter of t he seed 
part icl s i s only about 2 ~m .) Using this LV technique to measure many l ight-
scatt ring v nts o r a given position of the probe volume, one can determine 
two component s of th mean gas velocity vector as we~l a s the variances and the 
covaria nce . 
Th large-droplet size and numb r density, along with one component of the 
velocity , are m a ured wi t h t he Part icle Sizing Interferometer (PSI) technique 
initially proposed by \~ . M. Farmer (ref . J) . A schema tic diagram of the PSI sys tem 
dev loped at UTSI is shown in figur J . 
*NASA Grant NAGJ- J70 
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In the hydrocarbon spray combus tion experiments , space and t ime-resolved 
measurements of tempera ture a nd species number densi t y will be made wi t h either 
laser- Rama n or l aser- f luor scence techn i ques . The equ i pment requ i r ed f or t hese 
measur ments i s al read y available at UTSI . These measurements will be made with 
the collaboration of Prof . J . W. L. Lewis. 
The fi rst y a r of this r search program was devoted to preparing the experi-
mental equipment. A pic t orial view of the new spray combustion facility is shown 
in figure 4 . This facili t y was designed, the required components were procured 
and/or fa brica t ed , a nd the facil ity was installed in one of the UTSI laboratories . 
The oute r air flow is dr awn f r om the a tmospher e by a f an loca t ed i n the downleg 
of the facility ; a variable-speed DC fa n- rlrive motor provides well controlled 
bellmouth exit spe ds up to app r oxima t e l y 11 m/s . As shown in figure 4 , turning 
va nes and screens a r used to provide a nearly uniform flow at the bellmouth 
entrance . The atomizer ai r is s upplied by the UTSI low- pressur e compressor system , 
which provides up to 0 . 2 kg/s of air f low at pr~ssures up to 10 atm . After passing 
t hrough a pres s ur e r egulator , the atomizer air passes t hrough a choked venturi , 
which i s used to provide a n accura t e measurement of the flow rate . The atomizer 
liquid (either water o r hydrocarbon f uel) is supplied f rom a nitrogen-pressurized 
t ank l oca ted in a heated enclosur outside the laboratory . The pressure drop 
across a parallel arr ay of capillary t ubes is used to determine the liqui d f low rate . 
No t s hown in figur 4 i s the optical table on which the va rious laser measure-
men t systems a r e mount d . This table , which is located beneath the freejet tes t 
section, provides tra nsla tion i n three d irections; a to t al axial travel of 
approximately 75 cm is a vaila ble . 
At present (Februa ry 1984) , all s ub sys t ms of the spray combustion facil ity 
are operational . All the conventional instrumentation systems have been calibra ted 
and the microcomputer software for processing the signals has been developed . The 
LV sys tem has been install d a nd aligned, a nd all other preparations have been made 
fo r commencing the water-droplet expe rim nts . We plan to comp lete the LV a nd PSI 
measurements on the water- droplet sys t em in mid- 1984 . At that time , t he hydrocarbon 
combustion exper i ments will be i nitia t ed . 
REFERENCES 
1 . Lor enzetto , G. E. and L f ebvre , A. H.: Measurements of Drop Size on a Plain-Jet 
Airblast Atomizer . AIAA Journal , Vo l . IS , No . 7 , J uly 1977 , pp . 1006- 1010 . 
2. Farmer , W. M. and 1I0rnkohl , J . 0 . : Two-Component , Self-Aligning Laser Vector 
Velocimeter . Appli d Optics , Vol . 12 , No . 11 , Nov . 1973 , pp . 2636- 2640. 
3. Fa rmer , W. M.: Meas ur m n t of Particle Size , Number Density a nd Veloc ity Using 
a Lase r I nter fe rom t e r . Applied Op t ics , Vol . II , 1972 , p . 2603. 
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AUTmlATIC HOLOCRAPHIC DROPLET ANALYSIS 
fuR LIQUID FUEL SPRAYS* 
205S1 
Alan C. Stanton, Gerald W. Stewart and H. John Caulfield 
Center for Chemical and F.nvironmental Physics 
Aer.odyne Research, Inc. 
Substantial att ntion ~~s been direct d toward both modeling and experi-
mental chara cterizatlon of liquid fuel sprays in order t o develop a fundamental 
unders tanding of the fluid mechan Lcal and chemical in terac tions which govern the 
combustion process in th se two-phase fl0WS (ref. 1). Two critical parameters 
needed to characterize spray combustion a re the size and velocity distributions 
of th fuel spray droplets. Several la ~er-based optica l techniques, including 
scattered intensity, laser interferometry, and laser velocimetry, have been 
appli~d in recent years to measurements in fuel sprays (r f. 2). An alternative 
approach is holographic analysis of sprays, in whLch the three dimensional 
spatIal distribution of dropl t s ls recorde d in hologram for subse quent 
analysis (ref. 3). For such an approach to be practical, however, an utomated 
system (or analysis of the holog rams is required. The goal of the present re-
search prog r a m is to demons tra te a n u toma t d approach for droplet holo;; cam anal-
ysis and to i de ntify critical requirem nts for adaptation of this technique to 
measurements in spray combustl n ystems. 
The b s lc scheme for u toma ted holographic analysis involves an optical sys-
tem for r construction of the three- dimensional r al ima ge of the droplet field, 
a spatial scanning system to transport a digitizing x-y image sensor through the 
real imag , and processing a l gorithms for droplet recognitLon which es~~blish the 
droplet sizes and positions. The hardware for this system is straightforward. 
In the present demonstr tion exp rim nt, w ar utilizing th expa nded and colli-
Ina ted beam from a 5 mW helium- neon las r for holog ram recons truc tion, an imaging 
lens for Ina gnificatLo n of the real ima ge field, and fI vid ~ cam _ra a nd dig itizer 
providing 512-by-S1 2 pix I r eso lution with f) - bit digiti aUnn. A mechanical 
stage is used to scan the holog ram in three- dimensional space, <naintaining con-
stant im~ g mfl gnification. A test drople t holog ram provided by Dr. Michael 
Farmer of tne llniv rslty of Tenness pace Institute i us pd for de vel pm nt and 
testing o ( the illUlge pro" e ssing algorIthms. 
For the cas of f ll 1 sprays, wh r c th liqll ia d r o pl t· may be a s') umed sph\~r:­
ical, th ima ge pro essing problcill i s simplIfie d in l h t t h rc is no r otatio al 
degree o f f reedom, a nd s p cial dge- tr.acki algod t b as for trac i ng tr. bo unda ry 
of complicat d shapes ar not r quir d. The probl m r e du e to one of r ecogniz-
ing drople ts by comp ring pixel in tensi ties a go ins t a threshold l e v 1 whic h is 
select d on the basIs of the Average dropl t and background intensi f e s. The 
droplet location bl three dimensional space is then esta blished by finding the 
position of best focus in the image field. We are studying two approaches for 
Undine the best focus. In the simpler approach, the dropl t image areas are 
*Work perfo~med unde~ Contract No. NAS3-240 4 with G. Neeley of NASA Lewis 
Research C.en ter as program moni tor. 
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determined llt s uccessive image planes by counting the number of pixels above 
threshold. The plane wi th the smallest imaee area is the best focal plane. The 
second approach, which is expected to be more sensitive, analyzes intensity gra-
d ien ts by examining in tensi ty differences be tween adjacent pixels at the image 
boundary. The image plane with the sharpest intensity gradients is chosen as the 
plane of best focus. 
An extension of thi s technique, which we anticipate will be explorerl in a 
future phase of the prograln, is the rletermination of droplet velocit ies and tra-
jectories by the use of multiple exposure holograms (ref. 4). In this approach, 
a pulsed laser is used to crea t e II hologram by two or more exposures at well-
known in tervals. The droplet image loca tions in the recons truc led hologram are 
determined using the boundary-defining algorithms described above. Finally, sta-
tistical pattern recognition techniques would be used to associate droplet image 
locations at later times with their locations at earlier times. 
REFERENCES 
1. Chigier, N.: Group Combustion Models llnd l.a ser Oiagnostic Methods in Sprays: 
A Re view. Combust. and Flame, Vol. 51, No. 2 , June 1983, pp. 127-129. 
2. Mularz, E.J.; Bosque, M.A.; and Humenik, F.M.: Oetailed Fuel Spray Analysis 
Techniques. NASA TM-83476, 1983. 
3. Thompson, 13.J .: Holographic Pllrticle SizinG Techniques. J. Phys. E: Sci. 
Instrum., Vol. 7, 1974, pp. 7S1-78R. 
4. Boettner, LA.; and Thompson, B.J.: Multiple Exposure Holography of Moving 
Fibrous Particulate Matt r in the Respiratory Range. Opt. Eng., Vol. 12, 
No.2, March/AprIl, 1973, pp. 56-59. 
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PREDICTIONS OF SPRAY COMBUSTION INTERACTIONS* 
J-S . Shuen , A. S.P. Solomon and G. M. Faeth 
The Pennsyl vania State University 
Measurements were completed in dilute pa rticle-laden jets , nonevapora ting 
sprays and evaporat ing sprays injected into a s t il l air environment . The f lows 
are stationary , turbulent , axisymmetric and con f orm to the boundary layer 
approximations whi le having well -defined initia l a nd boundary conditions--to 
facilitate use of the data for evaluation of analys is of the processes. Mean 
partic le (drop) sizes wer e in the range 2-210 microns over the entire data base . 
Tr.e followi ng meas urements were made (as appropriate for the flow) : mean and 
flu ctuating phase velociti es ; mean parti cle mass flux; particle size; and mean 
gas - phase Reynolds stress , composition and temperature. Three models of the 
processes , typical of current practi ce, were evaluated using both existing and 
the new dat a : ( 1) a locally homogeneous flow (LHF ) model , where interphas e 
transport rates a re assumed t o be infinite ly fast; (2) a deterministic 
separa ed flow (DSF) mod 1 wh r e fin ite interphase transport rates were 
consid red but effects of turbul ence/drop interactions were ignored ; and (3) a 
stochastic separated flow (SSF) model where effects of finit e interphase 
transport rates and turbule nt fluctuati ons were treated using random sampling 
for turbulence properties in conj unction with random-wa lk computations for 
part icle (d rop ) motion. Al l three models used a k- £-g mode l for the continuous 
phase--wh ich performed well in ea rlier studies of Single-phase jets . The LHF 
and DSF models did not provide very s at isfactory predictions over the present 
data base . In contrast, the SSF model generally provided good predictions and 
appears to be an attractive approach for treating nonl i near in terphase 
transport processes in turbulent flows containing particles (drops). Current 
work is considering measurement s and a nalYSis of combusting sprays. 
INTRODUCTION 
The ma in objecti ve o f this invest iga tion wa3 to comple t e measurements of 
the struc ture of di lu te par ticle - laden jets and sprays in order t o support 
de velopmen t of anal YS is of t hese processes. Test configurations invol ved 
inject i on into st ill a ir , yi eldi ng sta ti onary, tur bulent, axisymmetric flows, 
having well-de fin d i nitial and bound r y cond i ions , which conform to the 
boundary layer approximations . The compl e xity of interphase transport was 
inc r as d systemati call y , considering particle-laden jets , none vaporating 
sprays , e vaporating sprays a nd combusting sprays , in turn. In order to insure 
that appropriate measur ements were made , model de velopment was also 
*NASA Grant No . NA G3-190 with R. Tacina of Lewis Research Center serving as 
NASA Scienti fi c Officer . 
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undertaken--considering methods typical of current practice . The results of 
the study have application to the d9velopment of rat ional design methods for 
aircraft combustion chambers as well as other devi ces involving spray 
evaporation and combustion. 
The fo llowing descri ption of the study is brief . Full details and a 
complete tabulation of data can be found in papers , reports and theses 
completed under the study ( refs . 1-11) . Studies of sprays and particle-laden 
jets have recently been reviewed by one of us (refs. 12 and 13) and this 
discussion will not be repeated here . Based on these reviews, 3nd others cited 
therein , there is general agreement that a most pressing need fo~ gaining a 
better understanding o f spray processes is the creation of a well-defined set 
of measurements of the structure of these flows--motivat ing the present 
investigation. 
In the following, e xpe rimental and theoretical methods are described first 
of al l . This is followed by a discussion of results already completed for 
partic le-laden jets, nonevaporating sprays and evar~rating sprays. The paper 
concludes wi th a brief discussion of current work being undertaken in 
combusting sprays. 
EXPERIMENTAL METHGDS 
Test Apparatus 
The same test confi gurati on was used for the particle- laden jets and 
nonevaporating and e vaporating sprays, cf ., figure 1 . The injector was 
directed vertically downward within a screened enclosure . The injector and 
enclosure were traversed , since optical instrumentation was mounted rigidly. 
An exhausc sys tem was used , to prevent rec irculation of fine partic l es, 
however , its operation had negli gible influence on flow properties at the 
measuring station . 
Test conditions are summarized in tables I and II for the particle-laden 
jets and the sprays, respec tively. In each case , an air jet from the same 
injector was also tested , in order to es tablish test procedures by compari son 
wi th existing measurements . The parti cle-laden jets wer e essentially 
monodisperse with part icle diameter s in the r ange 79-207 microns while the 
sprays had Sauter mean diameters (SMD) i n the r ange 30-87 mi crons. I n general, 
measurements were confined to dilute regions of ~he flow where void fractions 
exceeded 99%. Al l the flows were turbulent, with initial jet Reynolds numbers 
exceedi ng 10000. 
Instr umentation 
A Si ngle-channel laser-Doppler anemometer (LOA) was used to meas ur e mean 
and f luct uating velocities of the continuous phase . High concentra t ions of 
seeding particles were used to avoid biasing due to flow particles (in the 
following, "parti cle" is used to represent "drop" unless the disti nction is 
important). Data densities wer e high so that measured quantities could be 
time-a veraged. The LOA was also used to obtai n mea n and fluctuating particle 
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velocities in t h particle-lad n jets--after termi nating t he f low of seeding 
par ticles . 
Double- f las h photogr a phy was used 0 check LOA me urement s of particl 
proper ties in par ticle - laden je s and to m s ure drop siz and velocity 
correl tions in t he sprays . Drop siz dis t ributions obt ined in t his manner 
were corrected f or d pth-of-focus bios . 0 op size distributions we r e also 
measured by slide impaction--corrected for Reynol ds number bias . Finally, a 
Malve r n particle sizer , which operates by Fra unhoffer di f fraction of a laser 
beam, was used to monitor drop siz distributions in the nonevaporating sprays, 
howe ver , this ins tr ument was inef f cti ve in the evaporat ing sprays due t o beam 
stee r ing by g s-phase density gradients . 
M an particle mas f lux and liquid flux in the non vapo r ating sprays were 
measur d by isokinetic s mp l ing at h mean g s velocity usi ng a di vergi ng 
probe . Isokinetic sampli ng with a h a t ed probe , fol l owed by ana l ysi s wi th a 
gas chromatograph , w sud to meas ur'e mean to t al Freon-11 concentrations in 
t he e v poratin sprays . A shielded fi n wire (25 mic r on diameter ) thermocouple 
was us d to measure mean gas-phase tempe r a tures in the e va porat ing sprays. An 
impact plate was used to measure i nj c t or t hrust . 
Masur men s in th par icle-lad n j ts were conduc ed for x/d = 1- 50 , 
where x is istance from he injector and d is the injector i meter . Adeq ua t e 
s pati 1 resolu ion f or th sprays could only be achieved for x/d = 50 with 
meas ur eme nt s e xt ndi ng to x/ d = 500- 00 , due to the s mall e xit di meter of the 
injector. For all t es t condit i ons , base line cal ibration t ests were conducted 
t o es t a blish predi cti ons o f trans por t r a t es t o individual particles (drops). 
TH EO R2TIC AL MET HODS 
Ge neral Description 
Th r ee mod Is wer consid red : ( 1) a locally homogen ous flow (LHF) model 
wher e i nterph s t r a nsport rates ar ssum d to be infini el y fas t; (2 ) a 
determini s i c s p r ted flow (DSF) mode l wher f inite interphase transpo r t 
rates wer consid r d but rfe c s of turbulenc /d r op int ractions wer e ignor ed ; 
and (3) a s och stic sep ra ed flow (SSP) mod 1 where finite inter phase 
tra nspor t rates and int ractions betwe n drops a nd turbule nt fluctuations wer e 
tr t d usin random amp ling for turbule nce properties in conj unction with 
random- walk computa i ons for parti cle (drop) mo Lon . A k-c-g model was used t o 
f ind rop rti s of th con inuo us phase f or all thr e mod Is , sinc this 
approa ch provid d good s I'uctur predictions for Single- phase je t s (ref. 12) . 
The est onditions corr spond to st ad y, t ur bulent, axisymm tri c boundary 
layer f lows h ving low Ma h numbe r s whe r e e ff ects of viscous dissipation of ttle 
mean f low and r dia ti on are s mall . Other ass um pti ons va r y for the LHF, DSF and 
SSP mod Is and wil l be tr ated sepa r a t el y in t he f ollowi ng . 
LHF Model 
The LHF ap proximation i mplies that bot h phas s ha ve t he s ame velocity and 
ar~ in local t he rmody namic quil i brium at e c h pOi nt in t he f l ow--wh ich is only 
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1 
was only 
model w s 
encoura in 
e valuation 
conditions 
ffective for flows cunt ining rac r-siz particles , that th 
not effective for any flow , and tha the SSF model yielded 
predictions of flow structur and p rti Ie dispersion . The 
w s not definitive, however , du to unc r ainties in initial 
for existin m as rements . 
Initial conditions were fully defined for pr sent tests with 
particle-l den jets--removing earlier limi ations . Typical structure 
DSF 
me surements and pre ic ti ons ar illustrated in fi ures 2-6 (u and v are axia l 
and radial velociti s , G is particl mass fl ux n subscripts 0 and c denote 
initial and centerline conditions ) . In figur ~ , th agreement between 
pred 'c ted nd measur ed velociti s in the gas j t is good--establishing a 
baseline for the work . Th LHF and SSF predi tions ar nearly i entic3l ~nd 
are also in good gr wi h measurements . Particle velocities , 11lustr3ted 
in figur 3, e xh ibi mor si nificant effects of th mod 1 . The LHF approach 
underestim tes particle v loci ties since effects of slip are ignored whi le the 
S F mod 1 yields 00 resul s . Resul s for centerlin particl mass flux , 
illustrated in fi I' 4 , r similar . 
Rad ial vari ations of g s nd particle prop rti s r illustrated in 
figur es 5 and All gas-phase predi ctions are similar and ar in reasonably 
good greement wi h m asurements , however , onl y th SSF model yields good 
predictions of mean and fluctuating particle properties . The DSF mode l 
underestimates particle spread rates , since effects of turbulent dispersion are 
ignor d while the LHF model o ~ere timates spre d rates since slip is ignored . 
Th fl ows were too dLlut 0 t st predictions of turbulence modulation by 
the S F model . Sensitivity s udies showed that predictions were most sensit i ve 
to initia l particle prop rties . 
Non vapor ting Spr ys 
A portion of th r es ul ts for non vaporatin spr ys is illus ra ed in 
f igures 7-1 _. I n this c se , th LHF predicti ons are initiated at the injector 
exit wh ile th separat d flow model predictions are ini iated at x/ d = 50 , 
where ad qua e initi al conditions co Id be measur d . Results for me n gas 
velocities and liquid flu x s ]ong the c nterl in (figur s 7 and 8) are 
simila r : the' SF model yields ood predi c ions whil e th LHF model 
overes 1m es the rat of dev lopment of th flow. SMD v riation long the 
a xis is illustrated in figur 9 . h SMD increa es grad ually along the axis , 
du t turbulent drop dispersion . Th SSP model correctly predicts this t r end 
whi l the DSF model yields an opposite tr nd since turb le nt dispersion is 
ignor d. 
Radial profi es of mean liquid flux are illustrated in figure 10 . 
Turbulent dispers ion of drops causes these flows to e xtend beyond r/x = 0 . 2 , 
whi ch is th usu 1 boundary for a single-phase jet . The SSF model correctly 
pred i ts this tr nd--which i s an e ncouraging finding-- wh ile the other models 
r e unsatisfactory . 
Radial profiles of m an r op velocity for the c se 1 s pray and the SMD of 
both sprays are illustrat d in f ig ur s 11 nd 12 . The correlation between drop 
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size and velocity is predicted reasonably we ll by the SSF model--as is the SMD 
var ia ion. 
Turbulence modulation was again not an important factor in these sprays 
and could not be adequa t ely evaluated . Specification of init ial drop 
properties was found to have the greatest influence or predictions. 
Evaporating Sprays 
A portion of the findings for evaporating spr ays is illustrat ed in figures 
13-16. Tends are qualitatively similar t o res ults for none vaporating sprays, 
however , dif ferences between the models are somewhat reduced due to effects of 
dr op evaporati on . 
Com usting Sprays 
Current tests and rtnalysi s are extending r esult s to combusting sprays . 
Init i a l tests are limited to dilute conditions where the flame is primarily 
f ueled by gas (me thane) wjth a monodisperse stream of drops in coflow with the 
gas fuel . This system simplifies measurements and the presentation of results 
and allows greater concentration on the interesting fundamental problem of 
drop/combusting turbule nt f l ow interactions . Subseq uen t work will consi der 
flames fu ll y fue led with polydisperse sprays. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Major conclus ions are : (1) t~ SSF model provides a useful approach for 
t reating turbulence/drop interactions in particle-lad n flows and sprays with 
minima l emp iric i s m and a capability to treat nonlinear effects; (2) the LHF 
model is a useful simp lification f or ver y well-atomized sprays (particle/drop 
size less than 10 ~m) but effects of sl ip are important for most practical 
sprays; and (3) the DSF model was not effecti ve for any of the flows examined 
here, since effects of turbul ent particle dispers ion and effects of turbulent 
fluctuations on interphase transport rates are important in most pract ical 
sprays. 
Specification of initial conditions is the most critical aspec t of spray 
structure predictions. Effects of turbulence modulation were small for present 
flows , and current SSF model treatment of this phenomenon could not be 
evaluated decisi vely. Current work is e xtendi ng the data base and the model 
eva luation t o dilute combusting sprays . 
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TABLE I.-SUMMARY OF PARTICLE-LADEN JET TEST CONDIT ONS 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Flow Air Jet Dilute Particle-Laden Jets 
Case 2 3 
SMD (mi crons ) '19 11 9 119 
Loading Ratio 0. 20 0 . 20 0.66 
In j ector Exit Cond iti ons: b 
Ve loci ty (m/ s) 
Air 32.1 26 .1 29 .9 25.2 
Parti cle 24 . 1 24.2 21. 9 
Particle Mass Flux (kg/ m2s) 6 .1 6 . 5 18 .9 
a Injec t or exit diameter of 10.9 mm; parti c le density 2620 kg/m3. 
bAt f low centerline . 
TABLE II .-S UMMARY OF SP RAY TEST CONDITIONSa 
207 
0.66 
25. 3 
18.5 
19. 0 
Nonevaporating Evaporating 
Flow Air Jet Sprays Sprays 
Case 2 2 
Injec t ed Fl u id ai r air /o il b a ir/ollb air / Freon-ll air/Freon-ll 
F" low Rates , mg / s 
Gas 338 338 216 188 120 
liqui d 0 600 1400 1450 1894 
Load ing Rati o 0 1.8 6 . 5 7.1 15.8 
J et Momentum, mN 120 131 10 106 60 
Initi al Ve loc ity, m/sc 115 146 43 65 30 
Reynolds numberc 26000 30000 24000 41000 36000 
SMD , mi cr ons 30d 81d 31e 58e 
Spray Angl e , d g. 30 33 21 29 
aSpr aying syst ms air-atomi z ing injector, 1. 2 mm exit diameter . 
bVa cuum pump o il , Sa rgent-Welch, Cat . No. 1407K25. 
cAssuming LHF" with air viscosit y or Reynolds numbe r. 
dMeasur ed with Mal vern , Model 2200 Par ticl e Sizer @ x/ d - 12.6. 
eMeasured by slide impaction at x/d· 50 . 
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EFFECT OF LIQUID DROPLETS ON TURBULENCE 
STRUCTURE IN A ROUND GASEOUS JET 
.J 
A.M. Mo stafa and S.E. Elghohashi 
Mechanical Enginee ring Department 
University of California , Irvine 
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Accurate predic t ion of sp ray combu stion is e xt remely diff icult due to the 
complex physical and che mi cal phenomena encountered in this two-phase process . The 
i nte r action between dro pl ets and the turbu len t f luid, tu rbu lence effec ts on chemical 
reaction and hea t t r a nsfer (and hence on droplet vaporization) a re just a few 
e xampl es of t he complexity . In o rd e r t.O unde r st and he nature of t hese 
i nte r a tion s , coordinated experimental and theoretica l studies need to be performed 
i n a s tepwise manner thus isolating the phenomenon t o be investigated . A turbulent 
non-reacti ng gaseous jet laden with so l id pa r ticles or e vaporating droplets is a 
flow which allows the st ud y of the in t e ractions between the two-phases. 
The rece nt experim nt of Modarres s , et at. ( 198 2 , L983), which was performed 
in parall 1 with the pr sent wo rk, provided a mu ch needed da ta to he l p understand 
t he be ha vio r of two-phase turhu!ent jets and validate th e theore tical models. 
Elghobashi and Abou- rab (19 83 ) reviewed exist i ng tur bu lence models for two-phase 
flow s and indica ted that t hese mod els a re based on ad hoc modificat ions of single-
phase turbu\3nce mod eLs . They devel oped a two-equation turhulence model for 
i ncompressible dilute t wo-phase flows wh ich undergo no phase changes . 
In ord r to va l idate the proposed model , a turbulent a xis ymme tric gaseous j et 
laden wit h s phe r ical un ifo rm- size solid pa r ticles is studied by Elghobashi, et ale 
(19 84) . The prediction- of t he mean flow pr ope r ties of the two-phases and the 
t urbul nce kineti c nergy and s hea r stress of the carrier phase show good agreement 
wiLn t he e xpe rimental dat a . 
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Mostafa and E!ghob shi (19 3) ext nded th pr pos d m del for st ady 
incompressihl two-pha" flow in luding phase hange. This model is tested for the 
f t 101 of turbulent axisymm tri gas us j t lad n wi h multisize evapor ting liquid 
droplets by Mostafa and Elghoha hi (19 3) . To avoid th problem of d nsity 
fluctuations of th rri r phas at this stage , onl y isoth rmal flow i onside red 
and vapor iz ion is assum d to b due to th vapor oncentration gradient . The 
rlroplets ar "Iassifi d into hni e siz -groups. Ea h group i consider d a a 
continuous ph asE' int rpenetrating and int ra ting with th arrier phase. Predicted 
result s in lud distributions of the mean v 10 it , vol me fraction~ of the 
diff ~rent phas's con ntration 0 the vaporat d mat ri a l in th carri r phase, 
turhulenc intensi t y a nd shear str s~ of th carrier phase , droplet diameter 
distrihut ion and th j t "p r ildin); rilt. The r suit" . r analyz d bas d on a 
qualitative comparison with th corresponding single phase jet flow. 
1-
More validiltion t sting of the model is ne ded via well-defined experiments. 
Mod a rress, D., Wuerer, ,I ., 
a T\lrhulent R und lw0-Phas 
N va d::t . 
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OBJECT IYES ORIG AL P is 
OF POO 
• To predi ct the flow of a turbu lent gaseous jet 
laden with .ultl size liqu i d droplets undergoing 
nporiution. 
• To co.pa re the effects, on the flow field, of 
vapori zi ng droplets with those of single ph.se 
jet. 
ASSUMPTIONS 
1. Oroplet s In a given size-range constitute a 
dispersed phase - thus for k sizes there will be 
(It • 1) phdSes In the flow. 
2. Each phase behav es as a continuUM 
( •• croscopically). 
3. No coll isions between droplets (dilute spray). 
4. Oroplet s re.ain spherical as they de crease in 
size. 
5. Veloc ity of vapor leaving droplet surface is 
equal t o that of the droplet. 
6. Concentra tion gradie nt is the only driving for ce 
for evaporation . 
7. Orag rel ations of a sol i d sphere apply to liquid 
droplets (internal circulatio n effects on 
friction drag are counterbalanced by evaporation 
effects on pressure drag ). 
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• The proposed turbulence .ad el (validated 
eaperi.entally for solid particles) ts applted to 
predict the turbulent round jet laden .ith 
.ult lsize vaporizing droplet s. 
• 'redlcted changes in the flow fhld (.ean and 
turbulent quantities) are significant and should 
be considered in liquid spray co.bustton 
calculattons. 
• Eaperi.ent to validate the proposed .odel .ill be 
perfor.ed when funds beco ... available. 
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COMBUSTION CHARACTERISTICS IN THE TRANSITION REGION 
OF LIQUID FUEL SPRAYS 
Nicholas P. Cernansky, Izak Namer, Robert J. Tidona and Hamid Sarv 
Drexel University 
There have been a number of s tudies involving the behavior of fuel sprays in 
the transition region which encompasses droplet s in the 10-80 ~m size range. In 
particular, the effect of droplet size on minimum ignitio:. energy of a spray has 
been examined . Using swirl atomizers to generate fuel sprays , Ballal and Lefebvre 
(re f . 1) showed that ignition ene r gies increase with increasing Sauter Mean Diame-
ter (SMD). On the other hand , the experimental work of Chan and Polymeropoulos 
(ref. 2), in an 8-35 ~ m monodisperse droplet size range, showed an optimum drop-
let di ameter around 15 ~m for which the ignition energy was minimum. However, 
these systems had limitations induced by droplet size distribution or variations 
in the f low velocitie s due to the requirements for monosized droplet forl~tion. 
Thus, in November 1982, an inves tigation of the droplet ignition requirement was 
initiated with the following specific objectives: 
1) To map the minimum ignition energies for monodispe rse fuel s prays 
in the transition region as a functi on of droplet size, number 
densi ty, equivalence ratio, etc .; 
2) To isolate the optimum droplet diameter at which the ignition 
energy requirement is minimum ; 
3) To study the effects of changing vaporization environment on the 
minimum ignition energy ; 
4) To characterize the ignition requirements of polydisperse f uel 
sprays in terms of the droplet size distribution; and 
5) To determine the effec t s of droplet size and size distribution on 
flame speed . 
The experimental facilit y developed for this study consists of a Berglund-Liu 
Vibrating Orifice Monodisperse Aerosol Generator which produces monosized droplets 
with diameters having a standard deviation of less than 1% of the mean droplet 
diameter (ref. 3) . Based on the vibrating orific principle , the droplet size can 
be calculated from the operating conditions of the instrument ( fuel feed rate and 
vibration frequency) . After generation , the droplets are subjected to a flow of 
dispers ion air to prevent coagulation . The air / f ue l aerosol passes through a flow 
reducing section where dilution air is added to achieve the desired stoichiometry. 
The monodisperse fuel spray then flows through the test section, a square pyrex 
tube, which houses the ignition electrodes. Both electrodes are mounted on micro-
meter traversing mechanisms to vary the spark gap. In its current configuration 
(Fig. 1), the experimental facility is operated with downward flow in order to 
prevent any accumulation of fuel within the combustor. 
17 
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An ignition system has been developed to supply a capitance spark with indepen-
dently variable energy, energy density, and duration. The spark energies are deter-
mined by integrating (over time) th product of the voltage and current, recorded 
by a two-channel digital oscillos cope. 
Efforts in th first year have concentrated on the development of the experi-
mental facility and performing exp10ratory measurements. Preliminary measurements 
have been made in the 10-74 ~m monodisperse droplet size range using n-heptane as 
fuel. Minimum ignition energies are measured as a function of droplet size , equi-
valence ratio, and flow velocity. Prior to these measurements, the optimum spark 
gap and duration corresponding to minimum ignition energies are determined for each 
operating condition. Further measurements using different fuels including alcohols 
will be made soon. 
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OBJECTIV E S OF IGNITION STUDIES 
• Map mini mum Ign it i on ener gie s for mono-
d i sperse fue l spray s In t rans i t ion reg i on . 
• Dete r mi ne opt Imum drople ~ s i ze cor respond i ng 
to m i n i mum Ign i t i on ener g y 
• Study prevopor I zot, on effects on ml r i mum 
Ign i t i on e nergy 
• E , om l ne s i ze d , str , but Ion effects In po ly -
d i sperse s pr o y s on Ign i t i on reoulrements 
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liQuid 
Pump 
AC Signal 
Droplet Generator ---
'\ 
rr====:~~-Dispt!fs ion ,., 
Perforated Plate 
'Flow Reduceng 
Section 
Quartz ComDust lon Tunne l _ 
u 
I 
Electrode ~o\len inQ Assembly 
Fgure L SchematiC af the Spray Burner Facil ity 
EXP~~IMENTAL VARIAB LES 
• Drop l et S i ze (10-7 4 ~m) 
• Number De ns I t y 
• Equ iv a l ence Rat i o 
• Extent of Pr e v apor l zat l on 
• F l o,", Ve l OC i t y 
• Fue l Type 
• OXi d i zer CompOS i t i on 
SUMMARY 
• A monod , sperse aeroso l generator has been mod i -
f i ed to study Ign i tion requ irements, f l ammab l I i ty 
li mit s , an d f l ome speeds In the trans i t i on reg i on . 
• An Ignit i on system has been deve l oped and tested . 
• An op t i ca l drop s IZing system has been des i gned 
and fabr icati on IS near l y comp l ete . 
• Pre l i minar y measurements of drop l et s i ze effects 
on the mi nimum Ign ition energy for n -hep t ane 
spr oys have been performed . 
• Parametr i C stud ies of drop let s i ze effects on 
mi nimum Ign i tion energ ies of var i ous fue l s 
In l ud l ng a l choho l s are In progress , 
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* IURBULENT SWIRLING COMBUSTION 
Holger T. SOlTlTler, Raymond J. Mosula and Ellice Seiden 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 
Carnegie-Mellon University 
EXPERIMENTAL EFFORT 
Turbine Combustion Facility 
An experimental facility constructed to simulate swirling gas tu rbine combustion 
has been subjected to extensive redesign and modification. The program undertaken 
over the course of the past year consis ted essentially of two phases: (1) an assess-
ment of the existing te st facility, and (2) a major redesign and reconstruction of 
tho se components deemed in need of alteration. As a result of this extensi ve effort, 
the test fa ci lity at Carnegie-Mellon University has achieved a higher degree of pre-
cision and re producibility. Furthermore, it is believed that those undesirable 
extraneous effects which plague any fluid mechanics experiment have been substan-
tially reduced. Hence, it is at this time that accurate and reproducible flow 
measurements can begin. 
Mea surements and Result s 
Measurements of the non- reacting turbul ent flow produced by t wo confined, co-
and/or counter-swirling jets have been obtained by means of a two-color laser Doppler 
veloci me ter. These results are compared with earlier experi ments by Vu and Gouldin 
(ref. 1), and the numer ical predic tion s of Ramos (rei~ . 2 and 3). It is shown that 
under both swirl co~ di t i ons , a closed recirculation zone is created at the combustor 
center line. This zone is characterized by the presence of a one-cell toroidal vor-
tex, low tangential velocities, high turbulent intensity, and large dissipation 
rates of the kinetic energy of turbulence. 
THEOR ETI CAL EFFORT 
Nume rica l Modelin g of Turbulent Swirling Flows 
The maj or thrust of the theoretical effort has been the adaptation of previously 
developed computer codes by Lilley (ref. 4) and Ramos (ref. 5) to the above described 
experiment. Both codes are based on the k- c turbulence model, while Ramos addi-
tionally ut ilizes a k- £ turbulence model. 
* This project was supported by the NASA Lewi s Re search Center under contract number 
NAG3-401. 
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In his numerical solution, Ramos (ref. L) includes streamline curvature effects. 
The streamline curvature effect is being improved and a co rrection factor for the 
k- E mode l will be developed during the remaining funding period . Because the codes 
utilize different numer ical solution techniques to solve the finite difference equa -
tions, comparison between numerical results and measurements will be used to evaluate 
the quality of both techniques. 
Special care will be taken to model the recirculation zone casued by the pre -
sence of co- and counter-swirling flows. It will be possible, due to clearly defined 
experimental boundary and initial conditions, to investigate the influence of tur-
bulence models on complex reacting flows. These conditions have been found to be 
critical in numerical studies. 
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ERROR REDUCTION PROGRAM* 
A PROGRE SS REPORT 
Saadat A. Syed 
20536 
Engineering Division; Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Group 
I ~I 
The combustion chamber of the aircraf t gas turbine has to be designed to satisfy 
the stringent dual engine requirements of reduc d fuel consumption and increased 
durab ility . Combustor de velopment based on conventional methods to meet these 
requireme nts is proving to be in reasingly costly and time consuming . A mathe-
matical model of the combustor 1oI0uld be very helpful in reducing cost and time of 
the de sign cycle as it would permit most of the work to be done on a computer. Such 
model s are alreddy being used in a limited manne r in the industry. More widespread 
us of these models wil l be ac celerated by the removal of some of the known 
defici ncies in the present code s. One of these de ficie ncies is the numerical 
error, or numerica l diffusion, that can be introduced into the calcula tions under 
certain conditions. This num rical rror is due to the finite differencjng scheme, 
usually upwind or hybrid, used in these codes. 
The objective of the Erro r Reduction Prog ram is to evaluate available finite 
difference sc h mes fo r mini mum numerical diffusion, and to incorpora.te the best 
available scheme into a three-dimensional combustor pe rformance code. 
As firs t step toward this end , five schemes (refs . 1 through 5) were selected 
f r initial evalua t ion . Some of these sch mes we re combined with bounding schemes 
to e liminate physically unrealistic undershoots and o vershoo t s . Two basic criteria 
were used to judge these schemes: th y should be conservative, and should produce 
s olutions that exhibit 010 ext raneous maxima or minima (boundedness property). The 
accuracy of the schemes was evaluated by performing the truncation error analysis, 
and runnin g one- and two-dime nsional test cases a nd comparing the calculated 
sol'Jtions against the exa t solu tions. Based on this evaluation , two schemes were 
selected: QUDS , Quadratic Upstream Differencing Scheme, and BSUDS 2 , Bounded Skew 
Upstream Differencing Scheme Two. The first scheme was proposed by Leonard (ref. 
I), and the second sch eme is the one proposed by Raithby (ref. 2), which is bounded 
by a ne w boundjng scheme . 
Th e selec t e d wo schemes \.,ere coded into a two-dimensional computer code, 2D-TEACH, 
and their ac curacy and stability we r e e valuated by running several test cases (refs. 
6 throug h 8) . It was found that BSUDS 2 was more stable than QUOS. It was also 
found t ~at the accuracy of both sc h mes is depend nt on the angle that the 
streaml ines make ,.,ith the me sh , QUOS bei ng mo re accu rate at smaller angles and 
BSUDS 2 being more accurate at large r angles. However, both schemes, at all angles, 
were mor e accurate than the existing hybrid scheme . BS UDS2 was selected to be 
extended into t hree dime nsions, primar.ily becau se it was more stable . This scheme 
is currently bei ng incorporated into a three- dime nsional code, 3D-TEACH . 
* This work was conducted und e r NASA Contract NAS3-23686 . 
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EVALUATED 
• Agarwal Differencing Scheme (ADS) 
• Quadratic Upwind Differencing Scheme (QUOS) 
• Skew Upwind Differencing Scheme (SUDS) 
• Spline/Hermetian Schemes 
• Cubic Spline Scheme (eSS) 
• Glass and Rodi Hermetian Scheme (GRHS) 
• Flux Blending Schemes 
• Bounded-One 
• Bounded-Two 
SCHEMES SELECTED 
• QUOS - Quadratic Upwind Differencing Scheme 
• BSUDS2 - Bounded Skew Upwind Differencing 
Scheme Two 
WHAT IS BOUNDEDNESS 
In the absence of sources the value at node P should 
be bounded by the values at surrounding nodes. 
N 
, . 0 
w. 
p 
~ 
0 -+-+-____ _ 
o v 
s 
Sf> (' - d-
-
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QUADRATIC UPWIND 
DIFFERENCING SCHEME 
(QUOS) 
• Finite volume method 
• Upwind biased quadratic interpolation for convection terms 
• Central differencing for diffusion term s 
• Employs extended nine point modecule 
4>w = - '1.4>ww 3/.r/>w If.4>p .u > 0 
= - '1. 4>E + y • ." + %4>W.u < 0 
• Scheme is conservative 
• Coefficients can become negative 
• Solution can become unbounded 
i· -j 
... : . . ' 
'---'.-' 
BOUNDED SKEW UPWIND 
DIFFERENCING SHCEME TWO 
(BSUDS2) 
• Finite volume method 
• Central differencing for diffusion terms at all Peclet 
numbers 
• Central differencing for convection terms for absolute 
Peclet numbers less than two 
• Blending of upwind and skewed 
upwind differencing for Peclet 
numbers greater than two 
• Employs compact nine-point 
molecule 
• Scheme is conservative 
• Produces bounded solutions 
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FIRST LAMINAR FLOW TEST CASE 
QUOS more accurate over all 
7 
Experimental (F .DURSn 
---6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
10 
I 
2h , 
t I 71--- --'--~ 
h L. xR 
1- 1J.6h 
100 1.000 
Number of nodes 
.HYBRID 
4BSUDS2 
.aUDS 
10.000 
SECOND LAMINAR FLOW TEST CASE 
- - 1S, 
Flow in a sudden e.pansion with swirl ; Re = 450. swirl no. = 0 .66. 
at 45-degree vane angle. contraction ratio = 9 .0 
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STAGNATION STREAMLINES FOR SECOND 
LAMINAR FLOW TEST CASE ON 40 x 20 MESH 
HYBRID I 
QUOS [ 
BSUDS2 ~ 
STAGNATION STREAMLINES FOR 
SECOND LAMINAR FLOW TEST CASE 
ON 78 x 40 MESH 
HYBRID ..............  _ ........ ··················· ········--1 
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FIRST TURBULENT TEST CASE 
Flow over backward facing step 
E 100 : I E I 
• I RegIon analvzed ~ 
Q) I (,,) 75' H I I ~ I I 
i :::l! · 
Q) ~ 
> 0 , 
o 
I 
1275 
Axial distance . mm 
Inlet boundary conditions 
M ean veloc tt y 60 11 It lsec 118.32 m/sl 
Temperature 59 " F 141 .2 ° CI 
.L _ 
2540 
Pressure 147 pSla 110135 kN/m2, 
Boundarv la ye r thic kness 0 33 Inch 18 .4mml 
Turhulenc e "'te nsl tv 0003 
CALCULATED REATTACHMENT POINTS 
(MEASURED 7 STEP HEIGHTS) 
Case 
Dumb (15x17) 
Coarse (26x29) 
Fine (50x56) 
Fine adjusted 
(74x53) 
--- --- - -
HYBRID 
- -
2 .4 
5 .2 
5.7 
5.8 
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BSUDS2 QUOS 
2.25 2 .28 
5 .4 5 .5 
5.9 Unstable 
5.8 Unstable 
-~ 
o os 
002 
000 . __ 
SECOND TURBULENT TEST CASE 
0"'1'-' , ' • 
• tl'oGT .. ....... I. .. I~ :'9 < 6' 0 I Ot t 
f'. '.. 0 4~. ('0 (>' • ltil • iI. " 
C,Pl " • 
. . 
I/'.A·f~ 
~ I • f 
Co a"lal jels w ith and w ithout s w i,1 
E,.".D \ 'IE\\' 8 B 
SECOND TURBULENT TEST CASE 
WITH SWIRL 
Inlet boundary conditifuls ; 
• Measurements at x = Smm were used 
• This plane was considered as inlet plane 
SECOND TURBULENT TEST CASE 
WITH SWIRL 
--- -
-==-== - --- -
-000002 ODS 008 010 0130 15018 020 023 025 028 030 033034 
51 mm 152mm 305 mm 
Stations at which comparisons have been made 
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SECOND TURBULENT TEST CASE WITH SWIRL 
COMPARISON OF 
AXIAL VELOCITY PROFILES 
Coer .. grid (4Ox351 
HYBRID ---
QUOS ---
BSUoS2 • • - ---- -
. - 51mm . - 152mm . - 30Smm 
.... : . 
. :., 
~",., ; .:.: ,. ' . 
QUOS ... ms more accurate 
No difference in accuracy for fine grid (47x431 
SECOND TURBULENT TEST CASE WITH SWIRL 
COMPARISON OF 
TANGENTIAL VELOCITY PROFILES 
. - 51mm 
. , ,: ~ 
! 
I . ~: '-. : ~ 
Coer .. grid (4Ox351 
HYBRID --
QUOS - - -
BSUoS2 ---- - - --
. - 152mm 
.... ~ .... ! I 
. - 30Smm 
. ~ 
: <':' 
. .. f': ... / \ 
Y/O.110 YfO .• '0 Y/O.110 
QUOS seems more accurate 
No difference In accuracy for fine grid (47x431 
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SINGLE CELL CALCULATIONS 
OF CONVECTION OF NORMAL DiSTRIBUTION 
<P (x) = exp ( Y, ( T)~' ) , ) 
(1/ x /~ . ~· ~/(j) 
1 .00 ex.t c t 
BSL'DS 1 
0 .9 5 
0 .90 
¢ 
0 .8 5 
0 .80 
UDS 
0 .7 5 1 I 
0 .0 7 .5 15 .0 22 .5 30 .0 3 7 .0 45 .0 
8. degree 
Influence of the flow angle on the error 
for various difference schemes 
OBSERVATIONS 
• QUOS unstable - needs a better solver 
• No significant differences between HYBRID, QUOS 
and BSUDS2 for intelligent fine grids 
(1000-1 500 nodes) 
• QUOS more accurate than BSUDS2 most of the time 
• BSUDS2 more accurate for second laminar test case -
very strong streamline curvature 
• Flows with swirl more sensitive to difference schemes 
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J\PPLICl\TION OF I t1PP.OVED NUtIEr.ICiU. sClIa . S 
G. tI. Neely 
Nl\Sl, Le l1i s Resea rch Ce n t e l' 
There h;)vc been a variety of me 't hods us ed to solve the ~J <lViCl--Stoke s 
equations. Host scheru s uhich s olve the s t eady s tat e for~ of th~se E uations 
ernploy the SIHPLE (S i:li - I mplic· t 112thod for PI' ssure - Lin :ed Equa tions ) method 
deve loped by Patunkar and Spu ldi n~ in 1972 (ref .1). lnthough thi s scheme has 
prove n to be quite effect i v, its conve rGe nce r ate can be improved. This 
inves~ir;<ltion focuses on two approache s uhicll <lcceler;)te the solution of the 
steady ~tate Navier-Stokes equation:; . 
The SIMPLER a]corithw (r e f. 2), a r evi s d v 1"'5 ion of SIl1PLE, provides a 
more accurate pres sure fi ld for each iterution throuch the mome ntum 
equation~,th~reby speedin~ conve r gence . PISO (Pr~s_ure I~plicit Split Operator, 
ref .3) p0rfori~s a second~ry c orrect I on of the ve locity and pres~ure field s 
(after th", typical pressure correction) uhich enhances converge nce . Both 
sch(?r.1~s account for terms n 'C1 c 't cd in the SItrPLE ap r oach, but do so in 
s 1i~htly different uays . 
l\ series of calcula 't;ions of tllo - uimE' n :; iona l dr i ven cavity floH and flml 
over a step ucre la~de to ex,:lr.line the effec"l of Ge ometry on the pe rfon;wnce of 
these schcr.:cs . Com!Ju tations u re carrieu ou't; on it scrie~ of procressi vely fine r 
grids. The effect of rt!lc:lx<lt ion nml e r on converGence rate ua ::; analyzed, usin::,>: 
result s from SItWLE as criteri<l for pe rformance correlation . 
J'---
Preli~in<lry r esul t s indicc:lte th~ foll owin3 ! 
1. The i mproved schc r,lc s pror::o'teu conv c:q~cllce by up to s ixty pe rcent for the 
driven cc:lvity and forty p ~rcent fo r flow over a s t e p . 
2. For the drivt!n cavity problem , the efficiency of PISO and SIHPLER 
increased as the number of node~ increased. 
3. To (?nsurc fa s'te r converg(?nce, h i gher r e lax.Ttion nur.lbers hlU::;t be applied. 
Refer e nc2s 
1. Patank~r , S .V. and Spaldin!; , D.B.(1972 ). n Colculation ProccGure for 
Heat , M~$s c:lnd Mome ntum Trans fer in Tl~ee Dim nsion~ l Parabolic Flows. Int. 
J. Heut l1a~s Tran:-;fer, vol. 15, p.17U7. 
2. Pata~{~r, S .V. (1979 ). l\ Calculation Procedure for Two Di mensional 
Elliptic Situ<1tions, Nun . Heat Tr<1nsfel- , vol. 2. 
3. I ssa , R.I. (1902 ). Solution 
Equations by Operator-Splittin~ , 
Imperial C011e~(? , London. 
of Implicitly Discretised Fluid Flow 
Int. Re p. Dept. Mineral Re s ources Eng., 
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NUMERI CAL MODELING OF TURBUL NT FLOW 
R. W. Claus 
NASA Le wis Research C nter 
Three dimensional c ombustor c a lculations are currently 
s~retching the computer hardware capa biliti s and the 
computing budgets of ga~ turbine manufacturers . One of the 
main reas ons for thi s relates to the large number of comple x 
phys ical proces ses occuring in the corriliustor . ~irflow , fue l 
spray, reaction kinetic~ , flame r~diation , and not th~ 
lea~t of which , turbulence mu s t be mode led and the r elated 
differential equations solved. Obtaining accuracte solutions 
to these modeled equa tions ent~il s anothe r difficulty. 
Current combustor codes are , generally , bas ed on the SIMPLE 
algorithem de ve lope d by Patankar and Spa ulding , r ef . 1. One 
of the ke y f eatures of this alcorith m i s the usc of hybrid 
differencing to approxima~e ~he c onvective t e rms in the 
governing equations . In mo~t practical calculations this 
r esults in the use of fir st orde r accurate upwind 
diffe r e ncing for mo s t of the flow field. The overly 
di ssipa tive solutions obtaine d u s ing this sche me can mask 
importa nt flow fi e ld features , r ef. 2 . Ideally, thi s can be 
overcome through the u se of additiona l grid points . In three 
dime n s ional c a lculat ions ,howe ve r, thi s becomes impractical 
since the computationa l work invo lved increases greatly as 
grid points are added. 
O"ther di scu ssion~ in this conference will address methods 
to improve the accur -.cy of combus tor flow field c alculations 
and me thods to s p ed the conve r gence of the modeled 
equations. Thi s ~alk wi ll f ocu s on aspects of me rging these 
two new t echnologies . The improved accur acy di scretiza tion 
schemes have a negat ive i mpact on the speed of convergence 
of t~e mode l e d equations that the improve d solution 
alcorithems ma y not overc ome . A description of the causes of 
this problem and potential solutions will be examined. 
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ADVANCEO NUMERICS FOR MULTI-DIMENS IO NAL FLUID FLOW CALCULATIONS 
s. P. Vanka 
Argonne NAtion~l Laboratory 
In recent years, there has been a g r owing intere st in the development and use of 
mathematical model s for the simulation o f f luid fl ow, h e at transfe r a nd combustion 
processes in engineering e quipme nt (ref. 1). The equations represent i ng the multi-
dimensional transpo~t of mass, momenta and species are numerically solved by finite-
differ nce or finite-element techniques. Howe ver despite the multitude of diffe r-
encing schemes and s~lution algorithms, and the a dvancement of computing pow r , the 
ca1 ~ ulation of mu1ti-Gimensiona 1 flows, especially three- dimensional f l ows, remains a 
mammoth task. The foll~~ing discussion is conce rne d with the author's recent work on 
the construction of accurat ~ discretization sche meq for the partial derivatives, and 
the efficient solution of the set of nonlinear a ebraic equations resulting after 
discret izat ion. The present \Jork has been joint y supported by the Ramjet Engine 
Division of the Wright Pat tenion Air Force Base, Ohio, and the NASA Lewis Research 
Center. 
FINITE-DIFFERENCING 
An efficient finite-diff e ren ce sche me mu s t r e present the differential equations 
to a high accuracy and must he st ab le. I n s pit e of the many formally higher order 
schemes t hat have been proposed, practi.cal calc ulations have bee limited to the use 
of simple first order sch mes o The reasons for this are that either the proposed 
scheme are unstable in genera l c ircumstances o r they have limited range of formal 
accuracy. The complexities of the construction of accurate schemes stem from the 
following flow characteristics. 
a) High grid Pec1et numbe r 
b) Stream lines ske wed wi th grid lines 
c ) Pressure gradient s 
d) Nonlinear sourc e terms , also containing derivatives. 
In designing any generally useful finite-difference calculation procedure, it is 
necessary to consider all of the above factors carefv Lly. 
The present work of the author is concerned with the integration of several 
individual ideas into a general purpose algorithm. Two promising schemes that are 
being considered are the influence scheme approach of Chen et a1. (ref. 2) and of 
Raithby et a le (ref. 3) and the compact differencing approach of Kriess (ref. 4). In 
the influence scheme approach, the differential operator is analytically integrated 
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over two (or three) dimensional s ubdomains after linearizing it with previous iterate 
values. A profile 1s assumed for variations along the boundaries. This results in 
an algebraic linear relation of the form 
p 
(1) 
where ~I are neighbor value s and Qr repr sent the ne i ghbor source terms. CI and DI 
r e present coeffic i~nts. The adva nt ages of the above a pproach are tha t it fully 
cons iders the mult .- d i mensiona l effects and is s table at h igh Peclet numbers . 
In a compac t dif f f> re ncing scheme the derivatives are represented to a fourth 
order accuracy but wi h a tridiagonal structure. The tridiagonal structure is 
adva n ag" for the solution of equations and for the treatment of oundary 
'on It i ons . The compact rllfferencing scheme howeve r has been found i n our 
pre liminary work to be un stable (and inaccurate) at the high Peclet numbers of 
current interest. However the concept can still be us ed to represent the various 
other derivatives that occur in the source te rms and t he pressure gradients. The 
above two approaches are currentI , being pursued. 
SOLUTION ALGORITHM 
The solution of the nonlinear algebraic equations obtained after di scretization 
is a mammoth task. The required computer times are large and convergence is not 
always assured . Current work in t hi s di rect ion has led to a fully-coupled solution 
of the nonlinear equations of momentum and continuity . The coupled se t of non linear 
equations are solved with a Ne wton-Raphson method and efficient sparse matrix 
techniques . The turbulence eq uations are solved decoupled from the momentum and 
continuity equations . The equations a r e also arranged as blocks which are then 
preordered to reduce the computer storage and time. This algorithm has been extended 
to reac ting flows and successful calculat ions have bee n made of isothermal turbulent 
flows and turbulent confined diffusion flames. The algorithm has been observed to be 
rapidly convergent and insensHlve to variations in grid aspect ratio, flow Reynolds 
number and the number of finite-difference nodes. 
Results of Some Calcula tions 
Several calcula tions of laminar and turbulent recircula ting flows have been made 
with different fi nite-difference g r ids . These have been documented in detail in 
Vanka (refs. 5 , 6 a nd 7). In all the cases tested, rapid diminution of the residuals 
in the equations has been observed . Calculations have been made with finite-
difference grids up to (80 x 95) size for turbulent flow in a sudden expansion. In 
the present report two table s are presented which de~onstrate genera lly the observed 
rates of conve rgence . The first one i s for a turbulent flow in a sudden expansion 
for t he experiments of Craig et ale (ref. 8), with a (80 x 95) grid. The second one 
shows the rate of convergence for a confined diffusion flame for a configuration 
studied by Lockwood et a1. (ref. 9). The latter calculations employed a (32 x 27) 
grid. 
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Table 1. Convergence Rate for Craig's Sudden-expansion Flow. 80 x 95 Grid 
Iter. o u/uin 6v/uin o p/ u~n ok Of: 
1 1.391E-l 2.904E-2 2.766E-1 5.846 E-5 8.858E-5 
5 2.879E-2 1.059E-2 1.155E-2 4.355 E-5 3.344E-5 
10 7.300E-2 5.500E-2 1. 171E-1 4.584E-5 3.336E-4 
15 2.717E-3 3.224E-4 8.086E-4 3.682E- 5 5.972E-5 
20 1.508E-5 l.360E-5 2.597E-5 4.246E-6 1.970E-6 
Table 2. Convergence Rate for Confined Turbulent Diffusion Flame Calculations 
(Experiments of Lockwood et al.) with 32 x 27 grid 
Iter. ou/uc ov/uc o p/pu~ ok Of: of og 
1 6.5lE-l 3.2SE-l 7. 83E-l 1. 75E-2 1.00E+O 2.00E-1 9.90E-2 
5 6.7SE-l 1.91E-l 5 .8 5E-2 1.9lE-4 1.31E-2 2.6lE-1 3 .32E-2 
10 2.60E-2 6 .5 5E-3 5 . 98E-3 2. 67E-5 1 . 53E-3 1.31E-2 3.67E-3 
15 2.48 E-3 9.66E-4 3.56E-4 2.73E-6 1. 13E-4 2.27E-3 4.66E-4 
20 2.54E-4 1. 79E-4 2.80E-S l.39E-5 8.91E-5 2.62E-4 3.85E-5 
25 4.34E-5 3.fl5E-5 1.54E-5 6.0SE-7 4.58E-5 2.SSE-5 4.95E-6 
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GRID FLEXIBILITY AND PATCHING TECHNIQUES 
T. G. Kelth, L. W. Sm1th, C. N. Yung, 
S. H. Barthelson, and K. J. DeWltt 
The Unlverslty of Toledo 
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The numerlcal determlnatlon of combustor flowf'elds 1s of great value to 
the combustor des'gner. An a prlorl knowledge of the flow behavlor can speed 
the combustor deslgn process and reduce the number of experlmental test rlgs 
requ1red to arr1ve at an optlmal des'gn. Even 2- 0 steady lncompresslble 'so-
thermal flow pred'ctlons are of use; many codes of thls klnd are ava'lable 
[1], each employlng d'fferent techn1ques to surmount the dlff1cult1es arlslng 
from the non llnear'ty of the governlng equatlon ~ and from typlcally lrregular 
combustor geometrles. We w1l1 look at mapp1ng technlques (algebra1c and el11p -
tlc POE), and at adapt1ve grld methods (both mult' -gr1d and gr1d embedd1ng) as 
applled to axlsymmetr1c combustors. 
ALGEBRAIC GRID GENERATION IN THE STARPIC CODE 
The solut'on of the Turbulent Reynold s Equatlons for arbltrary geometrles 
can be handled In several ways [1] . One popular technlque ls to repre sent a 
boundary wlth d1screte 90° steps. Atlernatlvely, the geometry can be mapped 
lnto a square solutlon plane v1a a varlety of ava11able transformatlons. The 
s1mplest transformatlon 'S an algebra'c one as shown In Flgure 2. 
On transformlng the governlng equat1ons, new chaln rule terms are lntro-
duced, each of whlch contalns a dh/dx term whlch comes 'nto play only at axlal 
10cat10ns where there 1s a slop1ng or curved wall segment, thereby mathematl -
cal y affect1ng expanslon and reclrculat10n 1n the flow. The complexlty of 
extra terms ls off se t by the abl11ty of the technlque to handle general bound -
ary shapes, as wel l as the slmpllflcatlon of boundary condltlons In the mapped 
plane. For these reasons algebra1c mapplng shows great prom1se . Flgures 1 
through 6 show the effects of algebralc mapplng on the STARPIC code. 
ELLIPTIC PDE GRID GENERATION FOR A BIFURCATED 
COMBUSTOR INLET DIFFUSER 
The purpose of a combustor lnlet dlffuser ls to convert klnetlc energy to 
pressure; a rellable predlctlon method for dlffuser flows wl1l lead to the 
efflcaclous deslgn of those dlffuser s. In th's work body fltted coordlnate 
transformat1ons are employed In the so lut1on of turbulent flows 1n a blfur -
cated combustor lnlet d1 ffuser. The work 1s almed at compar1ng the numerlcal 
solutlon for dlfferent klnds of transformat10ns wlth experlmental results. 
Furthermore, dlfferent numerlcal methods wl1l also be employed for comparlson. 
F1gures 7 through 12 111ustrate thls work. 
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MULTIGRID AND GRID EMBEDDIHG TECHNIQUE fOR 
TURBULENT fLOWS IN COMBUSTOR 
A mu1t1gr1d method [2] app11ed to ax1symmetr1c turbulent flows 1s useful 
1n speed1ng convergence of numer1ca1 sc hemes . Th1s method reduces global 
errors by econom1ca1 re1axat10n of errors on coarse meshes 1nstead of by labor 
lntens1ve re1axat10n on one f1ne mesh. The mu1tlgrld equatlons, a summary of 
the mu1t1gr1d a1gorlthm, and re1atlonshlps between coarse and flne meshes for 
a staggered mesh are deplcted 1n flgures 13 through 11. 
Gr ld embeddlng [3, 4] slml'ar to the mu1t lgr 1d method, use s a flne mesh 1n 
steep grad1ent reg10ns to ref1ne the solutlon locally, where needed. It e11m-
1na tes h wastpfu 1 proc ess of us 1ng a f1ne gr1d globally, 1nc1udlng 1n reg10ns 
where 1t 1s not needed. Gr1d embedd1ng 1s de p1 cted for a staggered mesh. As 
1nd1 cated 1n the l as t f1gure, th1s method 1s s tl11 under development. L1k the 
mu1t1gr1d method, 1t w111 stead1ly be extended to more arbltrary combustor 
geometrles. 
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u (x, r) 
v ( x, r) 
w(x,r) 
GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND MAPPING 
TURBULENT REVrmLDS EQUATIONS <IN GENERIC FORl1) 
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OF POOR Q ALITY 
IIHERE • REPRESENTS: 
w 
1 ( COntlnuHy) 
TRANSFORMA TI Ofj: ( • • 
n • r/h (.) here h( . ) i s ~ <1n91 .. -
valued functlon. 
TRANSFORMATION OF D I FFERENTI AL OPERATORS: 
r 
I 
i 
I 
l-
1.. • II 1.. • !.!l 1... :-L ~ ; dh L -: 
ax a. H. h an Ll~ _ ~ ~ ~n-, 
1.. • II 1.. • !.!l 1... ,- 1-;- - : 
H ar a( ar an ~ ~ a~ ...J 
r- - - ~- - f--
.:1 
r ..J I 
r...J , 
..J , 
-- - - - -- - - - -
STARP I C PHYS I CAL AND SOLUT I ON PLANE 
~ ___________ _ ____ ...J 
STARMAP PHYSICAL PLANE 
l- - _ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - r-I 
STARMAP TRANSFOR~'ED PLANE 
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(r • nh (. ) ) 
STARMAP 
e 
INITIALIZE 
EFFECTIVE 
VI SCOS ITY 
CALCULATE : 
u 
v 
w 
p 
k 
E 
I 
UPDATE 
EFFECTIVE 
VI SCOS ITY 
PR-INTl 
e 
CONTRASTING STARP IC AND STAEtl8E 
ADVANTAGES OF MA PPING : 
ORrGr AL P G I 
OF POO QU lTV 
TR NSFORM, 
PROMAP , AND 
LI SOLV CALLED 
BY EACH 
ADAPTED FROM 
STARPIC 
ANY SINGLE VALUED FUNCT ION VALID FOR h (x) . 
SOLUT ION OCC URS ON A SQUARE MESH IN THE ~ - n PLANE. 
BOUNDARY COND IT IONS ARE SIMPLIFIED. 
DI SADVANTA GES: 
ADDITI ONAL TERMS ARI SE VIA TRANSFORMATION. 
HANDLI NG OF ·WALL FUNCT IONS" NOT OBVIOUS. 
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INTER IOR POINTS OF a Ai\ll T ARE CALCULATED BY LINEAR 
INT ERPOLAT ION ALONG GR ID liNES. 
INVERTING YIELDS : 
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GOVERNING EQUATIONS - COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN 
~ ~ _ ~ aG + ~ ~ _ ~ ~ • S 
J H J a., r J a., rJ H; • 
WHERE r a a G = U<I> - -1 (r ~ - r it) 
J " r, E;an 
INTEGRATION OVER A CONTROL VOLUME GIVES 
r r d<j) IE ra N 
• s (VOLUME) - -L B - - ~ B ~ I 
J a., W J aE; S 
DI SCRETIZED EQUATIONS TAKE THE FORM 
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~~ BOUNDARY 
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FLOW DIAGRAM 
I 
, 
lIry 
TRANSFORMATION OF THE GEOMETRY HAS BEEN ACCO PLISHED . 
TRANSFORf1ED GOVERN I NG E UAT IONS HAVE BEEN 0 I SCRETI ZED. 
COMPUTER CODES TO SOLVE TRANSFORMED EQUATI ONS ARE 
BEING PREPARED. 
MULTIGRID ALGORITHM 
GRI D HIERAR CHY 
• 
I 
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FUNDAMENTAL RELATIONS 
LET Do(r , x) - So( r, x) • SET OF TURBULE~T REY NOLDS 
EQUATIONS 
IN OPERATOR NOTATION THIS BECOMES 
L (4)) • a 
FINI TE DIFFERENCING ON GRID GK GIVES 
WHERE FK IS MADE IDENTICALLY ZERO ONLY ON THE 
FINEST MESH 
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Ina x 
o IGINAl PA . ' ... 
OF POOR QUALITY 
IF THIS RATIO -- 0.9, SWITCH TO COARSER GRID. ON GRID GK-l 
RELAX THE SET 
I-IHERE 
NOTE 
~ - I 
k 
IS THE INJECTION OPERATOR FROM GRID GK- 1 
TO GR ID GK • 
IS THE UMER ICAL ERROR AT GK- 1 RELATIVE 
TO GK ArD IS ESTIMATED FROM 
Fk-l (k-l ) • 9 Lk 
THUS, F k - 1 CHANGES UPON DIFFERENT VISITS TO GK-1. 
ONCE ~k-I CO NVERGES ON GK- 1, INTERPOLATION CAN SUPPLY 
MI SS ING VALUES IN GK , I. E .. 
k WHERE 1 k _ 1 I S AN I NTERPOLA TI ON OPERATOR FOR 
GK- 1 TO GK • 
FOR S100 THER RESULTS, A MODIFIED VERSION IS USED 
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~GR I D AND GRID EMBEDDING TECHNI QUES 
~ULT I GR ID-£BOCEDU RE 
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END COMPUTATIONS 
PR INT RESU LTS 
FINEST MESH 
COMPUTE 
VARIABLES OVER 
ENT IRE FIE LD 
S SO LUTI ON 
WI TH IN TOL ERANCES 
FOR TH IS MESH? 
COMPUTE 
VAR IABLES OVER 
ENT IRE FIELD 
NO 
FROM NEXT 
COARSER 
MESH 
L-______ ~TO~.NEXT 
GRID EMBEDD~~ULTIGR ID 
COARSER 
MESH 
BOUN DAR Y VA LUE S 
V VELOC ITIES ONLY. 
SHOWN FOR SIMPLICITY 
(::, (::, (::, (::, (::, 
COARS E MES H REGION 
(::, (::, (::, (::, (::, 
FLOH DOMAIN SUBD IVIDED INTO COARSE MESH REGION AND FINE MESH REGI ON. WHERE 
STEEP GRAD IENTS RE QU IRE MORE RESO LUTI ON ; 
6' S ARE F I NEST GR I 0 FOR COARSE MESH REG I ON - IN FINE MESH REG ION. FINE 
GR ID IS USED TO REFI NE SOLUTION AT ~' S ; 
BOUNDARY VALUES ARE UPDATED FOR EACH COARSE MESH SWEEP BY INTERPOLATiON 
BETWEEN 6 ' S Ol~ BOUrWARY; 
L k ~k = Fk IN COARSE MESH REG ION. AS BEFORE. AT ~ 'S; 
L k cp k • L k ( I ~ • I cp k + 1) + J ~ + 1 (F k+ 1 _ L k + 1 cp k + 1) AT ~ 'S. I NTERPOLA II NG 
FROM FI NE MESH . 
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MULTIGRID METHOD IS BEl G APPLIED TO THE STARPIC 
CODE 
FUTURE DEVEL OPMENTS 
REFINE EXISTING MULTIGRID METHOD 
DEVELOP EMBEDDED GRID METH OD 
EXTEND BOTH METHODS TO MORE ARBI TRA RY GEOMETRIES 
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MASS AND MOMENTUM TRANSPORT EXP ERIMENTS WITH SWIRLING FLOW 
Bruce V. Johnson and Richard Roback 
United Technologies Research Center 
An experimental study of mixing downstream of axial and swirling coaxial jets is 
being conducted to obtain data for the evaluation and improvement of turbulent trans-
port models currently employed in a variety of computational procedures used through-
out the propulsion community. The axial coaxial jet study was completed under Phase 
I and is reported in Ref. 1. The swirling coaxial jet study, which is the subject of 
this paper, was conducted under Phase II of the contract and is reported in Ref. 2. 
A TEACH code was acquired, checked out for several test cases, and is reported in 
Ref. 3. A study to measure length scales and to obtain a limited number of measure-
ments with a blunt trailing edge inlet is being conducted under Phase III of the con-
tract. 
Qualitative and quantitativ e studies were conducted of the flow downstr eam of 
swirl ing coaxial jets discharging into an expanded duct. The ratio of annular jet 
diameter and duct diameter to the inner jet diameter were approximately 2 and 4, re-
spectively. The inner jet peak axial velocity wa s approximately one-half the annular 
jet peak axial velocity and the mean swirl angle in the annular stream was approxi-
mately 30 degrees. Results from the studies were related to the five shear regions 
within the duct: (1) the wake region downstream of the inlet, (2) the shear layer 
between the jets, (3) the annular r eci rculation region , (4) the reattachment region, 
and (5) the centerline r eci rculation region (Fig. 1). 
A flow visualization study was conducted using fluorescence dye as a trace 
mater ial and h igh-spe ed mot ion pic tures to record the dye patterns in selected r-z 
and r-8 planes. The r es ults of the flow visualization study are summarized with the 
following observations (Figs. 2 and 3): 
1. The high intensity turbulent eddies in the shear layers were not axisymmetric or 
periodic. The large scale wav es and eddies apeared to have a range of wave-
length s . 
2. Down stream of the centerline recirculation region, the flow initially had large 
lobe s which evolved into a vort ex swirl pattern. Ther e was little radial mixing 
down stream of the r circulation cell . 
3. Two major mixing regions were observed: (1) at the interface between the inner 
jet and the centerli ne recirculation zone, and (2) at the interface between the 
inner jet and ar.nu1ar jet streams. 
4. Mixing at the interface of the inner stream and the recirculation cell diluted 
the inner jet concentration and the resulting mixture of fluid from the 
recirculation cell and the inner jet was entrained by the swirling annular 
stream. 
A detai led map of the velocity , concentration, mass turbulent transport rate 
and momentum turbulent transport rate distributions within the test section was ob-
tained to provide data for the evaluation and improvement of turbulent transport 
models. Data sets of velocity component pairs were obtained simultaneously to deter-
mine mass turbulent transport rate, concentration and velocity. Probability density 
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functions (p.d.f.s) of all the forementioned parameters were obtained from the data 
sets. Mean quantitites (Figs. 4, 6 and 7), second central moments (Fig. 5), correla-
tion coefficients, skewness and kurtosis were calculated to characterize each data 
set. Following are the principal results from this study: 
1. Mixing for swirling flow was completed in one-third the length required for non-
swirling flows (Figs. 8 and 9). 
2. The principal momentum turbulent transport was in the r-z plane, i.e. uv, and 
was attributed to the axial velocity gradients. Peak momentum turbulent trans-
port rates were approximately the same as for the nonswirling flow condition 
(Fig. 6). 
3. The axial mass turbulent transport is gradient rather than countergradient as 
occurred for nonswirling flow. The peak axial mass transport rates were greater 
than the peak radial mass transport rates even though the axial concentration 
gradients were approximately one-seventh the radial gradients (Figs. 4 and 7). 
4. The mass turbulent transport process for swirling coaxial flow is very complica-
ted. Mixing appears to occur in several steps of axial and radial mass trans-
port coupled with a large radial mean convective flux. The transport process 
appear s to beg in with high concentration fluid from the inner jet mixing with 
fluid from the centerline recirculation zone. The diluted inner jet fluid is 
then convected by the negative axial velocities into the large eddy shear region 
between inner and annular streams. 
5. Axial mass turbulent transport correlation coefficients as high as 0.5 were 
measured. These correlation coefficients were less than the peak mass transport 
correlation coefficients obtained for nonswirling flow although the axial mass 
transport rate for swirling flow was greater than that for nonswirling flow. 
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THE INFLUENCE OF LARGE-SCALP. MOTION ON TURBULENT 
* TRANSPORT POR CONFINED COAXIAL JETS 
David C . Brondum a nd John C . Be nn tt 
Mechanical Engineering Department 
University of Connecticut 
The e xistance of larg e - scale coherent structures in turbulent 
shear flows has b een well documented in the literatu r e (ref.l). The 
importanc e of thes e s tructu r e s in flo w entrainment , momentum 
transport a nd mass tr nsport in the shea r layer has b ee n suggested 
by s everal res ea r chers (r e . 2 , 1) . Compa r.isons b e tween existi ng 
models and ex rerim nt 1 d a ta for shear flow in co nfined coaxial jets 
(r e f.4,5) reinforce he n cessity of further inve stigatio n of the 
l a rge scal e structures . These comp a risons show the greatest 
discr epenc y bet we n predi ctio n a nd a ctunl results i n he developing 
flow regi o n wh ere the l a rg e scales exist . It was also observed that 
the moment um transport r a te comparisons wer e very bad . Fin a lly, 
Schetz (r e f . 6) has reviewed mixing flows and concluded that 
1 rg e-scale s ru e u r e s were essential aspects of future modeling 
efforts . 
Th e pr e sent a n lytical e ffort is a follow-on to a previous 
c ont ract (ref.7) und er whi ch the experimental data was collected . 
The d a t a consist s of a ll h r veloc ity compon e nts as we ll as 
concentr n tion d ta for a t urbul nt shear fl ow in a confined coaxial 
jet with a sudden expansion . Th e a n aly~is undertaken is similar to 
that of Blackwelder and Ka pl a n (r ef . 8 ) which was ~ n analysis of a 
turbul e nt boundary l aye r . As they discovered , the bursts within the 
bound ary lay e r were found to contribute greatly to the momentum 
trans~ort . ~s p a rt of th e pr e vious con ract effort , flow 
visualiz tion was us ed e x ensiv e ly a nd identified large-scale 
structures wi th in th _ she r l a y r. Th appea r a n ce of these 
larg - s c a l e s ructures in the mi xin g laye r has led to the search for 
a burst de pcto r long with rl tection criteria . Preliminary 
c ondi tional sampling of th e data h a s been performed a nd has revealed 
much informa tio n a bou th e tra n s port proces ses. All a nal ysis to 
this point h s b ee n limited to d a ta acquired a t on e axial location 
(102 mm from the origin) . 
Va rious conditionally sampled par a meters of the data have been 
plotted a nd trends observed. Initial efforts were directed toward 
* NASA Grant #NAG 3-350 
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the use of these results in the identificati on of ~ suitable burst 
detector for the flow and also the development of better 
underst nding of the effects 0n the flow (i . e., mass transport). 
One such plot is the scatter plot wh re the vel ocity fluctuati on is 
plott e d as a function of the c oncentr a tion fluctua tion or where 
fluctu at ion of one velocity component is plotted against the 
fluctu at ion of a not her veloc ity compon e nt. Th ese types of plots 
help es ta blish the e xistance of the large scale in the flow and 
assist in sepa rating these structures from the general low level 
turbul ence (Fig .l,2 ). They are als o benefici al in determining if 
the large sca le correlation is significant (non-zero , Fig . l or zero 
Fig . 2) . 
o her int r e sting pa r amete rs can b e stablishe d from 
condi t onally sampled dat a pa irs that a re contained in the large 
structur e . Ba s e d on he sca tter pl o s , t he ini t ial choice for a 
burst detector was large e xcursi ons (positive or negative) in 
concentr a tion fluct uat ions . The f irst pa ramete r investiga ed was 
the large scale fraction (or r at io of samples wi h large 
concentration e xcur sions compared 0 the total s mpl e size) . 
Plot ting this ratio as a function of radius (at a given axial 
location) yi Ids some rends in the d a ta (Fig.3) . The percentage 
appea r s to be ma x im i zed in the sh( 'a r I ay e r wh ere the la rge-sc a les 
a re known to exist . This adds credibility to the choice of detector 
of course. 
Having established some credibitity for th e detector, th e 
efforts were concentr ted on the effects of l a rg e -scale structure on 
mass transpor . Spe cifically , the ratio of conditionally- sampled 
mass tra nsport to o ve rall mass transport was plotted (Fig . 4) . As 
with bound~ry layers , the large-scale structures in shear layers 
a ppear to e xe rt consid e rabl e influ nce on mass t ransport . 
Having es blished procedur s for in ves tigat ing la rge-sc ale 
structur e s , fu ure e ff ort s will be dir cted tow a rd several goals: 
(1) estC'lblishing mod e l of a typical 3-D structur e , (2) 
investi gating the r e gional e xtent of th ~ influence of large-scale 
structur es , (3) inv stiga ing t h influence of l a rge-scale 
structures on counter-gradient transport identified previously 
(Ref. 7), a nd (4) investigating he rec ntly completed swirl data f o r 
similar large-scale effects . 
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VELOCITY VISUALIZATION IN GASEOUS FLOWS 
R. K. ~anson, B. Hiller, C. Hassa and R. A. Booman 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 
Stanford University 
Techniques yielding simultaneous , mult iple- point measurements of velocity 
in reacting or nonreacting flowfields have the potential to significantly 
impa ct basic and applied studies of fluid mechanics. This research program 
is aimed at investigating several candidate schemes which could provide such 
measurement capab ili ty. The concepts under study have in common the use of 
a laser source (to illuminate a column, a grid, a plane or a volume in the 
flow) and the collection of light at right angles (from Mie scattering, 
fluorescence, phosphore scence or chemilumi nescence) using a multi-element 
solid-s t ate camera (100 x 100 array of photodiodes). 
The talk will include an overview and a status repor t of work in 
progress wit h particular emph sis on the method of Doppler-modul ated 
~ nrpt ion. This t echnique involves monitorin g fluorescence from a plane 
in t he flow which is illuminated with a sheet of light from a tu nable, 
narrow-linewidth laser sou r ce. The la se r wavelength i s set to coincide 
with an absorption transition of a seeded molecular spec ies , usually 
iodine, which is Dopple r- shifted according to the local velocity of the 
gas ( rela t ive to the direction of the laser beom). The re sulting 
velocity-i nduced variations i n absorpt ion appea r directly as variations 
in the fluore scence intensity. and hence qu ant ita ti ve, simultaneous 
measurements of fluorescence intensity at a large number of flowfield 
points can be used to infer the velocity at these points . Separate 
techniques and resul ts are reported for supersonic and subsonic flows 
near room temperature. 
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INVESTIGATIONS OF FLOWFIELDS FOUND IN TYPICAL 
COMBUSTOR GEOMETRIES 
David G. Lilley 
Oklahoma State University 
Studies are concerned with experimental and theoretical research on 2-D 
axisymmetric geometri es under low speed , nonreacting, turbulent, swirling flow 
conditions. The flo w enters the test section and proceeds into a larger chamber 
(the linear expansion ra io D/d = 2, 1.5 and 1) via a sudden or gradual expa nsion 
(side-wall angle a = 90 an d 45 degrees). A wea k or strong nozzle (of area ratio A/~ 
= 2 and 4) may be pos iti oned downstream at x/D = 2 to form a contraction exit to t he 
test section. Inl et swirl vanes are adjustable to a variety of vane angles wi1.h 
values of ~ = 0, 38 , 45, 60 and 70 degrees being emphasized. The objective is to 
determine the effect of these parameters on isothermal flowfield patterns, time-~~an 
velocities and turbulence quantities, and to establish an improved simulation ~ n the 
form of a computer prediction code equipped with a suitable turbulence mode~. The 
goal of the on-going research is to perform experiments and complementary 
computations with the idea of doing the necessary type of research that will yield 
improved calcula tion capability. This involves performing experiments where time-
mean turbul ence quant it i es are measured and tak i ng input condi t ions and runn; ng an 
existing predict ion code fo r a variety of test cases so as to compare prt:dictions 
against experiment. Hence the validity of turbulence model modifications can be 
assessed. If fact, they are also being deduced directly from the measured stresses 
and velocity gradients. 
Three Ph.D. Theses (Rhode, Jackson and Abujelala) and five M.S. Theses (Janjua, 
Yoon, McKillop, Sander, and Scharrer) have evolved in connection with the 
investigation over the last three years. New features of the present year's study 
include the investigation of: a more complex range of swirl strengths; swirler 
performance; exit nozzle sizes and locations; expansion ratios; and side-wall 
angles. Their individual and combined effects on the test section flowfield are 
bei ng observed, measured and characteri zed. Recent studi es on the test faci 1 i ty 
include: 
1. Swirler Performance - with five-hole pitot probe l and single-wire hot-
wir~ for time-mean and turbulence characteristics. 
2. Gross Flowfield Characterization - flow visualization has been achieved 
via photography of neutrally-buoyant helium-filled soap bubbles and smoke 
produced by an injector and smoke wire. 3-S 
3. Time-Mean Flowfield Characterization - with five-hole pitot probe for 
time-mean velocity field and velocity gradients for a full range of swirl 
strengths.3 - 6 
4. Turbulence Measurements - with single wire7 , 8 , cross-wire9 and triple-
wirelO hot-wires, including an assessment of the accuracy and directional 
sensitivity of the single-wire techniquell , enabling all Reynolds stress 
components to be deduced. 
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1.2 Research Obj ect i ves 
1. To determine the effect of: 
* sw i r 1 vane a '\91 e cjI 
* side-wall angle a 
* downstream blockage a rea ratio AR 
and location L /D 
on: 
* isothermal flowfi e ld patterns 
* time-mean velocit i es 
* turbulence quantities 
2. To establish an improved simulation i n 
the fo rm of: 
* computer prediction code 
* suitable turbulence model 
1.3 Research Approach 
1. Time-mean flowfield characterization by five-
hole pitot probe measurements and by flow 
visualization. 
2. Turbulence measurements by a variety of single-
and multi-wire hot-wire probe techniques. 
3. Flowfield computations using the computer code 
developed during the previous year's research 
program. 
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2. Progress 
2.1 Progress During First Year (1981) 
1. Test facility design and construction, including 
variable angle swirler and expansion blocks. 
2. Experimental techniques - flow visualization, five-hole 
pitot probe and reduc t ion computer code. 
3. Computational code development advanced version of a 
primitive-variable solution proce dure - STARPIC. 
4. Flowfield characterization - emphasis on time-mean flow 
character, using flow visualiiation, five-hole 
pitot probe and tentative predictions. 
2.2 Progre s s During Second Year (1982) 
1. Higher swirl strengths - flow visualization and five-
hole pitot probe measurements. 
2. Swirler effectiveness - exit profiles of u, v, w, and p 
accurately established. 
3. Flowfield predictions the need for specifying the 
inlet conditions very prec ise ly. 
4. Downstream blockage - effe cts of area ratio and axial 
location studied by flow visualization, five-hole pitot 
probe and corresponding computer predictions. 
5. Turbulence measurements - in nonswirling and 
flow via one-wire, two-wire and three-wire 
methods. 
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2.3 Progress During Third Year (1983) 
1. Smaller expansion ratios - Old = 1, 1.5 and 2 
2. Turbulence measurements - at higher swirl strengths, 
with and without downstream blockage 
3. Turbulence modeling developments from measured 
Reynolds stresses and time-mean velocity gradients 
4. Flowfield predictions - for corresponding situations 
3 • Results [cp = 45 degrees] 
3.1 Swirler Performance 
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4. Closure 
1. Measurements of effect of s~irl , expansion angle and 
contrac ti on blockage ~ flowfield pattern ; . 
2. Comp uter prediction studies of associated phenomena. 
3. Turbulence mod e ling develop me nts for the simulation of 
swirling recirculating flow. 
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DILUTION JET EXPERIMENTS IN 
COMPACT COMBUSTOR CONFIGU TIONS 
Isaac Greber 
James Zizelman 
Department of Mechanical and Ae r ospace Engineering 
Case We stern Reserve Unive rsity 
This project concerns the effects of cooling jets on the 
velocity and temperat ure fields in a c ompact revers e flow 
combustor. The wo rk is motivated by the need to l imit the 
temperatures of post-combustion gas e s in jet engine s to values 
within the endurance capabil ities of t u rbine blades . The 
application requires not only t~ at the temperature be kept 
sufficiently low but al so that a s uitabl y tailored temperature 
profile be provided at the co mb us tor e x it, with higher 
temperatures genera lly permissible at the bl ade tip than at the 
blade root because of higher centrif ugal loads at the root. 
Flows in reverse flow comb u s tor a cc e lerate both 
longitudinally because of area changes a nd transve rsely because 
of flow turning. The current project started with flow 
v isua 1 izat ion expe r iments in wate r, us ing aqueous sol ut ions of 
zinc bromide to model the relatively higher density of cooling 
jets. These flow visualization experiments were conducted in 
simple two-dimension al co nfigurations designed to examine 
separately the effects of lo ngitudinal and transverse 
acceleration. The next phase of the work consisted of 
temperature measurements in a model reverse flow combustor, using 
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a rake of thermocouples which could be moved both longitudinally 
and transversely to provide transverse temperature profiles at a 
number of longitudinal stations. Single jets, and rows of 
cooli ng jets of different spacing, were injected at several 
locations with varying flow rates and temperatures to produce a 
useful range of momentum ratios and density ratios. In addition, 
a semi-empirical calculational model was developed to predict the 
behavior of a single cooling jet in the reverse flow combustor 
configuration. 
Results of these experiments show that single jet 
temperature trajectories are swept toward the inner wall of the 
turn, whether injection is from the inner or outer wall. A 
widely spaced row of jets produces a trajectory s imilar to that 
of a single jet. As spacing is reduced, jet penetration is also 
red uced, and the cooling jets tend to remain close to the wall 
from wh ic h they are injected. These results suggest that 
su itable cooling and temperature distribution tailoring can be 
accomplished without injecting cooling jets upstream of the turn, 
and thus it appears that combustors can be mad e significantly 
smaller than current designs. 
The current phase of this project is directed toward the 
acquisition of velocity meas ur ements in the turn section of the 
combustor. To this end a com bi ned pitot-static tube and 
thermocouple probe was constructed. Following successful tests 
of this probe , a five -p robe rake using the same design was 
constructed. Velocity and temperature distributions are being 
obtained using this rake. Because of the large quantity of data 
required for adequate representation of the velocity and 
154 
temperature f i e l d s , the data is being d irectly c omputer acquired. 
An attempt to develop a semi-empirical calculational model 
for a row of jets, similar to that for a single jet, was limited 
by the absence of fundamental mixing information for rows of 
jets. Consequently, experiments were performed to obtain 
entrainment rates for rows of jets. In these experiments v o lume 
flow rates wer e deduced by integrating velocity distributions 
obtained from hot wire anemometer transverses. A Master's thesis 
describing these re s ults is in preparation. In a companion 
effort, vortex models of a jet in cross-flows have been developed 
in an attempt to understand the relative importance of viscous 
and invi s cid phenomena in dete r mining the jet trajectories. 
Throughout this work we have been fortunate to have the 
support and advice of Steve Riddlebaugh of the NASA Lewis 
Research Center, and we are pleased here to thank him. 
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FREE STREAM TURB LENCE AND DENSITY P-ATI O EFFECTS 0 THE 
INTERACTION REGIO OF A JET I A CROSS FLOW l 
2 
.E. Wark a nd J.f. Foss 
D r rtm nt of Me han ··al Engineering 
Mi c higan State Univ rsi 
Jets of low mperature ir r introd uced into t he aft se c tions of gas 
t rbine ombustors for h purpo s of cooling th high temperature gases and 
quen hing th e c ombu s tion rea c tio n s . Rese arc h studies, mot vated by this 
compl ex fJow field , hav b en xe cu led by introducing a heated je t into thy 
c r o ss str am of a wind tunnel . The investigation by Kamotani and Greber 
stand s as a p ri me ex mple of s uc h i nves tigat ions and it serves as the prin-
cipal referen for th pre senl study. 
The low di stu rbance 1 vel of h ~ cross str am, in t heir study and in simil r 
rese arc h investigatjons , is co mp ti ble with an in te rest in ident ifying the 
b sic f e lures , of lhis flow fie ld. The influen _e of the protot ypes' strongly 
dislurb e d cross flow is not , howev er , mad a pp are nt in t hese prior 
investigations . The pr sent s udy provides dire c t omparison of the thermal 
field proper i s for a l ow (ul :z 0.6 7% ) a nd a high (uiV :: 34%) 
ro ro 
dis turban e level ondilion. 
A n ov I ec hniqu f> was u s t..i for the dat acquisition (Figu re 1) . Six ty-foul" 
fasl respo n s (A = mse) thArmo c o upl s wer imultaneously sampled (and 
c rr c d for th lime co nslant eff c t) at a downslr a m plane close to the jet 
exit I x/ d 2 1-4) . arious m as Ir s were used to c hara t rize the therma l fields 
for . h e dist urbed a nd undis urbed conditions, for two different momentum flux 
ra io s 
0 , =22.2 , 
J 
? ') 
(J=P.V:/p V""c16, J J ro ro 
47 .1 and 61.1) . 
) , nd fa r thre overh at conditions 
Two forms of dat a acquisition w re u s d for hi s stud. Stochastic values 
10.' re ob tained from tripl l v lu es : TK(t-6l), Tk( t) and Tk (t+6t), where 
K=1 ... . 64 is the h e rmo oupl e desi g nation a nd t he !: 6t ( 6t=O.64mse c) values 
w re u se d to form th cell ral di ffe rence limu d rivative fro m whi c h the 
co rt'erLfd lemp raLure valu e : {TIlt)} , was determined. These values we re { c 
r tain f'd for t, + t , 
10,000 for th di st llru 
indcp nd e n ce from its 
and N=l ,225 wer e stored 
t+2 t •••• t + l\t wher N=5,OOO for the undisturbed and 
d c ond iti on a nd At=lOOms whi c h e nsured the statistical 
neighboring value. Instantaneous samples: At • 0.64ms 
for J=16, 64 and T , : 61. 1 °c . 
J 
1 
2 Support ed by NASA Grant NAG 3-245 M.S. 1984, presently at Illinois Institute of Te c hnology 
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Histograms, formed from the ind pe ndent samples, were sufficiently smooth to 
approximate a probability density function; e xamples are shown in Figure 2 for 
a thermocouple from the ce ntral region of th jet. A striking result, from 
all such histograms, is that the peak (non-dimensional ) temperature did not 
exceed 0 . 25. Hen ce, even at the reI tively close x/d locations of the present 
st ud y , mol ecula r diffusivit y has pIa ed a dramati c role in the reduction of 
the temperature for the fluid e l emen ts of th jet. 
The individual his togr ms, and the isot herm 1 patterns that are fit to the 
mean values of th e corrected t mp ratur s, both reveal that the magnitude of 
the overh ea t exerts a signifi cant d ynamic eff ct on the jet in a c ross flo w 
problem; see Figu res 3 and It is pertinent to note that the increasing 
dis ance of t he thermal center of gravity, from t he source plate with in-
c r easi ng jet temp eratu re, is op pos it to that which would be expected from 
buo ya nc y and enhan ce d entrainment ffects . The former agrees with the 
Kamotan i and Greber results, the latter is in d isagreement. The physical 
reasons for this unexpe c ted behavior are not apparent ; the consistency of the 
trend: an increased p netration of t h e thermal field with an increased jet 
temp ratu re, is co nsist ently obs erve d an d serves as a primary focus for 
further st udy. A further comparison wit h the results from Kamotani and Greber 
(see Figure 5) reveals a subst ntial differ.ence betwe e n the jet penetration 
for the two studies. This d iffere nce is (at 1 ast in part) attributed to the 
pr se n t use of a sharp-edge no zzl e and a th large (6/d = 1.3) boundary layer 
for the pr sent stl1dy. 
One clearly appare nt ffect o[ the l arge disturb ance condition is the mi-
gration of t he r.e ntroid of the thermal field; se figu re 6. Similar data for 
all of t hp i nstantaneous s cans (6 disturbed, 3 undisturbed) are summarized in 
Table I; note: K is the normalized correla tion coefficient between the 
st 
verti al (s) a nd transv rs e ( t) dispJ a cements of th e thermal center of 
gravity. 
TARLE I. Cross stream di sturbance effect 
on cen t roid of temperature field 
J (1 (1 K 
s t st 
c.g . e .g. 
undi.stl.lrhe d (' . f. 16 . 341 . 253 .067 
undi:;t u rbed c . f. 64 .233 .233 - 0 . 13 
disturbed c . f- 16 J. 84 1. 45 -0. 33 
di sL urbe d c . f. 64 1. 16 1.12 -0.45 
The lower mea n va ~u ' s , o t t he di st urb e d cr~s s stream mean isotherms , are 
a ppar e ntl. y a'lS d t-~! Lhes e large centerl.ine migrations; figure 7 s hows an 
instantanpou s isother:G i)attern that reveals maximum temperature values o f t he 
same orde s those fot . he undisturbed case . 
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"ODELING OF DILUTION JET FLOWFIELDS 
by J.D. Holdeman 
NASA Lewis Resea~ch Cen~er 
and 
A. Srinivasan 
The Garre~~ Turbine Engine Company 
20547 
Considera~ions of dilu~ion 70ne mixing in gas ~u~bine 
combus~ion chambers have mo~ i va~ed several s~udies of ~he 
mixing charac~eris~ics of a row of je~s injec~ed normally in~o 
a flow of a differen~ ~empera~ure in a cons~an~ area 
dUC~.- - Q- 1 - 4 Recen~ly, ex perimen~s have been performed 
~o ex~end ~hese invPs~ iga~ions t o incl ude geome~ric and flow 
varia~ions charac~eristic of most gas turbine combus~ion 
chambers, namely a variable ~empera~ure mains~ream, flow area 
convergence, and opposed rows of · e~ s, ei~her in-line or 
s~aggered; ~· ~ see figures 1 & 2. 
The presen~ paper will compare ~empera~ure fiel d measu emen~s 
from selec~ed cases in ~hese inves~ iga~ions wi~h dis~ribu~ions 
calcula~ed wi~h an empiri cal model based on assumed ver~ical 
profile similari~y and superposi~ionb and wi~h a 3-D 
el lip~ic code using a s~andard K-E ~urbulence model. ? 
The resul~s will show ~he capabili~y (or lack thereof) of ~he 
models ~o predi c~ ~he ef fec~s of ~he principle flow and 
geome~ric variables. ~··4.''''.·; 
Var ia~ions wi~h Ori fice Size and Spaci~ A~ constan~ 
orifi ce area, changes in orifice size and spacing can resul~ in 
je~s which vary from under-pene~ra~ion ~o over-pene~ra~ion. 
This is shown in figure 3a) and b), for je~ s from closely 
spaced small orif ices and widely spaced larger orifices 
respect i vel y . The empirical model reproduces the data very well 
in ~he small orifice case, since the da~a are consis~en~ wi~h 
~he major assump~ion in ~he empiri c al mndel, ~ha~ all ver~ical 
~empera~ure dis~ributions can be reduced ~o si milar aaussian 
profiles. The empiri cal model does not do as well in ~he larQar 
orifice case however, as ~he je~5 have impinged on ~he opposi~. 
wall and ~he vertical profiles are not similar. 
The analytical model calcula~ i ons made wi~h approxima~ely 
20,000 nodes, al~hough in qualita~ive agreemen~ wi~h ~he da~a, 
under - p redict ~he mi xing. That is, ~he ~emperature grad i ents, 
especially in the transverse direc~ion, are ~oo s~eep. This 
resul~ is ~ypical of ~he analytical model c alcula~ions ~o be 
shown in ~h i s paper. For the small-orifice case a coarse-grid 
calcula~ion using less ~han 6000 nodes was also performed. This 
solution illustra~es ~he diffu~ive na~ure of the calcula~ion 
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rld s lect lon on the Solutlon 
Coupled Spacing and Momentum Flux Ratlo. x amlnatlon of 
the experimental data revealed that sImilar p rofiles can be 
obtained over a range of momentum l ux r a l OS . Independent of 
ori fIce dIameter. )f orl f l c e sp acing and momen m flux ratio 
are correctly oupled. ~ · 4.~ . Y his I S shown 1 Igure 
4a) to ). 
In all of the combinati ons shown here , the empi rl cal model 
results are In very ood agreement with h e dat a , as the data 
are consIstent WI h he Gauss Ian prof ll e a ssumption . he 
analyt ical model cal ula lons USIng approx lm e l y 20,000 nodes 
for these cases agree qualitltlvely with the data, as in the 
previous figure. In the medlum momentum flux ratIO case, d 
second calculallon was performed w th the same tota l number of 
qrid pOInts. but with the nodes slIghtly more concentrated in 
the vicinity of the ' et exi As can be seen In figure 4b), 
these two results are no subs antially different . 
Variable Temperature Mainstream. The Influence of a 
non - isothermal maInstream flow on the profIles for medium 
momentum flux ratIOS with S/Ho- .5 and Ho / D= 4 an be seen b y 
comparing figures 5 & 6. The s hape o f he e x per i mental profiles 
in figure 6 sugges ts modeling them as superpositi on of the 
upstream proflle and the cor respondlng jets- ln - an-isotherm I 
mainstream distrlbutlon.'" ThIS glves o nly a crude 
appr O~( lmatlon however. as seen in t he emp l ri ca l model results, 
becaus e of the cross- stream transport of malnstream fluid due 
to the blockage, whi h IS not accounted for in superimposing 
the distribut · ons. 
I n the varlable temperature mainstream case the analyt ical 
mo del results agree well with the experlmental data, especially 
on the jet centerplane, bu · the transverse mixi ng is 
underpredicted. as In the correspond ' ng isothermal mainstream 
case in flgure 5. 
o osed Rows of In - lIne Jets. For opposed rows of jets, 
with the orifice centeriines In - line, the optimum ratio of 
orifice spacing to du t height is one- half of the optimum value 
for single-slde injection at tl e same momentum flux 
ratlo. '" As as e xample c onsider t he single-side case 
with S/Ho= . 5 and Ho/D= 4 in figure 5 and the opposed row of 
in-line jets WI th S/Ho= . 2 5 dnd Ho/D= 8 in flgure 7. 
Th emplrica . model predicts the opposed-Jet case ver y well, 
verifying the primary as:;sumptlon that thE effect of a p lane of 
symmetry IS SImilar to that of an OppOS1~E wa l l. o. ~ 
Note t hat the experimental proflles on both sides of the pI ne 
of symmetry sup ort the Gaussian proflle assumption. The 
analytlcal mode l results show the steep transverse and lateral 
gradients seen In almost all of the previous calculations also, 
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but are in otherwise good agreement with the data. 
Opposed Rows of Staggered Jets. For opposed rows of jets, 
with the orifice centerlines staggered, the optimum ratio of 
orifice spacing to duct height is double the optimum value for 
single-si de injection at the same momentum flux 
ratio. ~ As an e xample consi der the single-side case 
wi th S/Ho=.5 in figure 5, and the opposed row of staggered-jets 
wi t h S/Ho=l in figure 8. 
The empirical model dous not handle this complex case well, as 
the fluid dynamic interactions here are not amenable to a 
d irect extension of the simple Gaussian profile and 
superposition type modeling appropriate ~or most of the 
single-si de and opposed-jet cases of interest. The analytical 
model calculations give slightly better agreement with the data 
than does the empirical model, and would be expected to improve 
with overall improvements in the capability of the 3-D codes. 
1. Walker, R. and Kors, 
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TURBULENCE CHARACTERIST ICS OF AN 
AXISYMMET RIC REACTING FLOW 
Richard D. Gould , Warre n H. S tevenson 
and H. Doyle Thompson 
Purdue University School of 
Mechanical Engineering 
20548 
Turbulent sudden e xpansion flows arp. of significant the0retica l and practical 
importance . Such flows have been the sUDject of extens i ve analytical and experi-
mental study for decades , but many issues a re still unresolved. Detailed informa-
tion on reacting sudden e xpansion flows is very limited, since suitable measurement 
techniques have only been available in rece nt years . The p resent study of reacting 
flow in an axisymmetric sudden e xpansion was initiated under NASA support in 
December 1983. It is an extension of a reacting flow program which has be en carried 
out with Air Force support under contract F336l5-81 -K-2003 . Since the present 
effort has just begun , results are not yet available . Therefore a brief overview 
of results from the Air Force program wi ll be presented to indicate the basis for 
the work to be carried out . Details may b e found in reference 1 . 
Laser velocimete t measure ments of mean streamwise velocity and turbulence in-
tensity were made in the highly turbulent fl ow field following a sudden pipe ex-
pansion. Both isothe rmal and reac ting flows were studied. ~ fused quartz test 
section was used to permit lase r velocimeter measurements throughout the flow field 
for x/ H values from 0 . 33 to 15 . A lean partially premixed propane-air mixture 
(¢ = 0 .28) was used to keep the wall t emperature low e nough so that steady state 
operation was possible . Th€ inlet flow condition was that of fully developed 
turbulent p ipe flow with a cente rline velocity of 22 m/s. The corresponding 
Reynold ' s number based on step height H and inle t centerline velocity Ul was 5 . 5 x 104 . 
Three complete sets of LDV me asure ments we re made. Two were in isothermal 
flow (biased and unbiased) and one was made in the reacting flow (biased). The 
biased and unbiased cold flow measurements were compared to d e termine the ef fects 
of veloc ity bias on the measurements . The hot and cold flow measurements were 
compared to determine the effect of combustion on the structure of the flow field. 
(Unbiased hot flow data could not be obtained because of particle seeder limita-
tions. ) 
The scope of the investigation is outline d in figure 1 . The experimental 
apparatus is shown in figures 2 -4 and test parameters are presented in figure 5 . 
Examples of some of the data obtained are given in figures 6-15 and conclusions 
which can be drawn are given in figure 16. A summary of the further research 
planned under the present NASA sponsored program is presente d in figure 17. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
1. Velocity measurements Here made in a sudden expansion 
tu rbul ent reacting flow at atmospheric pressu re . Few 
diff iculties were encountered in mak ing these measure-
ments . 
2. The reac ting flow exhlDited several structural ditt erences 
relat ive to the co ld flow: 
a) The rec irculation zone Has smal ler ond mo re intense 
in the reacting flow. Reattachmen t occurred at XI 
7. 4 for the hot flow as compared to 8.6 fo r the cold 
flow. 
b) The posit ion of peak tu rbul ence intens i ty was al; ferent 
in the react ing flo w, although the maximum normal ized 
turbu lence intens i ty was app roximately the same in 
bo th cases. 
c) Local turbulence in tensity was reduced by UP to 60 
pe rcent in the reacting flow due to the higher locol 
velociti es result ing from the heat rel ease. 
3. Vel ocity bias had the expected ef fect on the mean veloc l ty 
da ta. A significant shift in the norma l ized turbulence 
dis tr ibut ion in the shear layer was found to ex ist due to 
bias . 
Figure 16 
FUTURE WORK-
1. Develop 2 colo r - 2 component LDV syste 
• Measure mean and fluctuating velocit 
s imultaneously for two components 
• ~easure Reynolds stress correlation 
• Obtain power spectrum and length scales . 
2. Uti lize correction lens system to make radial velocity 
measurements 
• Allows uV R Reynolds stress correlation 
meas uremen t 
• Important if studY ing e~fects of swirl 
~ . Utilize high freauency response thermocouple to make 
dYQamic temperature measu rements in ~eacting flow 
• Balance terms in the turbul ent kinet ic energy 
conservation eauat ion in both hot and cold flow 
• Identify regions where the va r ious tu rbul ence 
mechanisms dominate in the ho t cnd cold flow 
Production 
Advect ion 
Diffu s ion 
Dissipat ion 
-NASA Grant NAG 3-502 
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DIRECT NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF REACTING FLOWS 
James J. Riley and Ralph W. Metcalfe 
Flow Research Company 
Th objectives of thi.> Iyo rk re (i) to to ~ x t rId th t chniqu of direct num ri -
cal simulations to turbulent, chemicall y r eac ting flows, (ii) to test the validity of 
the method by comparing computational res ults with laboratory da ta, and (iii) to us e 
the simulations to gain a he tter und erstanding of th e effects of turbulence on chemi-
cal reactions. In particular, we addr s s the effects of both the large-scale struc-
ture and th e smaller-scale turbulence on th e overall r eaction rat es, examine th e rela-
tionshi? between infinit e r action rate and ftnit r eaction rate ch emistry, and com-
pare some of th e r esult s of our calculations with e xisting theories and laboratory 
data. The direct numerica l s imulation method involves th e numerical solution of th e 
detailed evolution of til complex turbul e nt v loct t y and concentration fields. Using 
very efficient numerical methods ( e . g ., pseud ospec tral meth ods), the fully nonlinear 
(possibly low-pas s filtered) equations of motion are solved and no closure assumptions 
or turbulenc e mod e ls are us ed . Statistical data are obtained by performing spatial, 
temporal, and/or e nsembl e av erages over t he computed flow fields. 
The scop of work t o do this involv ed th e following . Fi rst, existing computer 
codes we re modi fied to treat the pre sent probl em . Next, e xtensive numerical testing 
of the comput er codes was p rformed. Finally, in ord r t o examine the effects of th e 
mixing layer turbulenc , both th e large-s ca l e structure and th e smaller-scale turbu-
lence, on th ove rall reaction rat e s, a sequence of th ree problems was computed: (i) 
reacti ons on a unidirectional (on e -dimensional) mixing layer, (i i) reactions on a 
mixing layer experie ncin g large-scale, two-dimensional vortex rollu p, and (iii) reac-
t ions on a three-dim nsional turbul e nt mix i ng layer . The simulations of the two-
d~mensional mixing l ay r with vort x rollup ar e intended to model the large-scale 
s tructur e in th e mixin g layer, wll e reas the thr ee-dimensio nal simulations contain both 
the l a r ge -scale s tructur e and th > small e r-scale turbul e nce . 
Th e numerical testing involved th e compar i son of comput ed results with e xact solu-
tions for a numb er of different cases . Both rigid body rotation and vcrt ~x Tollup 
flow fields were used . The work g r ea tly e xtended th results of Orszag (:e f . 1) for 
the advection of a passive sca lar on a rigid ly r ota ting flow field (the color problem) 
t o include also diffu sion, c h emical r action, and mor e complex flows . We have found 
that high accuracy o f th e spectra l me thod s observ d in th e advection case is also 
ob tained when th ese furthe r compli ca tions a r e pr es ent . Our results indicate that 
spectral numerical me th ods may prove to be us e ful in the future both for solving th e 
model equations fo r combustor processes as well as for fut ure studies of chemically 
reac t in g turbulent flows empl oyin g direct numerical simulations. 
The approach of direc t n umerical simulation s allowed ext ensive examination and 
interpretation of the r eac t i on process. From th e one-dimensional simu lat ions, we 
found that we could easily compute finite reaction rates near the fast reaction limit, 
that the results wer e fairly insensitive to the ini tial conditions (for the class of 
initial conditions computpd), and that the r suIts wer in reasonable agreement with 
th eoret ieal predict i o ns . 
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For the two-dimensional simu lati o~s, we found that in all of th e cases computed , 
the vort icity field and the product fLeld approximate ly coincided. From the computa-
tion of volume averages, we observed th e enhancement of he overall react i on rate due 
to the vort ex rollup. I t also appeared that th e merging of vort ex cores was a mor e 
significant mechani sm in i ncreasing the ov erall r eaction rate than the straining of 
the reaction interface . Significant species segre gation was apparent, so that, for 
" xampl , th product of th a ve ra ge con en trations was a pproximate ly qu a l to and 
o ppos it th corr lation b twee n the luctuating conc nt rations . Some of th e higher 
o rde r correl ations wer also examined . 
In the three-dimen s i onal simulat ion s , th e contour plots indica ted that the vortex 
rol lup takes longer to develop, and th e vortices and braids are not as dis tinct as in 
the two-dimens ional case . Also, the vortices that dev elop are not strongly corre-
lated laterally . Both t ile contour plots and the statistical results indicated that 
the spatial segregation was also not as strong as in the two-dimensional case, 
probably du e to the weake r vort ex rollup as well as the effects of smaller-scale, 
three-dimensional turbul enc e. 
Compari sons \" ere made between the simulation results and results using similarity 
theory. Approximately l inea r growth rates of var ious computed l ength scales , in-
cluding the mea n velocity half-width, the mean v or tic ity thickness, and the mean pro-
duct thickness, wer e obtained and wer e in agr eement with the th eory. Similarity 
scaling was fou nd to co llapse quite we ll the r esul t s for t he av erage reactant conc en-
trations, t he rms fluc tua t i ng r eac t ant concentrations, th e concentration correlations, 
the aver age produ c t concentrations, and th e rffiS fluctuating product concentrations . 
Some limited comparisons were mad e with laboratory data. Computed profiles that 
were qualitatively similar to corresponding laboratory profiles were obtained for the 
average reactant concentrations, the rms fluctuating reactant concentrations, th e 
average product concentrations, the rms fluctuating produ c t concentrations, and the 
concentration correl a tion s . 
We h ave made some compar isons with e xisting theories. Donaldson a nd Hilst have 
suggested, in addition t o using th e e qu a tions fo r t he average concentrations, in-
cluding th e equations fo r th e concentration fluc tuat ions and correlat ion (r e f. 2). 
The se equations can be c lose d by neglecting certain tripl e moments wh e n compared to 
c e rtain lower order terms . However, our r esults i ndicate that th e tr i pl e moment 
terms are as i mportant as o th e r t erms in th e equation s , so that an assumption of thi s 
type will probably lead t o poor predictions . Mason and Spau lding have proposed a 
model for t h e mea n reaction term, s uggesting that it wil l be proport iona l to th e 
average concentration o f th e lean s pecies divided by a tur bulent time scale (ref. 3). 
We have found that such an a ssumption will only be mod e rat e ly successful if applied 
to our cane . Fi nally, Toor has suggeste d es timating the concentration correlation of 
the reacting s pecies in terms of that for th e nonreacting case, which is much easier 
to model (ref. 4). Although this was proposed mainly for statistically homogeneous 
flows, we find that it is a reasonable approximation for our reacting flow 
simulations. 
1. Or szag , S . A.: 
I3 I)und a ri s: 
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OBJECTIVES 
• Begin the Extension of Direct Numerical Simulations to Combustor 
Flows 
• Develop computational methodology 
• Use Direct Numerical Simulations in Order to 
• Better understand the effects of turbulence on chemical reactions 
• Suggest model improvements 
• Test Validity of the Method by Comparing COrT'nutational Results 
with Laboratory Data and Theoretical Models 
PROBLEM CONSIDERED 
• Temporally Growing, Three-Dimensional Mixing Layer 
• Binary, Single-Step, Irreversible Chemical Reaction 
(A + nB ~ products) with negligible heat release 
• Very Small Mach Number 
• Initial Conditions - NonPremixed Species 
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SCOPE OF WORK 
ORIG:; . p ~ fa 
OF POOR QUALITY 
• Modify Existing Computer Codes to Treat the Present Problem 
• Perform Numerical Testing of the Computer Codes 
• Compute the Following Sequence of Problems 
• Unidirectional (one-dimensional) flow 
• Large-scale, two-dimensional vortex rollup 
• Three-dimensional turbulent mixing layer 
EQUATIONS OF MOTION 
• Conservation of Momentum 
a a 
- u + u - u = 
a t i j aXj i 
• Conservation of Mass 
• Conservation of Species A and B 
a Lc a 2 
at c, + u. = - R C, c2 + D, a X~ c1 J ax' , , J J 
a a a 2 
at c2 + u - c = - R2 c1 c2 + D2 ax~ c2 j a Xj 2 
J 
• Initial Boundary Conditions 
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DIRECT NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 
• Compute the Solution of the Navier-Stokes Equations Numerically 
• Initial Conditions (or Upstream Conditions) 
Random, turbulent-like - so that the flow field starts out 
as turbulent-like - or 
Small amplitude perturbations -- compute the flow through 
transition to turbulence 
• Compute the Time Development of the Detailed Structure of the 
Flow Field 
• No Reynolds Averaging 
• Statistical Results are Obtained by Performing Spatial, Temporal, 
or Ensemble Average., over the Computed Flow Field 
• Analogous to Laboratory Experiments 
NUMERICAL METHODS 
• Pseudo-Spectral Methods 
• Expand the dependent variables in fast-converging series 
E. G. , 
• Resulting Equations 
u(x) L ~ ikx 
= Ikl<K u(k)e 
'--__ --,,--__ J' ~ __ --v-__ J' 
Convection Reaction 
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NUMERICAL TESTS 
• Color Problem (Rigid Body Rotation of Passive Scalar) 
• Convection Alone (Orszag, Seinfeld et aLl 
• Convection Plus Reaction (Exact Solutions Available) 
• Convection Plus Diffusion (Exact Solutions Available) 
• One-Dimensional, Diffusion-Reaction Problem 
• Test Against Exact Solutions 
• Two-Dimensional Vortex Rollup 
• Convection, Diffusion, and Reaction 
• "Exact" Solution for e = C - C is Known 
from Previous Calculation 1 2 
NUMERICAL TEST PROBLEMS 
• Two Dimensional Rigid Rotation (Color Problem) 
• Initial condition: C(x,z,O) = exp (_ x~ - Z~) 
Xo Zo 
• Analytical Solution for Identical Initial Concentration Field. 
(No Diffusion) 
C(x',Z',C) C(x',z',t) = 
1 + RtC(x' ,z' ,0) 
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OF POOR QUALITY 
ln i tlA l Concentration Fle l d f or Colo r Pr oblem Teets 
Computed Concentration Field After ODe Revolution - No Diffulion 
or Reaction 
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Computed Concentratl on flel d Af ter Onf"- tu. l f Rev olu tion - No 
Dltfu51 on, R • 1.0 
Ccm puted Concentration Field Afler Oae-ijalf Revolution - No 
Diffusion, R - 4.0 
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Figure 21a t = 12 
Figure 21b t = 24 
Figure 21c t· 36 
Plots of Vorticity Contours for a Sequence of Times - Case 3 
(Fundamental and Subharmonic Added Together Out-of-Phase) 
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL SIMULATIONS 
• Case I: Most Unstable Mode Based Upon Linear Theory 
(Fundamental) 
• Results in a Single Rollup 
• Case II : Subharmonic of the Most Unstable Mode 
• Results in a Single Rollup, of Approximately Twice the Size 
and Time Period 
• Case III: Fundamental and Subharmonic 90 0 Out-of-Phase 
• Results in a Double Rollup 
EQUATIONS (CONT.) 
• Define Conserved Scalar 8 = CA - CB . 
Then 8 satisfies 
ITJ M + u ' V8 = D a 2 8 (No R dependence) 
at aXf 
with initial conditions 8(t = 0) = 8(0) = CA(O) - Ca(O) 
• Infinite Reaction Rate Limit 
8~0 
8<0 
C2 = 1 0 8~0 
- 8 8<0 
Cp can be obtained from conserved scalar 
0 = Cp + CA 
where 0 also satisfies Equation ITJ 
with initial conditions 0(t = 0) = 0(0) = CA(O) 
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Constant Contour Plot of Conserved Scalar Computed Indirectly 
from the Difference Between the Spec ies Concentra tions - t • 12 
Constant Contour Plot of Conserved Scalar Computed Directly 
from the Difference Be tween the Species Concentrations - t • 12 
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Figure 23a Spec i es A 
Figure 23b Species B 
Plots of Concentration Contour s for Species A and 8 at 
t • 12 for Case 1 (Fundamental Mode Alone) - Two-Dimensional 
Simulations 
Figure 28a t • 12 
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Figure 28b t z 24 
Fi gure 28c t K 36 
Plots of Concentration Contours for Species A for a Sequence of 
Time. for Case 3 (Fundamental and Subharmonic Added Together 
Out-of-Phase) - Two-Dimensional Simu la t ions 
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Plot of Product Concentration Contours at t • 24 for Case 3 
(fun damental and Subharmonlc Added Together Out-of-Phase) 
- Two-Dimen sional Simulations 
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figur e 45a t · 6 figure 45b t· 12 
figure 45c t· 18 
Plots of Lateral (y) Vorticity Contours for a Sequence of Times 
in an x-z Plane Located a Lateral Distance Ly/2 from that 
Depicted in figure 44 - Single Rollup Case, Three-Dimensional 
Simu latio ns , Run JN20B 
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Figure 46a t· 6 Figure 46b t · 12 
Figure 46c t· 18 Figure 46d t - 24 
Plots of Concentr ation Con tours for Species B for. Sequence of 
Timrs in the Same x-z Pl ane oz : vl figure 44 - Single Rollup 
C •• e. Three-Dimensional 5 1 lations 
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CONCLUSIONS 
• Color Problem Tests Showed That 
• Spectral methods produced high accuracy solutions in the 
presence of advection, reaction, and diffusion 
• Weak spatial filter insured numerical stability 
• One-Dimensional Simulations Showed That 
• Calculations close to the infinite reaction rate can be done 
• Results were fairly insensitive to initial conditions 
• Results were in reasonable agreement with theoretical 
predictions 
• Two-Dimensional Simulations Showed That 
• Reaction zone was significantly stretched by vortex rollup 
• Vorticity and product fields coincided 
• Significant species segregation and "flame shortening" 
effects were present 
CONCLUSIONS (CONT.) 
• Three-Dimensional Simulations Showed That 
• Good agreement with self-similarity theory was obtained 
• Technique can treat entire range of reaction rates - from very 
slow to infinite 
• Computed profiles qualitatively similar to profiles from 
laboratory data 
• Ouantitative comparisons will be made soon 
• Nondimensional product thickness was 0.22 - compared to 
values of 0.3 to 0.35 from laboratory data 
• No adjustable parameters are used 
• Some presently used estimates of correlation products 
can be significantly in error 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF INHOMOGENEOUS JETS IN CONFINED SWIRLING AIR FLOWS 
Ronald M. C. So and S. A. Ahmed 
Arizona State Universlty 
Flow fields in the neighborhood of confined jets proved to be of great 
interest for gas turbine combusto~ designers. Although there have been 
numerous investigations on the characteristics of confined 0-4) jets, very 
little quantitative data exist for confined jets in a swirling flow. We have 
recentl y started an experimental program to study the characteri sti cs of 
inhomogeneous jets in confined swirling flows to obtain detailed and accurate 
data for the eval uati on and improvement of turbul ent transport modeling for 
combustor flows. Our work was al so moti vated by the need to i nvesti gate and 
quantify the influence of confinement and swirl on the characteristics of 
inhomogeneous jets. 
The flow facility at Arizona State University was constructed in a simple 
way which allows easy interchange of different swirlers and the freedom to 
vary the jet Reynolds number. The vel ocity measurements were taken with a one 
color, one component DISA Model 55L laser-Doppler anemometer employing the 
forward scatter mode. Standard statistical methods are used to eval uate the 
various moments of the signals to give the flow characteristics. 
The current project started with the measurements of the velocity field. 
The second phase of the work wlll concentrate on the investigation of the 
scalar fluxes utilizing concentration probes. Finally, the two different 
sensors will be used simultaneously to determine the turbulent momentum and 
mass fluxes in the whole flow field. 
The present work was directed at the understanding of the velocity field. 
Therefore, only velocity and turbulence data of the axial and circumferential 
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components are reported for inhomogeneous jets in confined swirling air flows. 
Results to date show that the jet centerline velocity decreases rapldly in a 
short distance for both Helium and air jets. However the similarity between 
Helium and air jets ends here. For air jets, the jet-like behaviour in the 
flow disappears at about 20 diameters downstream of the jet exit. This 
phenomenon is independent of the initial jet velocity. When this stage is 
reached for the mean flow, the turbulence field also decays to that of the 
background swirling flow. For Helium jets, the jet-l ike behaviour is noticed 
even at 40 diameters downst. .. eam of the jet exit. The turbulence field also 
reflects the same behaviour. Since the jets are fully turbulent (therefore, 
independent of jet Reynolds numbers> and the jet momentum fluxes for both air 
and Hel ium jets are the same, the cause of this difference in behaviour is 
attributed to the combined action of swirl and density difference. This 
behaviour could explain some of the common observations in gas turbine 
combustors. 
The completion of the proposed work will make a substantial contribution 
to the understanding and predictive capability of complex turbulent swirling 
flows with inhomogeneous jets. 
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SATURATED LASER FLUORESCENCE IN 
TURBULENT SOOTING FLA S AT HIGH PRESS URE 
Galen B. King 
Campbe ll D. Carte r 
Normand M. Laurendeau 
Flame Diagnoslics Labora1:ory 
Sc hoo l of Mechanical Engineerin0 
Purdue Unive rsity 
Th e primary obj ective of t his proj c t is to d e velop a q uantitative , s ingle 
p ulse , lase r-saturated fluorescence (LSF ) t echnique fo r me asur eme n t of radical 
species con centratio ns in p ractical fl ame s . The species of i mmediate interest is 
the hydroxyl radical . Me asure me nts wi ll be made in both turbule nt p remixed and dif-
fusion flames at p r essures be tween 1 and 20 atm . Inte rfe rences from Mie s catte ring 
will be assessed by doping with particle s or by controlling soot loading t hrough 
variation o f equivale nce ratio a nd fu 1 type . Th e efficacy of the LSF method at 
high p r e s s ure will be addre sse d by comparing fluorescence and a bsorp tion measure-
ments in a p r e mix e d , laminar flat flame at 1-20 atm. 
Si g nal-averaging o ver many l aser shots is suff i c ient to dete rmine the local 
c once ntratio n of r a d ica l spec i e s in lami nar flames . Howe ver, for turbulent flames , 
sing l e p ulse measureme nts are more appropriate since a statistically significant 
number of laser pulses is neede d to de t e rmine the p robability distribution funct i on 
(PDF) . PDFs c an b e analyzed to give true a ve rage p roperties and true local kinetics 
in turbulen t, c he mically reac tive flo ws . 
PROGRESS OF WORK 
The construct i on p hase of the high- pressur e faci lity is nearing completion . 
This includes the fabricat ion of not only the high- p ress ure ves s e l , but also the 
optical table in which the pressure vessel is mounted and othe r support systems , 
including the high pre ssure burne r s and the gas f low contro l sys t em . 
Th p r es sur e vessel is construct d f rom a 109 cm long by 20 c m ID stainless 
steel tube , to whi ch four 6 . 4 cm ID tubes are we lded . S lip-on flanges are welde d at 
the ends of these smaller tubes to ho ld the optical windows . Central to the d e sign 
of the pressure vesse l i s the use of a n inte rnal b urne r-translation system rather 
than translation of the e ntir vessel t o a cce ss the various points in the flame . 
This a rra ngement allows t wo dimens i onal movement of the burne r within the pressure 
v e ssel . Maximum trave l i s greater than 11 cm in the vertical and 3 . 8 cm in the 
horizontal directions . The translation s tage i s dr i ve n by stepper motors which are 
in turn c ontrolle d by an Apple compute r . The position of the burner is monitored 
with two linear transduce rs and a pressure transducer monitors the pressure within 
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the vessel. By counting the number of steps sent to the stepper motors, the posi -
tion of the burner may be controlled to better than 3 ~m in both travel directions. 
Because of its size and mass, the pr ssure vessel will be located between two 
optical bread boards rather than on top of a single optical table. A framework to 
support the pressure vessel has been added to an existing table base and the optical 
bread boards have been mounted on the table framework. Additional modifications to 
the table are now underway, including (1) a cylindrical plexiglas shield to protect 
laboratory personnel in case of pressure failure and (2) steel plates which will 
surround the vessel to form a flat surface between the bread boards. A small winch 
is also being mounted in the ceiling of the laboratory to aid in movement of the 
pressure vessel during experiments . 
Although initial plans for the high-pressure flame facility called for control 
of gases by mass flow transducers, a simpler gas flow control system will be used 
at this time. This strategy will allow greater variation in burner type during the 
exploratory stage of our research. The control system we have constructed uses 
ordinary regulators and rotometers. This system, while simple and easily varied, 
is limited to a useful pressure range of 10 atm. Therefore, we plan to eventually 
add mass flow controllers to the flame facility. 
Two burners have been designed for initial testing of the high pressure flame 
facility. The first is a premixed water-cooled burner constructed with a Hasteloy, 
hexagonal-pattern , flame holder. The main body of this burner has been constructed 
and work is now in progress to shape the flame holder. A second flat flame burner 
is being built by McKenna Products . This burner is a scaled down version of their 
standard water-cooled sintered bronze, flate flame burner. The flame diameter for 
both burners is approximately 3 cm to avoid self-absorption p roblems at high 
pressure. 
Significant advances have also been made in our ability to measure single-pulse 
OH radical concentrations in turbulent flames. Me asurements of superequilibrium 
hydroxyl concentrations in nonpremixed flames at 1 atm using LSF have been made in a 
collaborative inte raction between the Flame Diagnostic s Laboratory at Purdue Univer-
sity and Corporate Research and Development at General El ec tric Company. The re-
sults of this study were presented at the 1983 Fall Meeting of the Western States 
section of the Combustion Institute and a paper has been submitted to the Twentieth 
International Symposium on Combustion . 
An improvement has also been made in our sampling technique as we can now dis-
criminate against bad laser shots. With the use of a second sampling oscilloscope, 
the power level of the laser pulse is monitored and fed into a computer along with 
the fluorescence signal . We are currently using this technique for measurements of 
PAHs and will e ventually incorporate it into our p rocedure for generating PDFs. In 
this method , the analogue-to-digital converter and both sampling oscilloscopes are 
triggered by the laser pulse and thus single pulse data for both the laser power 
and the fluorescence signal can be collected. Data points in which the laser pulse 
shape or energy level are not satisfactory are then eliminated from the data set. 
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LEAN LIMIT P~ENOMENA 
c. K. Law 
Northwestern University 
20552 1 
Extensive theoretical and experimental research have been accomplished on the 
various aspects of the structure and extinction of premixed flames. The 
presentation will focus on only one specific topi c of the lean/rich limit phenomena, 
namely the concept of flammability limits in the presence of flame interaction, and 
the existence of negative flame speeds. Attention is called to other topics 
reported in the publications l is ted; contributions from them are no less significant 
but will not be presented due to the lack of time. 
To appreciate the importance of flame interaction, we first note that although 
predictions of complex flame phenomena are frequently based on understanding of 
isolated flames, it is clear tha t in most situations the combustion flow field ia 
composed of an ense mbl e of flamelets, of different intensity and extent, which 
continuously interact with each other and thereby an cause significant 
modificat ions of the bulk combustion behavior. 
In the present invest -! Jtlon downstream interaction between two counterflow 
premixed flames of differe nt stoichiometries are experimentally studied. Various 
flame configurations are obse rved and quantified; these include the binary system of 
two lean or rich flames, the triple t system of a lean and a rich flame separated by 
a diffusion flame, and single diffusion flames with some degree of premixedness. 
Extinction limits are dete rmln d for methan lair and butane/air mixtures over the 
entire range of mixture concentrations. 
The r esults show that the extent of flame i nte raction depe nds on the separation 
distance between the flames which a re f unctions of the mixtures' concentrations, the 
stretch rate, and the effective Lewis numbe r s (Lf». In particular, in a positively-
stretched flow field Le<l <)1) mixtures tend to interact strongly (weakly), while 
the converse holds for flames in a negatively-stretched flo w. 
An important cons eq uence of fla me interaction is the modification of the 
flammability limits of a mixture when it is stratified. If the mixture is only 
weakly Gtratified, then the conventional flammability limits for uniform mixtures 
may still apply. However, with more extensive stratification the stronger portion 
of the mixture may burn independent of the weaker portion, while the weaker portion 
can also burn by receiving support from the stronger flame. The mixture is made 
more flammable as a whole. 
Our study has also esta blis hed the existence of negative flames whose 
propagation velocity is in the same general direction as that of the bulk convective 
flow, being supported by diffusion alone. Their existence demonstrates the tendency 
of flames to resist extinction, and futher emphasizes the possibility of very lean 
or rich mixtures to undergo combustion. 
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Flame interaction is also of relevance to the modeling of turbulent flames. 
Within a turbulent flow field stratifications in temperature and reactant 
concentrat ions invariably exist, caused by mixing inhomogeneities or, more subtly, 
through the coupling between stretch and preferential diffusion even for an 
initially homogeneous mixture. Thus a flame kernel initiated within a turbulent 
eddy will manifest effects of downstream inteaction between flames of different 
intensities. 
Publi ca tions 
1. "Effects of Heat wss, Preferential Di f fusion, and Flame Stretch on Flame-Front 
Instability and Extinction of Propane/Air Mixtures," by S. Ishizuka, K. 
Miyasaka, and C. K. Law, Combustion and Flame, Vol. 45, pp. 293-308, (1982). 
2. "On the Opening of Premixed Bunsen Flame Tips," by C. K. Law, S. Ishizuka, and 
P. Cho, Combustion Science and Technology, Vol. 28, pp. 89-96, (1982). 
3. "On Stability of Premixed Flames in Stagnation-Point Flow," by G. I. 
Sivashinsky, C. K. Law, and G. Joulin, Combustion Science and Technology, 
Vol. 28, pp. 155-159, (1982). 
4. "An Experimental Study of Extinction and Stability of Stretched Premixed 
Flames," by S. Ishizuka and C. K. Law, Nineteenth Symposium on Combustion, 
the Combu s tion Institute , Pittsburgh, Pa., pp. 327-335, (1983). 
5. "Heat and Mass Transfer in Combustion : Fundamental Concepts and Analytical 
Techniques," Proc. of ASME-JSME Joint Thermal Engineering Conference, (Y. 
Mori and W. J. Yang, Ed.), Vol. 2. pp. 535-559, (1983). ** Plenary Paper** 
6. "An Invariant Derivation of Flame Stretch," by S. H. Chung and C. K. Law, 
Combustion and flame, Vol. 55, pp. 123-125 (1984). 
7. "Extinction of Premixed Flames by Stretch and Radiative Loss," by S. H. Sohrab 
and C. K. Law, to appear in International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer. 
8. "On the Determination of Laminar Flame Speeds f rom Stretched Flames," by C. K. 
Wu and C. K. Law, submitted. 
9. "An Experimental Investigation on Flame Interaction and the Existence of 
Negative Flame Speeds," by S. H. Sohrab, Z. Y. Ye, and C. K. Law, submitted. 
10. "Effects of Preferential Diffusion on the Burning Intensity of Curved Flames," 
by M. Mizomoto, Y. Asaka, S. Ikai, and C. K. Law, submitted. 
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OVERALL OBJECTIVES 
o TO UNDERSTAND THE FUNDAMENTAL 
MECHANISMS GOVERNING EXTINCTION OF 
PREMIXED FLAMES. 
o TO QUANTIFY FLAMMABILITY LIM ITS OF 
MIXTURES AND IDENTI~~ DOMINANT 
MECHANI SMS IN OPERATION AT TH ESE 
LIMITS. 
o TO IDENTIFY POSSIBILITIES OF 
EXTENDING THESE EXTINCTION/ 
FLAMMABILITY LIMITS. 
POTENTIAL EXTINCTION MECHANISMS 
o HEAT LOSS. 
a KINETIC TI-:RMINATION. 
o FLAME STRETCH: 
FLOW NONUNIFORMITY 
FLAME CURVATURE 
FLMfr: ACCELERATION 
PREV IOUS CONTRIBUTIONS 
o FLAME STRETCH, COUP LEU WITH 
2 
3 
P REFI:. KENT IAL DIFFUSION (NON-U NITY 
LEWIS NUMBER) EFFECTS, WAS IOENTIFIED 
TO BE THE DOMINANT MECHANISM IN 
OPERATION AT THE FLAMMABILTY LIMITS. 
a FLAMMABIL[TY LIMlTS, DETERMINED BY 
USING THE COUNTERFLOW FLAME, AGREE 
WELL WITH EXISTING DATA. 
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PRESENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
a IDI-:NTIFIED AND QUANTIFIED THE 
IMPORTANCE OF ~LAME INTERACT ION. 
a INDE TIFIED THE EXISTENCE OF LAMINAR 
FLAMES WITH NEGATIVE FLAME SPEEDS. 
4 
a STUDIED EFFECTS OF FLAME CURVATURE ON 
BURNING INTI-:NSITY. 
o CRITICALLY RE-EXAMINED EXISTING 
METHO DS IN LAMINAR FLAME SPEED 
DETERMINATION; PROPOSED NEW 
METHODOLOGY. 
a THEORETICAL STUDIES ASSOCIATED WITH 
THE ABOVE TOPICS. 
IMPORTANCE OF FI. \ME INTERACTION 
o PRACTICAL COMBUSTION FLOW FIELDS 
CO NS IST OF ENSEMBLES OF FLAMELETS . 
o INDIVIDUAL FLAMELETS BURN WITH 
DIFFI-:RENT INTENSITY AND EXTENT. 
a INTERACTION BETWEEN THEM CAN EITHER 
CONTRACT OR WIDEN THE EXTINCTION 
LIMIT. 
a ESPEC [ALLY RE LEV ANT TO TURBULENT 
FLAME MODELING AND FLAME PROPAGATION 
IN FLOWS WITH CONCENTRATION 
STRATIFICATION OR POOR MIXING 
CHARACTERISTICS. 
5 
6 
METHODO LOGY 
o ESTABLISH TWO PREMIXED FLAMES OF 
UNEQUAL STRENGTH BY THE COUNTERFLOW 
OF TWO STREAMS WITH DIFFERENT MIXTURE 
CONCE~iTRAT IONS. 
o MAP THE FLAME CONFIGURATIONS AND 
EXTINCTION LIMITS AS FUNCTIONS OF 
STRETCH AND FUEL CONCENTRATIONS OF 
THE UPPER (~) AND LOWER (nL) STREAMS. 
o MEASURE THE TEMPERATURE PROFILE FOR 
THE INTERACTING FLAMES. 
EXTINCTION LIMITS (METHANE-AIR 
MIXTURES) 
o FOR nL < 4%, ~ ~ 6% AND IS 
INSENSITIVE TO nL; WEAK INTERACTION; 
STRONG FLAME BURNS INDEPEND~NTLY, 
WEAK FLAME PARASITIC. 
o FOR 4% < (nL, ~ ) < 6%, 
7 
(nL + ~)/2 ~ 5%; STRONG INTERACTION; 
SYMBIOTIC COMBUSTION . 
o INTERACTION IS STRONG (WEAK) FOR LEAN 
(RICH) MIXTURES. 
o THEORY SUBSTANTIATES THE ABOVE 
BEHAVIOR. 
8 
PRACTICAL CONC LU SIONS 
o METHANE-AIR MIXTURES LEANER THAN 5% 
REMAINS NON-FLAMMABLE IF 
CONCENTRATION STRATIFICATION (OR 
MIXING INHOMOGENEITY) IS WITHIN 4-6%; 
A HIGHER STRATIFICATION WILL INDUCE 
BURNING. 
o MIXTURES ABOVE 6% WILL ALWAYS BUR , 
HENCE AUGMENTED FLAMMABILITY LIMIT . 
o INTERACTION IS STRONG (WEAK) FOR LEAN 
(RICH) MIXTURES. 
o FLAMMABILTY LIMITS LESS (MORE) 
SUSCEPTIBLE TO CONCENTRATION 
STRATIFICATION FOR LEAN (RICH) 
MIXTURES. 
o PROPANE-AIR AND BUTANE-AIR MIXTURES 
BEHAVE OPPOSITE TO METHANE-AIR 
MIXTURES . 
o MIXING INHOMOGENEITY PROMOTES 
BURNING. 
o EXISTENCE OF NEGATIVE FLAME SPEEDS 
DEMONSTRATES THE RESISTENCE OF FLAMES 
TO EXT INCT ION . 
o FLAME STRETCH AND PREFERENTIAL 
DIFFUSION ARE CRITICAL FACTORS IN 
DETERMI ING F CHARACTERISTICS, 
ESPECIALLY EXTINCTION . 
o FRACTIONAL DEVIATION OF LEWIS NUMBER 
FROM UN ITY CAN CAUSE SAME EXTENT OF 
DEV IATION OF FLAME TEMPERATURE. 
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INTERACTIVE COMPUTER MODELING OF COMBUSTION CHEMISTRY 
and 
COALESCENCE-DISPERSIO MODELING OF TURBULENT COMBUSTION 
David T . Pratt 
University of Washington 
The goals of this research proj ct are as follows: 
1. Develop an interactive computer code for simulation of a high-intensity 
turbulent combustor as a "single point " inhomogeneous stirred reactor [1]. This 
will be developed from an exis ting batch processing computer code CDPSR [2]. 
2. Use the int eractive CDPSR code as a guide for interpretation and direction 
of DOE-sponsored companion experiments utilizing Xenon tracer with optical laser 
diagnostic techniq~es to experimentally determine the appopriate mixing frequency, 
and for validation of CDPSR as a mixing-chemistry model for a laboratory jet-
stirred reactor. 
3. Incorporate the coalescence-dispersion model for finite rate mixing into an 
existing interactive code AVCO-MARK I, to enable simula t ion of a combustor as a 
modular array of stirred flow and plug flow elements , each having a prescribed 
finite mixing frequenc y , or axial di s tribution of mixing frequency, as appropriate. 
4. Further increas the s peed and r e liability of the batch kinetL~s integrator 
code CREKID [3] by rewriting in vectorized form for execution on a vector or parallel 
processor, and by incorporating numerical techniques which enhance execution speed 
by permitting specification of a very low accuracy tolerance [4]. 
REFERENCES 
1. Pratt, D. T.: Mixing and Chemical Reaction in Continuous Combustion, in 
Progres s . Progress in Energy and Combustion Science, vol. 1, N. A. Chigier , Ed., 
Pergamon Press, 1976. 
2. Pratt, D. T.: Coalescence/Dispersion Modeling of High Intensi ty Combustion, 
AIAA J . Energy , 1, 3 , 177180, 1979. 
3. Pratt, D. T.: CREK1D: A Computer Code for Transient, Gas-phase Combustion 
Kinetics, Paper No. WSCI 8321, Western States Section/The Combustion Institute, 
1983. 
4. Pratt, D. T.: Exponential-Fitted Methods for Integrating Stiff Systems of 
Ordinary Differential Equations: Applications to Homogeneous Gas-Phase 
Chemical Kinetics, paper presented at the 1984 JANNAF Propulsion Meeting, 
New Orleans, LA., February 1984. 
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'M~R~~I ' I J ~N INTER~CT IVE VERSION OF THE M~RK- II COMBUSTOR MOD EL . 
THI S IS ~ F'REL MINM,Y [IES IGN TOOL. " ME~NS OF G~INING INTUITIVE ItIS IGHT 
IN TO ~rFECTS OF Clt~NG ES I~ FUEL -~IR MI XING OR PARTITI ON ING ON TURN-DO~N 
R~TIO. COMBUSTION EFF ICI ENCY ~Nn POLLUT~NT FORMATION R~TES. 
~N INITI~L DATA SET IS TAKEN FROM DA Tn FILE 'MnkK2.DnT ' BUT cnN BE ALTERED 
INTER~CTIVELY. ~H D USED IN CONSE CUT IVE RUN S . 
HAR K- II RE PRES ENTS" SIMPLE ~R~GG COMB USTOR CONSISTING OF ~ 
H~XIMIJI1 OF 9 FLOW ELEMENTS WITH THE A(I[IITION OF A SINGLE RECY CLE 
ELEMENT. FLOW ELEMENT TYPES MAY INCLUDE: 
1 ) HON-RE~CT ING MI XEF:S ( ' MIX ' ) , IN WHICH THE CHE MICAL REACTIONS ~RE 
ASSUMErI TO HAV E STOPPEl) DURING THE MIXI NG PRocess ; 
2) PERFECTLY ST IRRED REACTORS ('PSR'), WITHIN WHI CH INTE NSE SELF- OR 
D~CK -HIXING I S ASSU M D TO OCCUR, SO THAT THERE ARE NO AXIAL GRADIENTS; 
3) PLUG FL OW RE ~r:TORS ( ' r-FR ' ) . 
TH E US~R HA Y DEFINE THE MODEL AS H~VING UP TO 9 ELEMENTS IN 
SERIES WITH ~IR AND FUEL INLE T JETS AT E~CH ELEM ENT. THE RECYCLE ELEMENT 
H~Y BE OF AN Y OF THE THREE FLOW TYPES, A~D MUST RECyrLE FROM A HIGHER 
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FAST ALGORITHMS FOR COMBUSTION KINETICS CALCULATI ONS: A COMPARISON* 
Krishnan Radhakri s hnan** 
NASfi Le wis Research Center 
Many practical problems ari s ing in che mica lly reacti ng flow s require the 
simultaneous numerical integration of large s ets of c he mical kin~tic rate 
equations of the type sho~m in fi gure 1. The initia l va lue proble m i s that of 
finding the composition a nd t emper a ture at the e nd of a prescribe d time 
interval, given the initia l mixture compos ition and tempe r a ture, the pres sure , 
and the reaction me chanism. Multi-dime n s iona l mode ling of reactiv flows 
requir"es the integration of the s y s tem of ordinary diffe rentia l equations 
(ode's) given in fi gure 1 at s eve ra l thou sand grid points. To make such 
calculations practicable, it is neces sary to have a very fa s t ba tch chemi s try 
integrator. 
To identify the fastest algorithm curre ntly a vailable for the nume rica l 
integration of chemical kine tic rate equation~ , seve ral algorithms have been 
examined. In the prese nt pa per, we s ummarize our findin~s to date -- details 
are ava ilable in references (1) and ( 2 ). The algorithms examine d in thi s work 
include two gene ral-purpose codes EPISODE and LSODE (re f s . 3 and q), and three 
special-purpose (for chemical kine tic c a lculati ons ) codes CHEMEQ (ref. 5), 
CREK1D (refs . 6 and 7), and GCKPSq (re f s . Sand 9). In addition, an explicit 
Runge-Kutta-Merson differential equation s olve r (ref. 10) (IMSL Routine DfiSCRU) 
is used to illus trate the probler.ls a ssocia ted with integrating che mical kinetic 
rate ~quations by a classical method. These me thods are s ummarized in figure 3. 
The algoritruns s ummarized in f igure 3 we r e applied to two tes t problems 
drawn from combus tion kinetics . These problems , summarized in figure q, 
included all three combus tion r e gimes : induction, heat release and 
equilibration. figures 5 and 6 present varia"tions of the temperature and 
species mole fra c tions with time fo r tes t problems 1 and 2, respectively. Both 
test problems were integrated ove r a time interva l of 1 ms in order to obtain 
near-r:quilib:'"i'."t io:-l of all species and temperature . 
Of the codes exa mine d in thi s s t uoy, only CREK1D and GCr~Sq were written 
explicitly for integrating exothe rmic, non-i s ot he rma l combus "tion rate 
equations. These the refore have bu i lt- in procedures for calculating the 
temperatur~ CT). For the othe r codes , two diffe rent me thods , labeled as Methods 
A and B, ~/ere used to compute T. The following conve ntion was adopted in naming 
these other c de s : thos e usin~ t emper a ture me thod fi we re given the s uffix- A 
(~.g. LSODE-A) and those using t e mperature method B we re given the suffix-B 
(e.g. LSODE-B). In Method At T was calculat ed from the mole numbers and the 
initial mixture enthalpy usin~ an algebraic ene rgy cons~~ vation equation (given 
in figure 7) and a Newton-Raphson iteration technique. In this method, the 
temperature is not an explicit independent variable, so the number of ode's is 
• Wo~k partially fu~ded by N~~A Grants NAG3 - 1q7 and NAG3- 29q • 
•• NRC-NASA Research As~ociate : on leave from The University of Michigan, Dept. 
of Mechanical Engineel-ing anc I?plied Mech;mics, I\nn Arbor, MI qSl09. 
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equa l to the number, NS, of di s tinct chemical species in the mixtur e. The 
integrator therefore tracks only the solutions for the species mole numb~rs. In 
Method B, the temperuture was treated a s an additional independent variable and 
evaluated by integratin~ its time-derivative given in figure 7. In this method, 
the nur.\ber of ode's i s equal to NS+l, and the inte;;rator tracks the solutions 
for both the tempp.rature and the species mole numbers. 
All codes ",ere run on the NA.SA Lewi s Research Center's IBtt 370/3033 
co~puter us ing s in61e-preci s ion accuracy, exc pt GCKP8Q which was in double-
preci s ion. h typica l con~utational run cons i sted of initializ ing the species 
mole numbers , t emper ature , and CPU time . The integrator was the n ca lled with 
values for the necessary input parame t er s . On return fro~ the i ntegrator , the 
total CPU time required to solve the test problem was calculated. Other 
performance paramet er s were al so recorded -- see r eference (2) for details. 
Figures 8 and 9 pre sent the computational wor k (expres sed as the CPU t ime 
in seconds) plotted agains t the loca l e r ror toler a nce , EPS, for test problems 1 
and 2, respectively. For all codes except EPISODE, EPS i s the loca l relative 
error tolerance. For EPISODE, EPS is a mixed error tolerance - - relative for 
species with initially no~ero mole nuw~ers and for the temperature <method B) 
and absolute for species wi t h initially zero mole number"s. Also shown on 
figures 8 and 9 are the CiU times required by the explicit Runge-Kutta method 
for one value of EPS. Note the excessive CPU times required by this technique. 
Its use would make ~ultidimensional modeling of practical combustion devices 
prohibitively expens ive. 
For test problem 1, very small values for EPS had to be used for EPISODE 
(figure 8). For values of EPS ~ 5 x 10-~, EPISODE predicted little or no change 
in the compos ition and t emper ature after a n e l apsed time of 1 ms . Similar 
remar!~s a pply to tes t problem 2 (figure 9 , for which va lues of 10 - 1f and 10-;) 
had to be used f or EPISODE-A and F.PI SODE- B, r espectively. Although the runs 
with EPISODE-B an j EPS ~ 5 x 10- 1f wer e successfully c ompleted, the solutions 
(espp.cially for minor s pecies ) wer e s i enificantly differ ent from those given in 
figure 6. With GCI~8Q and EPS = 10 - 2 , the solution for t est problem 1 exhibited 
serious i nstability and 80 was terminated. A mor e det ai led discussion of the 
accuracy of the codes tested in this study can be found in reference (2). 
Examination of figure 8 shows that the difference in computational work 
required by methods A anc1 B is small for test problem 1, with method B being 
more efficient. For test problem 2 (figure 9), the difference is small for 
large values of EPS. But tor small values of EPS the difference Is more marked, 
wi th me-thod Abeln;; slgnltlcanl ty superior to method B. 
Figures 8 and 9 show that LSODE and CREKID are superior to the other 
codes. EPISODE is an attractive alternative, especially for test problem 2. 
However, in using EPISODE, a word of caution is in order. The computational 
worle can be stronzly dependent on the value for the initial steplength (HO) 
selected by the user. A poor guess for HO can make EPISODE pronibitively 
expensive to use. Figure 10 illustrates this behavior for test pr oblem 2. Note 
an order of magnitude increase In the CPU time for a change in HO from 10- 7 to 
10·' s. ~lthough not shown here, a poor guess for HO also resulted in 
Inaccurate and unstable solutions. In addition, as discussed in reference (2), 
the error control performed by EPISODE is unsatisfdctory for problems of the 
258 
type exami ned in thi s s tudy. 
A sir.lple method f or incr as ing the efficie ncy of the a l goriothms as applied 
to the present probl m was explored . Thi s involv d updct ing the r a t e cons t ants 
kj and k_ j (which was calculated from k j and the concentration equilibrium con~tant) only fo r tempe r atu r e chan~es greater than a n a mount 6 T. To avoid a 
tr icll and (>rror search for the opt imum v<.I lue of 6T defined as that va lue 
which results in lIIinirllUm computational work -- an approxim<ltion for it was 
derived a nd is presented in figure 11. Compari sons of fiGure 12 ~/ith figures 7 
and 8 show the si~nificant r eductions in computationa l work rea lized by use of 
the above approximation for 6T. 
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Adiabatic, Constant-Pressure. Gas-Phase Chemical Reaction 
dn. 1 
Cit = fi(nk,T) i .k = 1 ,NS 
JJ 
-1 f. = 
-
p L ( \). '. - \). '! )( R. - R .) 1 i=l 1J 1J J -J 
k. 
NS \)k~ 
R. = II (pnk ) v J J k=l 
NS \) ': 
R = k II (pn k) kJ -j -j k=l 
N. 
k. = A.T J exp(-E./RT) J J J 
N 
-j k = A .T exp( -E ./RT) 
-j 
-J -J 
above equations, 
= molar rate of formation of species i per unit mass of mixture, 
kmo1-i/kg-mixtu re s 
= forward and reverse rate constants for reaction j 
= mole number of species i, kmo1-i/kg-mixture 
= pre-exponenti al constants in forward and reverse rate equations for 
reaction j 
= activation energy in forward and reverse rate equations for reaction j, 
ca1/mole 
= number of distinct elementary reactions in mechanism 
= number of distinct species in gas mixture 
= universal gas constant, 1.987 cal/mol K 
= forwaro and reverse molar reaction rates per unit volume for reaction j, 
kmo 1 /m 3 s 
= temperature, K 
= mixture mass-density, kg/m 3 
v.~ = stoichiometric coefficients of species i in reaction J' as a reactant, 
1'; and as a product, respectively 
Figure 1 Governing Ordinary Differential Equations 
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Given 
Initi~l Mixtur Compo s ition and Temper~ture 
Pressure 
React ion Mechani sm 
Find, at the End of d Pre~cribcd Time Interval 
Mixture Compo~ition and Temperature 
FiGure 2 Probl em S~atemcnt 
He-thod Description 
GCKPDLJ 
LSODE 
EPI SODE 
CHEtlEQ 
DI\SCrW 
Details not yet avail~ble . 
V~ri~ble-stcp , predictor-corrector method based on an 
exponcnti~lly-fittcd trapezoidal rule; includes filtering of 
il l-posed ini ti.:l l conditions ~nd auto:rt<ltic selection of 
Jaco~i-Neuton iteration or Netrton iter~tion. 
V~ria _Jle-st 'p, vari~ble-ordcr baclrnard-differentiation 
method with a ge neral ized Ne\.l"ton iter iltion* • 
Var iable-step , second-order predictor - corrector method with 
an a symptotic intecration formula for stiff equ~tions. 
Varii\ble-step, four-th- order , explicit Runge-Kutta- Merson 
solver. 
*Othc l- options are included in these packages . 
Figure 3 Summary of Methods Studied 
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ORIGINAL AGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
Two Problems Describin~ Adiabatic, Constant Pressure Chemical Reactions 
Test Problem 1: 
Combustion of a Mixture of 33 % CO and 67 % H 2 with 100 % Theoretical Air 
(taken from reference 11) 
12 Reactions 
11 Species + Temperature 
Pres sure = 10 atm. 
Initial Temperature = 1000 K 
React ion Duration: 1 ms 
Test Problem 2: 
Combus tion of a Stoichiometric Mixture of H 2 and 1\ir 
(taken from refer ence 9) 
30 Reactions 
15 Species + Temperature 
Pressure = 2 atm. 
Initial Mixture Temperature = 1500 K 
Reaction Duration: 1 ms 
Both Problems Include 1\11 Three Regimes of Combustion: 
Induction, Heat Release and Equilibration. 
Figure q Test Problems 
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ORIGlrJAl PAGE 19 
OF POOR QUALITY 
For adiabatic, constant-pressure combustion reaction, energy conservation gives 
NS 
E n . h. = 
i = 1 ' , 
h 
o 
= constant (1) 
where , h i = molal-s pecific e nthalpy of speci es i (J/kmol) 
and h 0 = mass -specific enthalpy of mixture (J/kg ) 
In thi s method, equation (1) was solved for the temperature using a Newton-
Raphson iteration technique. 
Method B 
Differentiation of eq. (1) with respect to temperature (T) gives 
NS 
dT 
r f .h . 
. 1 ' , , = (2) 
= NS dt 
I: n . c 
i=1 ' P, 
where, c p o is the cons tant-pressure s pecific heat of species i (J/kmol K). 
, 
In this method, the temperature was evaluated by integrating equation (2). 
Figure 7 Evaluation of Temperature 
(for LSODE, EPISODE, and CHEttEQ) 
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HO ( s ) CPU ( s ) 
10 - 5 0.786 
10 -~ 0.783 
10 - 7 0.791 
10-· 7. 91 
10-' 8.0Q 
10-10 0.772 
Figure 10 Example of Effect of Initial Steplength (HO) 
on Uork Required by EPISODE-A (EPS = 10-a ) 
for Test Problem 2 
~ approximate expression for ~T -- the maximum allowable temperature 
change allowed before the reaction rate constants k . and k . are updated -- was 
derived by requiring that the maximum relative err~r in th~ resultant reaction 
rates does not exceed the local relative error tolerance (EPS) required 
of the nunlerical solution. The approximation for ~T is given by 
~T = EPS· T ( 3) 
IE. E . I m a x ...J.. + ---=1. j RT N j ; RT + N _ j 
where, T is the current temperature, the bars ) !denote absolute value, and 
the maximum is taken over all forward and reverse reactions. 
Figure 11 Approximation for 6T 
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Me thod Tes t Probl m 
1 2 
GCKPSq 0. 85 1. 73 
CREIaD 0. 23 1.0l1 
LSODE-A 0. 31* 0 . 52* 
LSODE- I3 0. 29* 0. 5 1* 
EPISODE-A 0.75* 0.5l!* 
EPISODE-B 0.70* 0.67 
CHEI1EQ-l\ 6.l!1* 13.6* 
CHEI1EQ-B 5.69* 12.3* 
* . method 1ncorporated eq. (3) 
Figure 12 Minimum CPU Time (in seconds on IBM 370/3033 computer) 
Required for the Test Problems 
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THE ROLE OF SURFACE GENERATED RADICALS I CATALYTIC COMBUSTION* 
D.A. Santavicca, Y. Stein and B.S.H. Royce 
Princeton Univer sity 
The role of surface generated OH radicals in determining the catalytic ignition 
characteristics for propane oxid iop on platinum is under study . The experiments are 
being conducted in a stacked-plat e , catalyst bed . Transient measurements , during 
catalytic ignition, of the catalyst ' s axial temperature profile have been made and the 
effect of equivalen e ratio, inlet tempera tur e and inlet velocity are being investi-
gated. These measurements will pro~id c insights which will be useful in planning and 
interpreting to 011 measurements. Attempts to measure OH concentration in the catalys t 
bed using resonance abso rption spectroscopy have been unsuccessful, indicating that OH 
concentrations are below l016/ cc but st i ll possi bly above eq uilibrium values. 
Measurements are currently underway using forw a rd scatter laser induced fluorescence 
which should extend the OH detection limits se ver al orders of magnitude below the 
equilibrium concentrations. 
INTRODUCTION 
The adva ntages of catalytic combustion over conventional combustion a re lower 
emissions, higher efficiency , increased operational stability, stable operation at 
lower equivalence ratios, improved pattern factors , and wider fuel specifications . 
The performance of a catalytic combustor is determined by the interaction of a numher 
of physical and chemical processes , including c onvection and diffusion of species, 
heat and momentum; conduction and radiation heat transfer in the substrate ; and gas 
phas e and surface chemical re ctions . An important, and as yet unresolved, question 
regard ing the interaction of these fundamental physical and chemical processes is the 
effect of catalytic surface r a c tions on the gas phase chemistry . In particular, it 
is th e effect of intermediate nd radical species , generated by catalytic wall reac-
tions, on the gas phase chemistry which has not been established. That radicals can 
be produced by catalytic surface reactions and that at sufficiently high surface tem-
peratures the radicals are desorbed by the sur face into the gas phase has been well 
documented in low pressure flow experiments [i-5] . However, the importance of this 
phenomenon in catalytic combustion and the role of these radicals in determining the 
performance characteristics of catalytic combustors has not been established. 
EXPERIMENTS AND STATUS 
A schematic dr awing of the stacked-plate, catalytic comhustor in which the 
propane-air ca talyti c ignition experiments are being conducted is shown in 
Sponsored by NASA-Lewis, Grant NAG 3-353 and AFOSR , Grant 6475. 
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Figure 1. The catalyst plates are 50 mm wide, 100 mm long and 1 mm thick. There ar e 
a total of nine plates in the catalyst bed with an inter-plate spacing of 6 mm. The 
catalyst plates are made from a steel alloy substrate, coated with alumi num oxide and 
then platinum. Six 0.75 mm diameter holes have been drilled into the side of the 
center plate at six axial locat ions. Thermocouples have been inserted into these 
holes for measurement of the plate's axia l temperature profile during ignition. A 
water cooled gas sampling probe and a thermocouple are used to obtain gas composition 
and temperat ure measurements at the exit of the catalyst bed. Optical access is 
available through windows in the sides of the test sec tion located at several axial 
positions. The window aperture is 10 mm, therefore the entire distance between two 
plates can be probed. 
Based on a similar expe riment by Cattolica and Schefer [6] it was anticipated 
that the OH concentrations would be large enough for detection by resonance abs orption 
spectroscopy. Under the conditions of this experiment the OH detection limit using 
this technique is about 1016/cc, as compared to equilibrium OH concentrations of about 
1014lcc (based on the overall equivalence ratio and the catalyst temperature - see 
Figure 2) . Measu r ements were attempted in the stacked-plate combustor using resonance 
absorption and were unsuccessful, implying that the OH concentration is less than 
10 16 /cc but s till possibly greater t han the overall eq u ilibrium concentration. In 
order to ext e nd the OH detection limits it was decided to use laser induced 
fluorescence (LIF). Because of the limited optical access with the stacked-plate con-
figuration, it has been necessary to use forward scatter collection. The spatial 
resolut ion with forward scatter collection is comparable to that of the absorption 
measur ements , which is adequate fo r the 2-D flow field between the catalyst plates. 
The forward scatter LIF system is currently being evaluated in a flat flame burner by 
comparing it to simultaneous absorption measurements, afte r which it will he applied 
to the catalytic combustor . 
Although there have bee n several [7-9] theoretical studies of catalytic ignition 
there have been no experimental studies reported to date. In order to better 
understand the characte~istics of catalytic ignition , especially foe the purpose of 
providing insights t o guide the 011 experiments, it was decided to investigate the 
effects of eq uivalence ratio, inlet temperat re and inlet velocity on catalytic igni-
tion. Expe i ments have been conducted where the inlet temperature and velocity are 
fixed, the fuel is turned on and the transient response of the catalyst axial tem-
perature profile is measured. Preliminary results fr om the catalytic ignition experi-
ments are shown in Figures 3- 5. 
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LINER ENVIRONME T EFFECTS STUDY 
K. S. Venkataramani and E. E. Ekstedt 
General Electric Co. 
Airc r aft Engine Bu sin ss Group 
I 
Es timation of the h at [lux t o the ombustor liner i s a key st p in the d sign 
o f aircraft engine combustion systems . This forms the basis fo r de term i ning the 
amount of cooling air and t he method of introducing it . Currently , this is largely 
an empirical effort. Future design cons traint s such as higher pressures and 
temperatures, shorter combus tor l eng th s and tol eranc e to poorer quality fuels, 
however, accentuate th e need fo r a firme r basis fo r the hea t transfer calculations . 
In particular, it becomes nec essar y t o account for th e radiation contributions from 
the f lame gases (in s pec tral hands) and soo t particles (continuum) over a wide range 
of combustor op erating conditions. Ana l ytical efforts to model the l i ner heat 
transfer r ef lecting the above complexities are hamper ed by the lack o f sufficient 
experimental data for mod e l v er ificat ion . 
The Liner Environm ent Effects Stud y Program described her e i s des igned to 
addr es s th is need. It i s aimed at es tablishing a broad hea t trans fe r data base 
under controlled experimental conditions by quantif y ing the effects of the 
combustion system conditions on th combustor liner th ermal load i ng and on the 
flame radiation charact eri s tics . 
Five liner concepts spann i ng the pect rum of liner des i gn technology f rom the 
very s imple to the most advanc ed concepts will be inves tiga t ed. These concepts 
comprise an uncooled lin er, a conventional film cooled liner, an impingement/film 
cool ed liner, a las e r drilled liner app roa ching the concep t of a porous wall and a 
siliconized si licon carbide ceramic liner. The liners will be accommodated in a 
simple test rig housing a thr e-inc h diameter combustor. 
Effect o f fuel t yp will be covered by using fue ls containing 11.8, 12.8, and 
14% hydrogen. Tests at lOa, 200 , and 300 psia wil l prov ide a basis f or evaluating 
the ef fect of pressure on t h heat tran sfer. The effec ts of the atomization quality 
and spray characteristics will be examined by varying th e f ue l spray Sauter mean 
diame ter and the spray angle. Additional parameters to be varied inc lude reference 
velocit y , a wid e range of equival nce ratio, cooling flow rat e , coolant temperature 
and the velocity of the coolant s tr eam on th backs id e of the liner. 
Both spectral and total radiation mea s ur ement s will be made in addition to 
obtaining extensive lin er metal and film t emp erature data. 
Ref e r ence: 
Claus, RW: Spectral Flame Radiance from a Tubular-Can Combustor, NASA TP-1722, 
1981. 
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Liner Environment Effects Study Objectives 
Establish Broad Data Base on the Effects of Combustion System 
Environment on Combustor Liner Temperatures and Flame Radiatior, 
Characteristics for a Variety of Liner Concepts and Fuel Properties. 
Data Will Provide Basis for 
• Detailed Combustor Modeling, and 
• Combustor Design 
Liner Cooling Designs 
• Uncooled 
• Film Cooled 
• Impingement & Film Cooled 
• Ceramic Liner 
• Multi-Hole Liner 
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Test Variables 
Parameters 
Liner 
Fuel Hydrogen " Wt. % 
Fuel Nozzle Spray Angle, Deg 
Fuel Nozzle Spray, Sauter Mean 
Values 
5 Concepts 
14.0, 12.8, 11.8 
45, 100 
Diameter Microns 75, 150 
Equivalence Ratio 0.3, 0.5, 0 .8, 1.2, 1.3 
Cooling Flow Rates (at 2 . 1 MPa), kg / s 0.14, 0.23, 0 .32 
Cooling Flow Temperature, K 589 , 700, 811, 1000 
Internal Reference VeloCity, m / s 9.1 , 18.3, 30.0, 41.0 
Bleed Flow Rates(at 2.1 MPa), kg / s 0.18, 0.32, 0.45 
Pressure, MPa 0.7, 1.4, 2.1 
Test Instrumentation 
Temperatures 
Burner Air Inlet 
Cooling Air Inlet 
Bleed Air 
Air Baffle 
Cooling Air Passage 
Liner Metal (16) 
Liner Film (1 2) 
Radiation 
Total (Wide Band) - 2 
Spectral - Infrared Fourier 
Transform Radiometer 
Humidity 
Inlet 
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Flows 
Burner Air 
Cooling Air 
Bleed Air 
Fuel 
Gas Sample 
Exit (7 Element Probe) 
Pressures 
Burner Inlet (Pt and P3) 
Cooling Air Passage 
Inner Impingement Plate 
Exit 
J 
Droplet Size Measurement 
• Tests will be Conducted with the In-House Droplet 
Measurement Devices at 1 atm 
• Air-Assist Fuel Nozzle with Several Combinations 
of Swirlers and Simplex Tips 
• Establish Air Flow Requirements to Achieve Desired 
SMD's - Operational Considerations Likely to Require 
Compromise 
Air-Assist Fuel Nozzle 
Fuel Swirler 
Air Swirler . 
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SPONTANEOUS IGNITION CHARACTERISTICS OF 
GASEOUS HYDROCARBON-AIR MIXTURES 
G. Freeman and A. H. Lefebvre 
Purdue University 
Experiments are conducted to determine the spontaneous ignition delay times of 
gaseous propane, kerosine vapor, and n-heptane vapor in mixtures with air, and 
oxygen-enri ched air, at atmospheric pressure. Over a range of equivalence ratios 
from 0.2 to 0.8 it is found that ignition delay times are sensibly in dependent of 
fuel concentration. However , the results indicate a strong dependence of delay 
times on oxygen concentration. The experimental data for kerosine and propane 
demonstrate very close agreement with the results obtain~d previously by Mullins 
and Lezberg respectively. 
INTRODUCTION 
Spontaneous ignition is a process whereby a combustible mixture undergoes 
chemical reaction leading to the rapid evolution of heat, in the absence of any 
concentrated source of ignition such as a flame or spark. In some practical 
combu stion devices, such as the lean premi x/prevaporize combustor which is now 
being actively developed for advanced aircra~t gas turbine engines, spontaneous 
ignition must be avoided at all costs, si nce it could damage combustor components 
and produce unacceptably high levels of pollutant emissions (refs. 1 and 2). On 
the other hand spontaneous ignition is sometimes relied upon to provide the main 
source of ignition, as in the compression ignition-engine. 
Spontaneous ignition del ay may be defined as the time interval between the 
creation of a combustible mixture, say by injecting fuel into air at high tempera-
ture, and the onset of flame. In view of their practical i ~~ortance, measurements 
of ignition delay times have been conductpd for ma ny fuels, ~~er wide ranges of 
ambient conditions and in a variety of test vehicles, includi ng constant volume 
bombs, rapid-compression machines, reciprocating engines, shock tubes, and continu-
ous flow devices (refs . 3-14). The test methods employed and the results obtained 
are des cribed in reviews by Mullins (ref. 3) and, more recently, by Spadaccini and 
Te Velde (ref. 5) . 
Although the subject of spontaneous ignition of liquid fuels has received 
considerable attention in the past, the role of fuel evaporation in the overall 
spontaneous ignition process is still unclear. It was decided, therefore, to 
conduct a series of experiments using on ly gaseous or vaporized fuels, sometimes 
with the injection of additional oxygen into the flowing air stream, in order to 
obtain more accurate data on chemical delay times under conditions where the effects 
of fue l evaporation are excluded. Having determined the role of chemical kinetics 
in the spontaneous ignition process, the second phase of the research would then 
comprise a number of carefully-designed experiments, using one or more liquid fuels, 
in which fuel evaporation time is varied systematically over a wide range while 
maintaining the chemical reaction time constant. This could be achieved, for 
2ti5 
example, by conducting a series of measurements of ignition delay time, for several 
different values of mea n fuel drop size (between 20 and 200 microns), while main-
taining constant values of air flow rate, fuel flow rate, air pressure and air 
temperature. The results of these experiments, in conjunction with theoretical 
analyses, should then lead to expressions for the spontaneous ignition times of 
hydrocarbon fuel/air mixtures that take full account of all the physical and 
chemical properties of relevance to the gas turbine. 
The main purpose of this paper is to present the results of some preliminary 
tests that have been carried out at atmospheric pressure using gaseous fuel-air 
mixtures. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
The apparatus employed in the measurement of spontaneous ignition delay time 
is shown schematically in Fig. 1. Air is supplied from a high pressure blower, the 
air flow rate being controlled by an electrically-activated pintle valve fitted 
into the blower inlet duct. Air flow rates are calculated from the dynamic pressure 
measured in the throat of a bell-mouth orifice through which inlet air enters the 
blower. 
Two separate heaters are employed to raise the temperature of the incoming air. 
A preheat section contains two heaters which consist of coiled ni-chrome resi sta nce 
wire would helically around four ceramic support tubes. Each of these preheaters 
operates at 3.5 kW, and can be turned on or off independently of the main heater. 
The main air heater consists of three hairpin-formed , incalloy-sheathed, "cal-rod" 
heating el ements. These elements have a maximum sheath temperature of 1150 K and 
a maximum input power of 15 kW. Feedback proportional control is used on the main 
heater. Both heating sections are heavily insulated. 
The fuel injector designed for the experi ments on gaseous fuels and fuel vapors 
is illustrated in Fig. 2. For ease of manufacture and assembly, and to ensure 
structural integrity, a square tube matr ix wa s con structed to provide the best 
distribution of holes as dictated by the round cross-section of the pipe. The 
locat ion of each of the twenty-five fuel injection points was determined by dividing 
the cross-secti onal area of the pi pe into twenty-five sections of equal area and 
locating an injection point as clos e as possible to the center of each section. 
The objective was to achieve rapid mixing of fuel and air and to attain a uniform 
mixture strength in the fuel/air mix ture entering the test section. 
The fuel delivery system fo r vaporized fuels is illustrated in Fig. 3. Fuel 
is pump ed from a reservoir to the fuel vaporizer/heater in the test cell. The 
liquid fuel-flow rate is mo nitored usin g a rotameter and is regulated by mea ns of a 
throttle valve. A back pressure valve is installed at the vaporize r exit to 
elimin~te the tendency of the vaporized fuel flow to surge due to small pressure 
fluctuations in the vaporizer. Since the vaporizer does not respond well to flow 
transients, the fuel cut-off valve (located just upstream of the injector) is 
equipped with an exhaust line to allow continl lOus fuel flow, as well as visual 
determination of complete vaporization. 
The test section consists of a sing le length of drawn stainless steel tubin g, 
having an internal dia me ter of 6.22 cm. Various lengths of tubing are available 
and can be joined together or interchanged to vary the length of the test section. 
Each segment is jacketed by a thick layer of insulating material to minimize the 
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axial temperature gradient in the flowing mixture . The test section is instrumented 
with four shielded, stagnation-type thermocouples, located along the axis of the 
tube. The axial locations of the four thermocouples are as fol lows: 1 - at the 
fuel injection plane, 2 - 18 cm downstream of the fuel injection plane, 3 - halfway 
down the test section, and 4 - at the end of the test section. Thermocouples 3 and 
4 are withdrawn when ignition delay times are being measured. 
Test Procedure 
The experimental procedure developed to determine ignition delay times is as 
follows. Initially flow conditions are set at predetermined values of velocity, 
temperature, and equivalence ratio, and the mixture temperature is then slowly 
increased. The onset of spontaneous ignition is manifested as a clearly visible 
cool flame, accompanied by the odor of aldehydes in the exhaust gases. {Mullins 
reported this same phenomenon (ref. 3)). Spontaneous ignition first appears at a 
distan ce of thirty to fifty centimeters downstream of the exit of the test section 
as intermittent flashes of flame. As the mixture temperature continues to increase 
the flame becomes stable and its location moves slowly upstream. The flame assumes 
the sha re of a cone with its apex pointing upstream, and has an attached flame 
brush extending downstream. The mixture temperature is allowed to increase until 
the ti p of the fla me is located near to the exit of the test section. At this point 
the inlet air temperature and the mixture temperature at one or mo re axi ~ l locations 
are recorded. Fuel flow is ab ruptly terminated, and temperature are again recorded 
at various axial locations in the test section. The delay time is then obtained as 
the length of the test section divided by the average velocity in the test section. 
The initial mixture temperature, Tm cannot be meas ured directly because mixing 
takes a small, but finite length, so some other method of determining the initial 
tempe rature must be employed. The method that was chosen is to use a temperature 
measu red at a distance downstream of the fuel-injection plane where the results of 
detailed temperature surveys showed that mixi ng is jus t comp lete . This temperature 
is then extrapol ated back to obtain the true initial value of T , using as a 
baseline the axial t emperature profil e as mea sured at several stWtions along the 
test section with the fuel t urned off. The procedure is illustrated in figure 4, 
which shews that the ini ia1 va lue of Tm is determined by lowering the baseline 
tempe ra ture profile until it pa sses through Tref. Tref is then taken as the 
tempe rature whe re the shifted profile intersects the tempe rature axis. If the test 
sec tio n were perfectly insulated this procedure would be superfluous because Tm 
would be equal to Tref. However, as a finite heat loss occurs, despite the thick 
layer of exte rnal insulation, the above procedure is necessary and is considered 
satisfactory. 
One drawback to this method is that the temperature profile of the reacting 
mixture is not exactly the same as that for air only. By plotting the actual 
mixture temperature profile and subtra ct ing from it the air-on ly profile a graph is 
obtained depicting the temperature rise due to reaction, as shown in figure 5. To 
minimize errors due to this effect it is necessary to keep x small, although it 
must be large enough to ensure that the temperature measurem~~f carried out at xf 
is down stream of the mixing region. It would be desirable to measure the axial 
temperature profile for each data point, but this is impractical due to the 
problems that would arise from insertion of the thermocouple into the flowing 
mixture. Insertion of a thermocouple at the upstream end of the working section 
would affect the fuel-air mixing process, while its presence further downstream 
could easily induce premature autoignition of the mixture. 
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In order to determine whether the presence of the flame front can influence 
ignition delay times by supp lying heat or active species to the incoming fresh 
mixture, a nitrogen quench system was installed. This system includes a solenoid 
valve which can be opened and closed very rapidly to inject a transient flow of 
cold nitrogen gas into the test section. Injection of nitrogen causes the auto-
ignition flame to vanish, but when the nitrogen flow is abruptly terminated the 
flame reappears instantly at its original location. This suggests that the 
presence of the flame has no discernible effect on ignition delay times, which is 
consistent with the observations of Spadaccini (ref. 9). 
Although the flame position tends to remain fairly constant it occasionally 
leaps forward a few centimeters and then, almost instantaneously, returns to its 
original position. This phenomenon was also noticed by Mullins (ref. 3) who 
attributed it to inadequate mixing of fuel and air, resulting in pockets of rich 
mixture in the flow approaching the flame. This explanation is considered unsatis-
factory, at least in its application to the present investigation, partly because 
the results of many detailed temperature surveys ha ve shown that mixing is complete 
well upstream of the autoignition flame , and also because it is generally found that 
ignition delay times are fairly insensitive to variations in fuel/air ratio. No 
attempt has been made to study this phenomenon because it only occurs during the 
phase when the mixture temperature is being slowly raised in order to coax the 
autoignition flame toward the exit of the test section. Close to the test section 
the flame position usually remains quite steady so that measurements of ignition 
delay time can be made with good accuracy. 
RESULTS 
From global reaction rate considerations the chemical ignition delay time can 
be expressed as 
T a exp (E/RTm) [Fuel]m [Oxygen]n (1) 
where T = ignition delay time, ms 
Tm = initial mixture temperature, K 
E = global activation energy, kcal/kg. mol. 
R =- universal gas constant, kcal/kg. mol -K 
[Fuel] = fuel concentration 
[Oxygen] = oxygen concentration 
The form of equation (1) suggests that a plot of ln T versus liT should yield 
a straight line with a positive slope, and this is borne out by the rWsults shown 
plotted in figure 6 for propane-air mix tures at a constant equivalence ratio of 0.5. 
The line displayed in this figure is dra wn through three sets of data points 
corresponding to three different lengths of test section. The value of activation 
energy, E, calculated from the slope of this line is 38,200 kcal/kg. mol. 
It is of interest to observe that all the data points lie in close proximity 
to the line drawn in figure 6. This is in marked contrast to the results of a previous 
investigation where it was found that ignition delay' time was very dependent on the 
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length of the test section emp loyed (ref. 15). This problem was attributed to 
excessive heat loss from the duct walls and was overcome effectively by increasing 
the internal di ameter from 2.54 to 6.22 cm, and by applying a thick layer of 
insulating mate ri al to the outer pipe wall . 
The results obtained using mixtures of va por ized ke rosine with air are shown 
in Fig. 7. The strai gh t line drawn th rough the data points in this figure corres-
ponds to a value for E of 40,900 kcal/kg. mol. 
Equivalence ratio was varied over a range from 0.2 to 0.8. For propane the 
results showed that equ iva lence rati o has an al most negligible effect on T , althoug h 
an increase in equivalence atio tends to produce a ' stronger' tail flame. 
Equi valence ra lOS higher than 0.8 could not be used due 0 prob lems of flashback. 
It wa s fo und tha a the auto- ignition fl ame loca ed downst rea m of the test section 
was brought slowly upst ream by gradually increa si ng the mix ture temperature, i would 
suddenly flash upstream nd stabilize on the fuel injector, thereby obscuring any 
results and incurring risk of damage to the in jec t or. 
Mi xtures of vapori zed n-heptane and air also exhibited only a slight dependence 
of ignition delay time on equivalence ratio. An alysis of the results showed that 
T a [fuel ]-0.23. 
The resul t s obtained for mix tures in air of propane , vapor ized n-heptane, 
and vaporized Jet A, are shown in Fig. 8. The equiva lence ratio is 0.5 in all 
cases. From inspection of th is fig ure it is appa rent that all three lines run 
roughly paralle l to each other, thereby indicatin g that all three fuels have about 
the same valu~ of activation energy. Moreover, it is also clear that ignition delay 
ti mes for propane are appreciably longer than those for Jet A. 
Figures 9 and 10 show for propane and vaporized kerosine respectively the 
effect of replacing some of the nitrogen in the air by oxygen, while maintaining 
the fuel con~entratio~ constant. ~nalysis of the results sh ows that for propane 
T a [oxygen] 0.:>13, whl1e for keroslne T [oxyge n]-0.65. 
In figure 11 the experimental data obtained in the present investigation for 
propane-air and Jet A-air mixture s are plotted, for the purpose of comparison, 
alongside the results of prev io us workers as compiled by Chiappetta and McVey 
(ref. 6). It is of inte rest to note that the results for Jet A (kerosine) show 
strik ing agreement with those of Mullins (ref. 3), who also conducted his experi-
ments at normal atmospheric pressure. Equally noteworthy is the close consistency 
between the propane data obtained by Lezberg (ref. 14) and the results of the 
present experiments. 
CONCLUSIONS 
From the results of experiments conducted at atmospheric pressure on the 
influence of mixture temperature on the spontaneous ignition delay times of mixtures 
with air of propane, n-heptane vapor and kerosine vapor, the following conclusions 
are drawn. 
1. Ignition delay times can be expressed in terms of mixture temperature, fuel 
concentration, and oxygen concentration, by the equation 
T a exp [E/RTm] [Fuel]m [Oxygen]n 
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2. For the fuels employed in this study the value of E is fairlY close to 
40,000 kcal/kg mol. For example, for propane E = 38,200 kcal/kg mol., 
while for kerosine E = 40,900 kcal/kg mo l. 
3. The dependence of ignition delay time on fuel concentration is quite small, 
i.e. m = O. Of the fuels examined the strongest dependence on fuel concentra-
tion is exhibited by n-heptane, for which m = -0.23. 
4. Ignition delay times are strongly dependent on oxygen concentration. For 
propane n = -0.59, while for kerosine n = -0.65. 
5. The experimental data obtained in the present investigation for propane-air 
and kerosine-air mixtures are remarkably consistent with the results of 
previous studies by Lezberg and Mullins respectively. 
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RANDOM VORTEX METHOD FOR COMBUSTING FLOWS 
C. J. Marek 
ASA Lewis Research Cent er 
The random vortex me thod RVt1 of Chorin has been de ve loped by the 
Universi 'j;y of Californi<l Berkeley to compute turbulent, re<lc'tine, 
recircul<lting flol-15 , ref. 1. The nVII me thod models turbulence fronl first 
principles , trackin~ th~ vorticity <lnd obtainin~ th~ inter a ction of vorticity 
with the bull: flml fi e ld. A computer procrat.l h as been produced c a lled MItiOC, 
Modelin~ the Interface Motion of Combustion, ",hich can be used to calcul<lte the 
reacting floH field behind a r e arward facinz step, r ef . 2 
Several compari son s bet~1 e n expe rime nt<l l d<lta anu calculations have been 
made , r efs . 3-q. The nvt1 method compute s qualit<ltively cood re s ults , but the 
qUuntit<ltive agreement a s yet i s not complete ly satisfactory. Much of the 
difficulty may be c a used by the treatme nt of bounuary conditions and the 
techniques u sed for obtainin~ statistic<ll aver ~es of ve locities and turbulence 
qua nti ties . For the reanl<lr d facin~ ste p th~ corolpute d reattachme nt len;;th 
equa l s the expe rimental v <l lue a s s ho"m in fiGure 1. HOl.fe Ver the reverse 
velocity in the rec irculation zone i s ove r pr , dicted by 300 percent, figure 2. 
In the calculations , a uniform entrance v locity Has assumed with no boundary 
layer at the s t e p lip. Thi s hiZh v >locity may be ovcrdrivin~ the revers e flow 
region. The profile shown in figure 2 is the worst agreement obtained . Figure 
3 shows that the time ste p s u sed to obtain th~ statistical average also is 
import2nt. fi s the c a lcula -tion continues , stationary values s hould be obtained 
for th~ mean value ::; , but the a v ra~es must be taken over the time of several 
large scale vortex s heddings . 
In hous e c a lculations are be in7, conducted to look at the compar ison 
between t~e turbulrn=e qu ~ ntities and the exp r ric0ntal v<llues . 
Recen-t c a lclll a tion:: by Il:.;i <1 o, r ef . lj, s ho w much be t 'te r a~reernent between 
co~putations of the mean ve locities und ex~eri~cn~a l data , figure lj. H~iao has 
include d the inlet passace within the calculation domain. The statistical 
quantities a re not in good a Greement , figure 5, but the averages were computed 
over only 20 time steps . 
The result s fro~ the RVtl method have been very encouraging and much can be 
learne d thrOUGh continue d study of the calculation method. 
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AERODYNAMIC FEATURES OF FLAMES IN PREMIXED GASES 
A.K. Oppenheim 
University of California, Berkeley 
A vari ety of experimentally established flame phenom ena in premixed 
gases are interpreted by relating them to basic aerodynamic properties 
of the fl ow field. On this basis the essential mechanism of som e well 
known cha ra c teristi c f e atur e s of flames sta bilized in t he wake of a 
bluff-body or propagati ng in ducts are revealed. Elementary components 
of the flam e propaga tion process are shown to be: (1) rotary motion, (2) 
self-advancement , and 0) e xp nsi on. 
Their consequences ar e a na lyzed under a most s trict set of ideali-
zations that permit the fl ow field to be treated as potential in charac-
ter while the fl a me is modelled as a St efan-lik e interface capable of 
exert ing a fe ed-bac k ef fect upon the flow f ield. The r esults provide an 
insight into t he fund a men al f l uid-mechanical reasons for the e xperimen-
tally observed di s tortions of the flame front , rationalizing in parti cu-
lar its ability t o s ust a in relatively high flow velocities at amazingly 
low normal burning spee ds. 
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TRANSIENT FLOW COMBUSTION 
Robe rt R. Taci r. ~ 
N1\SA Le ui s Research Cen·ter 
20560 
teady conbus tion problems c a n re~ult from enc ine source~ such as 
accel r ations , decele rations , nozzle adjus tments , augmentor ignition, and air 
perturbations into a nd out of the compressor . 1\150 non-steady combustion c an be 
gene r ated internally from combustion instability o r self-induced oscil lations . 
A premixed-preva porized combu~tor uould be particularly sen~itive to flou 
transients because of its sus c e pta bility to fla~hback-autoignition and blouout. 
An experimental program, the "Transient Flou Combu~tion Study" is in progress to 
study the e ffects of air and fuel flou trans ients on a premixed-pre vaporized 
cor.iliustor . 
This experiment i s to be performe d at LeRC CE5b, tes t stand 3. The 
tran~ient c a pability i s provided by high r esponse hydraulic valves (full 
traverse in 100 ms ) tlut are i nstalled upstream and dounstream of the tes t 
section to control airflou and pressure and in the fue l line t o c ontrol fuel 
flow. Figur e 1 s hows th_ salient features of the t est rig and t he ha rdware. 
Nonvit iated pre heated air flow s through the upstrea m control valve to a 
diffus~r section uith straighte ninz vanes to provide a uni f orm ve locity profile 
to the t est section. The inlet ve locity profile is measured ~ith a travers ing 
total pressure probe . Tes t hardwar e fo r l ean premixe d - prevaporized combus tor 
tests is s hown. The airflow s plits a t the te~t sec·tion inlet . Ha lf the air goes 
thrOUGh the c ente r zone f or pre~ixin~- pre vapon.zl. ng uith the fue l and 
downstrea~ burninb . The other half ente rs a n outer annulu~ and i s used for fi lm 
coolin~ in the dOl ,TIstr eam burnin~ section . In the center zone , fuel i s 
di stributed uniformly by a conce ntric multi - point fue l injec·tor . The fuel 
injector can be located either 15 cm or 38 cm upstre~m of the flameholder . The 
fuel-air di s tribution i s measured in a pla ne q CD ups tream of the flameholder 
uith a trave rsing probe. Hi Gh r e s ponse pressure tra n s ducers , thermocouples and a 
photodctector are installed in the preDi xing-prevapor izing section to monitor 
tra ns ient res pouse , in p~rticular to detec t if autoignition or fl ashback s hould 
occur. Do~mstream of the premixin~-prevaporizinz section there i s a perforated 
plate flameholder and a combustion section. The W.:lli s of 't he flame tube a re film 
cooled . The exit conditions will be me asure d with a trave r s ing total pres sure, 
t emper.:lture and emission s probe . Emission measurements uill only be t a ken at 
steady s tate conditions . The bacl~ pressure valve is a specially des igned uater 
cool ed valve . Thi s eliminates the ne d to cool the combustor exhaust products 
uith water s pra y upstream of the back pressure valve . Water spray upstream of 
the valve can introduce flow transient s if ther~ i s two- phase flow. 
Preli~inary test s h~ve been performe d at an inle t air temperature of 600 K, 
a reference velocity of 30 mis , and a pressure of 700 Id'a . Ramping the airflou 
down (at constan t fuel-air ratio) indicated tha t thi s combustor is l ess 
sens itive to fla s hback thon anticipated . The airflow ua s reduc d to 1/3 of its 
orginal va lue in a qO ms ramp before fl a s hback occurred. Ramping t he airflou u p 
has shown that blouout is more sen s itive than flashback to fl ou transients. 
Blowout occurred uith a 25 percent increase in airflou (at a constant fuel-air 
ratio) in a 20 ms ramp. Combu5tion res onance has been found at some conditions 
and ma y be important in determininz the effec'ts of f low tra nsients. 
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COMBUSTOR FLAME FLASHBACK 
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Case Western Reserve Univer s ity 
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F1A s hha ck , <1 pro!>l m th .1 t (I'(,l lr s in p " rnixc'd-p r V~lP riz d combu s t o r s , is th 
upstream pro paga tion of the flame f rom the combus t o r into the premixing tube . Not 
only does flashback change th combus tio n process f rom premixed burnin g t o di ffus i o n 
burning , thu s c reating mo r e pollu t an t s , but it also i nf l i c t s considerab le damage to 
the f uel inj ec tor, premixin g tube a nd o ther equipment ups tream . This study attemp ts 
to de f ine the conditio n s a t which flashbac k occurs in steady burning and the mechanism 
that cause s flash back in bo th s t eady and tr ans i en t flow . 
Pa rt o f the exp riment al se tup is shown in t he at tached figure. The stainless 
s teel test sec tion is a two-dimensiona l (rec t angula r c r oss - sec tion) cent e r dump 
combustor . The 4" x I " p r mix ing tube, 6 " -10ng , dump s into the 4"x4" combustor. 
l OtI-long . Th combus t or emp ties in t o th exhau s t plenum throu gh a 2 " -diameter hole 
tha t may be pa r tiall y blocked by a conical plunger . Movement of the plunger , powered 
by two solenoids , cre a t es a pressur e pul se for trans i ent data. The f uel in jector 
s tationed l ~" upstream of the p r em i xe r in t he transi tio n section s upplies gaseous 
p ropane t o the t es t section . One o r bo th s ides of the t es t sec t ion may be fitted 
with 1 " -thick qua rt z wind ows to vi w the n t i r e combustion process . 
The equivalenc rat io at wh ich flashback o ccur s i s being measured for inlet 
tempera ture s of 600-9 : 0 K, pr emixe r wall t pera tures of 450- 1050 K a nd premixer 
ve l oci t ies of 40-80 ft !s . These data wi ll be presented . It is hoped that b y the 
time of the co n fe ren ce high speed fil m will be available t o show the mechanism of 
fla shback. Future work involves the buildup of a sligh tly modified Has t ello y test 
sec tio n tha t will with s t a nd inlet tempera tures of 1100 K. Transient data will also 
b' (,0 ] l c·c ted . 
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